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abstract

Abstract
The industrially important fungus Aspergillus niger feeds naturally on decomposing plant
material, of which a significant proportion is lipid. Examination of the A. niger genome sequence
suggested that all proteins required for metabolic conversion of lipids are present, including 63
predicted lipases. In contrast to polysaccharide-degrading enzyme networks, not much is known
about the signaling and regulatory processes that control lipase expression and activity in fungi.
This project was aimed to gain better understanding of lipid degradation mechanisms and how
these processes are regulated in A. niger, primarily via assessment of its gene transcription levels.
Minimizing biological and technical variation is crucial for experiments in which transcription
levels are determined, such as microarray and quantitative real-time PCR experiments. However,
A. niger is difficult to cultivate in a reproducible way due to its filamentous growth. In addition,
the complex processing steps of transcriptomics technologies add non-experimental variation to
the biological variation. To reduce this data noise, robust protocols based on a batchfermentation setup were developed. Variation in this setup was surveyed by examining the
fungal transcriptional response towards a pulse of D-xylose. The sources of non-experimental
variation were described by variance components analysis. Two-thirds of total variation stems
from differences in routine handling of fermentations, but in absolute terms this variation is low.
As D-xylose is an inducer of the xylanolytic system, the high reproducibility of cultures for the
first time allowed a detailed description of the global fungal transcriptional response towards Dxylose using microarrays.
The transcriptional response towards three plant derived oils was examined in another study.
Both olive oil and a wheat-gluten extracted oil induce the transcription of genes involved in lipid
metabolism and peroxisome assembly, albeit with different expression profiles. The third oil, a
plant membrane lipid, did not trigger a transcriptional response.
Microarray data are related to the physiology of the fungus. To better understand the general
principles that underlie gene regulation and gene transcription, microarray data from cultures
grown under mildly and strongly perturbed conditions were analyzed for co-expression of
genes. Despite the diverse culturing conditions, co-expressed gene modules could be identified.
Some of these modules can be related to biological functions. For some modules, conserved
promoter elements were identified, which suggests that genes in these modules are regulated on
a transcriptional level.
The work described in this thesis shows that (i) high-quality -omics data for A. niger can be
generated; that (ii) analysis and interpretation of these data enhances our understanding of the
xylanolytic and lipid metabolic regulons; and (iii) that these data give insight into the regulatory
mechanisms of this fungus.
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Introduction
On life

Biologists study life. While in most cases 'life' is readily recognized - humans are
considered alive, but rocks are not - it has been surprisingly difficult to define this
phenomenon. Throughout the ages, thinkers from diverse cultural and ideological
backgrounds have tried to comprehend, explain, and define 'life'. However, life has
many different facets at various levels of organization: consider for example a cell
versus an ecosystem. To capture its essence in a single conceptual scheme has proven
difficult.
The main purpose of a definition is to (i) demarcate or classify a certain phenomenon, or
(ii) to make manifest - and perhaps even explain - the fundamental nature of that
phenomenon [219]. Classification of 'life' leads mostly to descriptive lists of properties
that discriminate living from non-living and may include such terms as complexity,
natural selection, self-organization, or metabolism [72, 160]. The often-cited 'chemical
Darwinian' definition: 'life is a self-sustained chemical system capable of undergoing Darwinian
evolution', falls into this category 1. Two objections to using such classifying definitions
can be made. The first objection is practical: how to make certain that no essential
properties are left out or that non-essential properties are included? The second
objection to classifying definitions is their inability to explain the underlying causes or
the mechanisms leading to the production of these properties. That is, such definitions
do not lead to a better understanding of the nature of 'life' [219].
The second approach to defining 'life' is to specify its meaning by building upon
concepts that have been developed within a given theoretical framework. Cleland and
Chyba [49] illustrate this approach by discussing definitions of 'water'. Water can be
classified by reference to its sensible properties, such as it being wet, odorless, tasteless,
or thirst quenching. However, this listing of properties allow substances that only
superficially resemble water to be incorrectly classified as 'water'. The development of
molecular theory made possible to describe 'water' unambiguously: water is H2O. This
conceptual definition within the theoretical framework of chemistry gives a broad,
theoretically grounded, scientific understanding of 'water'. It is empirically testable, and
allows to explain its properties and behavior under a range of chemical and physical
circumstances, such as when in liquid or in solid phase.

1

Note that this definition excludes a single specimen from being considered alive, as classic
Darwinian evolution applies to a population only. For discussion, see [160].
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While some philosophers argue that the absence of a theoretical framework of biology
prevents defining 'life' [49], others argue that 'life' can be defined within the framework
of particular theories already present (for overview, see [72, 160]). One elegant
definition of 'life' is within the framework of cybernetics. Cybernetics is the study of the
structure of regulatory systems, or 'the science of control and communication' in both
organisms and machines [13]. It deals with all forms of behavior insofar as it is regular,
determinate, or reproducible – concepts all intuitively connected to life. A living
individual can be regarded within the cybernetic theoretical framework as a system of
regulatory mechanisms [145]. The aim of these mechanisms is to maintain the stable and
constant identity of this individual within its physiological and biological environment.
Deviations from this stability are corrected by negative feedback mechanisms. Such
mechanisms are hierarchically organized and mutually interconnected, and exist at
different levels. For example, at the biochemical level, an end product may block the
pathway of its own production when present in high concentrations. At the genetic
level, a gene's transcription rate is the outcome of concerted action of a variety of
transcription activators and repressors. And at cellular level, genome-wide oscillations
in transcription affect the physiological state of cells [143]. The purpose (in the
biological sense) of this system of regulatory mechanisms is to be an effective replicator.
That is, the system aims to copy and multiply itself, which is a positive feedback
mechanism. Thus, using cybernetics concepts, 'life' can be defined as 'a system of inferior
negative feedbacks being at service of a superior positive feedback' [146].
Molecular biologists attempt to understand the complexity of life from the perspective
of the macromolecules that life itself generates, such as proteins or DNA. For them, these
are fascinating times. The field of molecular biology has been changed especially in the
last decades by fast-paced technological developments. For example, rapid DNA
sequencing technologies have revealed the complexity and variety of genes and
genomes; advances in -omics technologies have allowed for taking snapshots of cellular
components in a variety of situations; and bioinformatics has connected and facilitated
analysis of molecular physiology data. These advances in experimental biology have
enabled biologists to study genes, proteins, or biochemical reactions in great detail. In
addition, they have made possible studies of their relations and dynamics [40, 140, 155].
Current attempts towards understanding life's complex biological organization are
described in the often used but diversely defined catchphrase, 'systems biology'.
Two different interpretations of 'system' underlie the use of 'systems biology' [192] and these interpretations are not mutually exclusive. The first interpretation is given by
researchers who find it useful to refer to the particular phenomenon that they study as a
'system'. For these pragmatic systems biologists, 'systems biology' is a convenient
notion that refers to classical biological experimentation but on a larger scale. The use of
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new technologies generates a wealth of data, which enables them to extend their
analyses to the entire phenomenon they study - in contrast to the technology-limited
inquiries of the past [1, 14, 38]. A second interpretation of 'systems biology' comes from
systems-theoreticians, who insist that this pragmatic approach to investigating a system
is inadequate. For these biologists, it is crucial to analyze systems as systems and not as
mere collections of parts only. Interactions between individual parts may result in
distinct, collective, and interactive properties that do not and cannot manifest
themselves in these individual parts alone. Such emergent properties must be described
as well [31, 51]. In this interpretation, a system is viewed as a fundamental category
where the similarities between biological and engineered systems are more important
than their differences.
A paradox in current molecular biology is that, while technological advances allow to
gather vast amounts of data on an increasingly number of biomolecules, little in the way
of general theory has emerged that is able to explain how emergent properties arise
from the biomolecules that are present in the studied system. The absence of such
theoretical framework is not necessarily a problem: biologists are adept at exploring
'life' and conducting 'systems biology' without a pressing need to define these concepts.
This is exemplified by the wide body of knowledge available: the PubMed search engine
covers over 18 million citations from biomedical literature [186], and in the field of
molecular biology currently 1,170 scientific databases are available to researchers [82].
Nevertheless, a conceptual clarification can be of practical importance for biologists.
Carl Woese remarked on the development of science, that “a properly balanced relationship
between technological advances and a guiding vision is key to the successful development of a
science: without the proper technological advances the road ahead is blocked. Without a guiding
vision, there is no road ahead.” [288]. Definitions of concepts enable the direction of a
scientific experimental program or propose the orientations through which biological
data should be approached 2.

2

The relation between a definition of 'life' and experimental work is intuitively more clear in
more exotic areas of biology. In astrobiology, implicit or explicit definitions of 'life' guide life
detection strategies [50]. The Viking mission to planet Mars included equipment to detect
metabolizing organisms - thus assuming that one characteristic of 'life' is the capacity to
metabolize, i.e. incorporate carbon dioxide or carbon monoxide into organic compounds [141].
Research on prebiotic life, pushed to modern science by Alexander Oparin's thesis that the
transition to life is a process which goes spontaneously from the inanimate matter to the first
living cells [194], also requires a definition of 'life' prior to experimentation.
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Between simple and complex, a thin line

Implicit in the work described in this thesis is the notion that life's complexity
eventually can be described by models that are able to capture the dynamic behavior of
interacting biological parts. Manifestations of life are often cited as supreme examples of
complexity. It is a common assumption that this observed complexity is the result of
underlying principles that themselves are complex. However, this assumption is not
necessarily correct. A complex situation can arise from simple rules, while a seemingly
simple situation can be orchestrated by complex underlying processes. Two examples
serve to illustrate this in the sections below.
That simple rules can lead to complex outcomes is demonstrated by the behavior of
cellular automata [20, 290]. Cellular automata gained popularity in the 1970s after

Figure 1 (continued on next page) - Three rule sets describing the color of cells of three onedimensional cellular automata, and a visual representation of 600 time steps for each automaton.
Under each automaton, the legend describes the eight possible combinations of a cell and its
neighbors on the top, and the resulting cellular state of that cell for the next time step on the
bottom. For example, for rule 102, when a black cell has to its left a white cell and to its right a
black cell, its color turns to white in the next time step. Rule names are derived from their
binary representation following [290]: e.g. decimal value 102 has binary value 01100110.
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publication of a series of articles on John Conway's 'Game of Life' 3 [83], but are used
professionally to describe such processes as cell movement [100] or immune system
responses [174]. A cellular automaton is a mathematical model that is easily visualized as
a regular grid consisting of squares, or cells (not to be confused with biological cells).
Cells are assigned a certain value; for the simple cellular automata discussed here, a cell
can be either black or white (Figure 1). The state of every cell is updated in discrete time
steps according to predefined rules. One such rule can be that “a black square with both
its left and right neighbors being black, becomes white at the next time point”. Three
one-dimensional cellular automata, each based on a different set of rules, are depicted in
Figure 1.
While the rule sets of these automata are similar, their outcomes are not. It is obvious
that a regular pattern emerges when the so-called rule 102 is applied. Triangle-shaped
pieces of identical form appear and it can be seen in Figure 1 that each piece is
essentially just a smaller copy of the whole pattern. The opposite of order is apparent
when rule 30 is applied. This rule set produces an irregular and complex pattern, and it
can mathematically be shown that this rule creates perfect randomness [90, 290].
However, in essence this perfect randomness also has its order: randomness dictates
that on average the colors black and white occur equally often. Execution of a third rule,
rule 110, produces a pattern that is neither completely random not completely
repetitive but is a mixture of both. Interestingly, this rule only differs from the regular
pattern-obtaining rule 102 by one digit (Figure 1).
The above-mentioned visualizations illustrate that simple rules can generate complex
patterns that range from full randomness to full regularity. The regulatory mechanism
of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae galactose utilization (GAL) pathway, one of the most
intensively studied and well understood genetic regulatory circuits, serves as example
for the reverse situation where apparent simple behavior is obtained by interacting sets
of complex interactions.
S. cerevisiae can utilize galactose using the enzymes of the Leloir pathway. These
enzymes convert galactose to glucose-6-phosphate which in turn enters the glycolysis
pathway (Figure 2) [78]. In the canonical model, expression of the genes encoding these
enzymes is tightly regulated by pathway-specific regulators as well as by global carbon
catabolite repression [127, 157]. Growth of yeast on glucose completely represses the
transcription of the GAL genes due to carbon catabolite repression. But in the absence of
glucose and presence of galactose, three regulatory proteins act co-operatively to
3

An online version of the “Game of Life” can be found at http://www.bitstorm.org/gameoflife/
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Figure 2 - The galactose utilization (GAL) pathway and its core regulators. Galactose is
transported into the cell by the permease encoded by GAL2 as well as other hexose sugar
transporters (not shown). The enzymes are galactokinase (encoded by GAL1), galactose-1phosphate uridylyltransferase (GAL7), uridine diphosphoglucose 4-epimerase (GAL10), and
phosphoglucomutase (GAL5). Grey arrows indicate regulatory mechanisms. Intracellular
galactose is sensed by GAL3, which binds to GAL80 and thus abolishes its inhibition of GAL4.
GAL4 is the transcription activator for GAL1, GAL2, GAL7, and GAL10. Although GAL5 expression
is weakly induced by GAL4 upon galactose induction, this gene is constitutively expressed [80].
Figure based upon data in [122, 127].

express the genes of the GAL pathway. The GAL4 protein is a DNA-binding transcription
factor that binds to upstream sequences of the functional enzyme-encoding genes GAL1,
GAL2, GAL7, and GAL10, and thus activates their transcription. When no galactose is
present inside the cell, the GAL80 protein interacts with GAL4 and inhibits its activity.
GAL3 is the ligand sensor of the regulatory circuit. Upon sensing the presence of both
galactose and ATP in the cell, GAL3 interacts with GAL80 [201, 254]. This association
causes GAL80 to release its repression of GAL4, so that the genes encoding the functional
enzymes of the Leloir pathway are expressed at a high level.
It was known that the complete regulatory mechanism was more complex than the core
regulation described above [197, 214]. However, a systematic series of perturbations of
the GAL system that were examined by large-scale mRNA expression and protein
measurements revealed a complex picture of this regulon [122]. In this study, wild-type
yeast and nine GAL mutants were grown in the presence or absence of galactose, and
their transcriptome and proteome were analyzed. Some observations were made that
were not predicted by the model of Figure 2. For example, in the presence of galactose,
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deletions of either the GAL7 or GAL10 genes reduced the expression levels of other GAL
enzymes. This observation suggests a regulatory role for either the metabolite galactose1-phosphate or one of its derivatives, or a regulatory function of the GAL10 enzyme
[122]. This systematic approach also revealed that mRNA levels of 997 genes differed
significantly in at least one such perturbation - much more than the limited number of
genes thought to be affected prior to this study. Integration of these data and its
coupling with protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions data showed that processes
not directly related to galactose metabolism, such as amino acid synthesis or fatty acid
oxidation, are also influenced by perturbation of the GAL system.

Fungal life

Up to this point, this introduction has touched briefly on concepts and challenges
towards investigation life's complexity in general terms. Focus now shifts towards the
study of fungal life with emphasis on Aspergillus niger, the fungus on which the work
described in this thesis is based.
Fungi are eukaryotic micro-organisms. An estimated 1.5 million fungal species [101]
inhabit a wide range of ecosystems on earth, where these organisms play a vital role
[105]. White rot fungi and brown rot fungi are the most efficient degraders of
lignocellulose, a major component of wood or straw [32]. The majority of terrestrial
plants live in association with symbiotic fungi that facilitate the uptake of mineral
nutrients [223]. Edible fruiting bodies of fungi such as shiitake, champignon, or truffle
serve as food for humans (while ants prefer fungi of the order Agaricales [53]). Food
processes including wine making, beer brewing and bread baking involve fungal
activity. Penicillin, blood pressure lowering agents, and other pharmaceuticals are of
fungal origin [108]. As lower eukaryotes, their cells function in many ways similar to a
human cell, which makes some species important model organisms in medical research.
On the negative side, some fungi display undesired properties: the major plant
pathogens are fungi and several hundred fungal species cause disease in animals or man
[22].
Aspergillus niger is a black sporulating mold whose physiological properties have made it
a workhorse of modern biotechnology. Its natural habitat is soil, an environment where
nutrients are often scarce and competition is fierce. Here, it feeds primarily on dead
plant matter. As a majority of bacteria and many fungi cannot grow below pH 3, by
acidification of its environment A. niger inhibits the growth of competitors and increases
its own access to nutrients [167]. To this end, it can produce large quantities of organic
acids. This characteristic is utilized in industry, where this fungus has become the
almost exclusive industrial producer of citric acid worldwide.
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A. niger is also an excellent producer of extracellular enzymes. These enzymes are aimed
primarily to degrade plant matter - again, a capacity that is tailored to its natural
environment. A multitude of specialized enzymes are secreted into its surroundings
where their activities can convert complex biomolecules into consumable substrates.
Prime examples of such enzymes include pectinases and xylanases. Even though the
primary function of these enzymes are to degrade plant matter, they are used in baking,
brewing, and beverage industries, in animal feed and in the paper and pulp industry
[196]. In addition to its own enzymes, A. niger's excellent protein secretion machinery is
exploited to produce a range of heterologous proteins [207].

Post- genome research of Aspergi l l us ni ger

Before an integrated approach to understanding the physiology of Aspergillus niger can
be undertaken, the individual biological parts contributing to its complexity need to be
identified. The complete genome sequences of two A. niger strains are publicly available
and provide an excellent starting point for this inventory. A genome harbors the
chromosomal segments that are responsible for making a functional product, either a
protein or non-coding RNA [68, 240]. The genome of strain CBS 513.88, a predecessor of
currently used enzyme production strains, is 33.9 Mbp in size and contains 14,165
protein-coding genes [196]. Citric acid producing strain ATCC 1015 has a slightly larger
genome size of 34.9 Mbp but contains 11,197 protein-coding genes [128]. However,
information from ongoing or completed genome sequencing projects suggest that
genomes by no means are ordered and logical libraries of biochemical instructions for
making a cell. Instead, they are the imprint of occurrences in evolutionary history,
selection, and biochemical constraints: hence pseudo-genes, paralogs, transposons, or
DNA sequences with no apparent functional benefit.
In addition, an organism's emergent properties do not arise from the information about
the synthesis of its numerous biomolecules alone but from their combined activity and
interactions. Variations in the timing, location, and levels of gene transcription, protein
synthesis or metabolism have considerable consequences for a cell. It therefore is not
sufficient to only investigate A. niger's genome when trying to understand its physiology.
Technologies built upon and using genome sequence data have been developed that
enable the study of these spatio-temporal dynamics for a number of biomolecule classes.
Transcriptional events can be assessed by transcriptomics technologies such as DNA
microarrays [26, 36]. The protein content of organelles or whole organisms, proteinprotein interactions, or the spectrum of secreted proteins can be mapped using
proteomics technologies [137, 138]. And the continuum of metabolites - low molecular
weight organic compounds with molecular weights of less than 1000 Da - can be
surveyed using metabolomics [265].
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The quantification of gene expression at the mRNA level is one of the most extended
techniques in molecular biology research. The first microarray developed monitored the
expression of only 45 Arabidopsis thaliana genes [225], but two years later, all coding
genes of the yeast S. cerevisiae were dotted onto a 1.8-cm-square glass slide to analyze its
global gene expression levels [150, 231]. Currently, microarrays are routinely and widely
used within almost all areas of biological research. Whole-genome microarrays have
been developed for seven species of filamentous fungi, including for A. niger 4. For this
thesis, the availability of an A. niger microarray platform provided an excellent starting
point to study the transcriptional response of this fungus in a variety of experimental
settings. However, the development and use of -omics technologies brought to the
spotlight two closely related experimental challenges.
The first challenge relates to the technical side of -omics technologies. Gene transcript
levels currently can be determined with great precision and accuracy: as little as 20
absolute mRNA copies can be detected by microarrays [233]. This sensitivity, in
combination with its ability to simultaneously determine the expression profiles for
many genes, demands that non-experimentally induced variation ('random noise') be
kept to a minimum. The effects of this random noise on data analysis and data
interpretation can be minimized by the use of replicate biological samples to generate
high quality data. However, the second experimental challenge lies in this biological
reproducibility. The filamentous or 'thread-like' growth of A. niger deters the growth of
reproducible cell cultures. The fungal filaments increase the viscosity of the culture
medium during cultivation, which in turn leads to a reduced oxygen and heat transfer
ultimately resulting in a heterogeneous cell culture. Physical agitation and shear stress
contribute to this heterogeneity by causing uncontrolled breakage and fragmentation of
the mycelium.

Outline of this thesis

The work presented in this thesis is the result of a joint partnership of DSM and
Wageningen University. The initial project objective was to investigate lipid degradation
and metabolism in A. niger. However, over time, the experimental requirements
inevitably lead to a broader focus. This work can be viewed from two connected
perspectives, each of which emphasizes a different aspect on the study of the
complexity of Aspergillus niger.

4

For four filamentous fungi, two arrays per species were developed independently: for A. niger
(DSM N.V., The Netherlands, and [11]), A. nidulans ([11, 29]), A. fumigatus (J. Craig Venter Institute,
USA, and [188]), and A. oryzae (JCVI and [11]). One whole-genome array was developed for A.
flavus (JCVI), Fusarium graminearum ([92]), and Neurospora crassa (Agilent Inc., USA).
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The first perspective on the work described here is on the acquisition of high-quality
experimental data. As mentioned above, the culturing and processing of biological
material introduces non-experimental variation. The resulting data noise affects the
quality and reduces the reliability of the data obtained. This works describes efforts to
minimize and control this non-experimental variation. In Chapter 2, microarray data
are used to discover genes that have stable expression levels under a wide variety of
conditions. Such endogenous reference genes, or 'housekeeping genes', are required for
normalization of quantitative real-time PCR data, a method to analyze transcript levels
of a single gene. The resulting method to accurate determine transcript levels was used
in Chapter 3 to assess the improvements in the reproducibility of fermentor-grown A.
niger cell cultures. The procedure outlined in this chapter is a fast and effective way to
determine the source and magnitude of non-experimental variation introduced during
growth experiments.
The second perspective on this work views the contributions towards understanding the
biology of A. niger. The ability to grow highly reproducible cell cultures of A. niger and
the ability to acquire high-quality gene expression data from these cultures allowed for
a detailed analyses of transcriptome fluctuation. In Chapter 3, the fungal global
transcriptional response towards D-xylose is examined. This sugar is an inducer of the
xylanolytic system, and the transcriptional response towards it was known to some
extent. However, for the first time, the global analysis of its response towards D-xylose
could be described in great detail.
In Chapter 4, the transcriptional response towards a pulse of three oils – olive oil, a
complex oil mixture extracted from wheat gluten, and the plant membrane lipid DGDG is described. A. niger feeds naturally on decomposing plant material, a significant
proportion of which is lipid. In contrast to plant cell wall degrading enzyme networks,
not much is known about lipid degradation of A. niger. This study showed that both olive
oil and the complex oil mixture induce the transcription of genes involved in lipid
metabolism and peroxisome assembly, and they do so with different expression profiles.
No transcriptional response towards DGDG was observed.
Microarray technology data are related to the physiology of the organism. In Chapter 3
and 4, there was an emphasis on data analysis to understand a specific reaction towards
inducer compounds in greater detail. The data obtained in these studies are combined
with microarray data of A. niger cultures grown under strongly perturbed culture
conditions in Chapter 5. This chapter underscores the strength of re-analysis of
complex data sets. The aim of this analysis was to gain insight into general principles
that underlie transcript expression and gene regulation. A gene co-expression analysis
was used that resulted in the identification of modules of co-expressed genes, despite
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the use of distinct culturing conditions. Examination of genes present in these modules
indicates an overrepresentation of biological functions per module. Also, conserved
promoter elements were identified in the upstream region of its genes, suggesting coregulation of genes in these modules on a transcriptional level.
The availability of more and more precise data such as generated in this thesis greatly
enhances the understanding of biological parts and their interactions. However, for a
large proportion of proteins, a physiological function is still unknown. A method
proposed in Chapter 6 aims to make use of expression data to infer gene function by
following the 'guilt by association' principle. This principle assumes that unknown
genes that are co-expressed with genes of known function most likely encode proteins
that are involved in the same biological process. Although this method does not reveal
the precise biochemical function of the unknown protein, it provides valuable starting
points for further investigation.
Up to date, no theoretical framework or models have been constructed that integrate
multi-level biological and biochemical data to describe the full functioning of a living
organism. Certainly, it is worth striving for, and facilitating the development of, such
integrative models. Life is a complex phenomenon, and to study the dynamics and
interactions of its biomolecules is challenging. This thesis demonstrates that highquality data for A. niger can be generated, and it demonstrates that analysis and
interpretation of these data enhances our understanding of the biology of A. niger. In
addition, it suggests that analysis of the regulatory mechanisms of these processes aids
in unraveling the complexity of this fungus. Moreover, set apart from work described
here, it acknowledges that biologists are just barely starting to understand the
phenomenon of 'life'.
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Selection of Aspergi l l us ni ger endogenous
reference genes using microarray data, and
comparison with a synthetic RNA reference

Douwe van der Veen, José Miguel Oliveira,
Elena S. Martens-Uzunova, and Leo H. de Graaff

selection of endogenous reference genes

Abstract
Real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) has become a standard technology for determining
transcription levels. Before analysis of the data obtained by qPCR, these data have to be
corrected for experimental variation. This correction, or data normalization, is
commonly done using internal reference genes – genes believed to be stably expressed
under the physiological conditions of interest. However, this strategy suffers from
drawbacks as the transcription levels of commonly used reference genes such as β-actin
or GAPDH do vary under many conditions. Therefore, the stability of reference genes
selected for use in an experiment must be validated before their data can be used to
normalize qPCR data. In this study, microarray data were analyzed to identify stably
expressed genes beyond the realm of traditionally established reference genes. An
alternative for internal reference genes, spiking by use of a synthetic RNA transcript,
was investigated as well.
Data of 48 Aspergillus niger microarrays were analyzed and 321 candidate reference genes
were identified. The transcript expression stability in qPCR measurements was assessed
for 11 candidate genes in a novel growth experiment using a different A. niger strain and
a distinct substrate as a sole carbon source. The candidate reference genes were less
variable with respect to their transcript levels as compared to traditional reference
genes proposed for A. niger. A synthetic RNA transcript was spiked into the total RNA
pool and evaluated for use as exogenous reference gene. This synthetic gene
outperforms the tested candidate reference genes in terms of minimal variability
between samples.
Large-scale expression data mining is a valuable tool to identify more stably expressed
candidate reference genes compared to traditionally used reference genes. The use of a
synthetic RNA spike enhances the reliability of qPCR normalization, and serves as
detector for aberrant behavior of used endogenous reference genes in the qPCR samples.
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Background
Although the principles of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) were described as early
as 1971 [142], improvement of the PCR reaction by Kary Mullis and co-workers by the use
of a thermostable Thermophilus aquaticus DNA polymerase in the 1980s has made it an
indispensable technique for current molecular biology laboratory work [182, 220]. The
basics of a PCR reaction are that two sequence-specific DNA oligonucleotides are used to
amplify a specific DNA fragment. Addition of intercalating fluorophores to the reaction
mixture allow the real-time monitoring of this amplification, and enable the
quantification of the amount of DNA formed [106]. This real-time quantitative PCR
technique was extended further by Gibson and co-workers, who used cDNA as template
and thus made possible the measurement of gene expression levels [86]. Currently, realtime reverse-transcribed quantitative PCR (qPCR) has become a routine technology for
the accurate quantitation of gene expression and is widely used for validation of DNA
microarray results [205].
The reliability of this technology depends on data normalization to obtain comparable
results. Such normalization is necessary to compensate both for biological variation and
for differences in technical processing and treatment of these samples [41, 274].
Common practice in qPCR normalization is the use of internal control genes, also called
housekeeping genes or endogenous reference genes [246]. A prerequisite for any gene to
be considered an endogenous reference gene is that its transcription levels do not vary
in the experimental conditions under study. Discussions on which genes to use as
endogenous reference gene date from the Northern blot era [18] and continue until this
day [33, 41, 104]. Unfortunately, reference genes that are selected in one condition for
stable expression may vary in a next [62]. Current best practice is to validate a set of
endogenous reference genes for stable expression, for instance by use of algorithms
implemented in the programs geNorm [274], BestKeeper [199], or Normfinder [9].
Alternative normalization strategies have also been suggested. Normalization can be
based on the starting amount of cells or the amount of total RNA used. However, this
does not take into account the varying efficiencies of the reverse transcription or the
PCR reaction itself [114]. Spiking of total RNA with alien RNA, as is performed routinely
for microarray techniques, has been validated for qPCR [87] but has not yet been widely
adopted. Genome-wide expression data for many organisms and experimental
conditions is available in repositories such as GEO [69] and ArrayExpress [34]. Expression
levels for thousands of genes are available, and this data can aid in the selection of
endogenous reference genes for the organism of interest. So far, few reports investigate
the feasibility of this approach [152].
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The aim of our present study was to identify genes of the fungus Aspergillus niger that are
stably expressed under various conditions, and to investigate their use in qPCR data
normalization. Furthermore, we enhanced the robustness of our qPCR method by
combining normalization strategies. In particular, we sought to minimize the erroneous
effects of inappropriately chosen reference genes through the use of a synthetic
exogenous reference transcript [61].

Results
Selection of candidate reference genes

A total of 48 A. niger microarrays was available in our laboratory at the onset of this
study (Table 1). These data were obtained from several independent experimental setups
and differed by (i) growth condition, (ii) media composition, (iii) sampling time point,
and (iv) experimenter. These arrays were split into two groups. A selection group of 21
arrays contained samples obtained under mild conditions. We assumed that these
samples would not show global stress responses due to the limited time elapsed after
transfer, the excess of nutrients in the fresh medium, and the buffer capacity present in
this medium. The remainder of 27 arrays were used to validate the candidate reference
genes. Since these arrays originate from purposely imposed stressful conditions such as
nutrient depletion or prolonged cultivation, large-scale fluctuations in transcript
profiles are expected for this group.
Reliable probe sets were selected on the basis of their “present” flags and raw signal
values as described in the Methods section. Of the 14,554 probe sets present on the A.
niger array, 2,429 probe sets fit these criteria. We selected genes with invariable
expression using the standard deviation [152]. Probe sets were excluded when the
standard deviation of their expression values was above the median standard deviation
for the Affymetrix control probes (mean SD = 0.20). This selection left 541 genes. Genes
expressed over the fold change threshold for technical replicates (1.7-fold) were
excluded, and a list of 469 candidate endogenous reference genes was selected.
The 469 candidate genes were selected from samples cultured under mild conditions. To
investigate transcript level stability at non-favorable conditions, transcript levels were
Table 1 (opposite page) - Characteristics of DNA microarrays used in this study. Method: the
cultivation method, which is either (S)hakeflask, (F)ermentor, or (P)aper. Time: for paper and
shakeflask experiments, the time after transfer is given. For fermentor experiments, the time
after start of fermentation is given.
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investigated on 27 microarrays of stress-imposed samples. Under these conditions,
indeed transcript variability is higher. Four of 469 candidate genes are over 30-fold
differentially expressed on some of the arrays. Unexpectedly, the 8 Affymetrix control
probe sets included in the list of 469 genes follow these 4 genes in the next highest
standard deviations on this set of arrays. A 2.3-fold cut-off value as criterion for
transcript levels variability was used instead. This criterion was chosen on the basis that,
in stringently controlled batch fermentations, genes do not differ by over 2.3-fold
between biological replicates. Application of this cut-off value removes one-third, or 140,
of the candidate genes and left 321 genes.

Functional classification of candidate reference genes

A combination of tradition and literature research commonly guides the composition of
a pool of reference genes that are tested for suitability. Knowledge of the functional role
of a protein encoded by a reference gene can be helpful in this process. To further refine
our list of candidate reference genes, we used an in-house built database (Cluster of
Orthologous Genes, or COG, database) [S. Basmagi and P. Schaap, unpublished data]. This
database is based on publicly available yeast and fungal protein sequences. A protein
clusters in a COG when corresponding ortholog sequences are detected in at least three
organisms. The presence of a protein in such cluster is indicative of evolutionary
conservation between species and increases the likelihood that the protein is functional.
Two-thirds of the proteins that are present in a COG are highly conserved in the fungal
kingdom as these have orthologs in over 15 organisms. In all but a few cases a
Saccharomyces cerevisiae ortholog is included in these conserved clusters. Fifty-six
proteins cluster in less conserved COGs and appear to be present only in ascomycetes.
Genes were excluded from the candidate list when encoding proteins have no ortholog
in the COG database (36 excluded), or for which no annotation information is available
(32 excluded), leaving 253 genes.
S. cerevisiae has been used for many decades as a model organism and a wealth of
information for it is available. Three quarters of the candidate gene list (187 genes) have
a S. cerevisiae ortholog. The stringent criteria on which the COG database is built allow
for transfer of information between proteins in the same COG cluster. Functional
annotation of the 187 genes was performed by deriving information about their S.
cerevisiae orthologs from the Gene Ontology Slim Mapper (Saccharomyces Genome
Database [67]) and subsequent transfer of the annotations to their A. niger counterparts.
The top five GO Slim processes show involvement in organelle organization and
biogenesis (36%), transport (30%), vesicle-mediated transport (20%), protein
modification processes (19%), and membrane organization (12%). The majority of
proteins encoded by the candidate genes are predicted to be localized in the cytoplasm
(68%), followed by localization in nucleus (34%), membrane (25%), mitochondrion (14%),
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or the endoplasmatic reticulum and Golgi apparatus with 11% each.
Based on evolutionary conservation according to the COG database, S. cerevisiae ortholog
information on cellular function and localization, and the raw expression signal values
and their deviation across conditions examined by microarrays, a set of 11 candidate
genes was selected for further analysis (Table 2).

Table 2 - The 11 candidate reference genes selected for qPCR testing. Gene, the A. niger gene
code; Signal, average fluorescence intensity signal on Affymetrix microarray, in Arbitrary Units;
Primers, the (F)orward and (R)everse primers used for qPCR.

Testing paradigm- dependence

The use of endogenous reference genes is paradigm-dependent, that is, transcript levels
for an endogenous reference gene can be stable in one experimental condition but
fluctuating in another [252]. Prior to the use of such genes as the basis for data
normalization in a novel experimental condition, the stability of expression levels of
these genes has to be validated. A new transfer experiment was used to verify the
stability of the selected candidate reference genes under novel conditions. Wild type A.
niger strain N400 was replaced by the low-conidiophore auxotrophic strain NW219. In
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initial transfer experiments, candidate genes were selected based on on carbohydrategrown samples only. Thus, for the new transfer experiment, two non-carbohydrate
substrates were additionally chosen as sole carbon source: olive oil and an oil mixture
containing mainly diglycerides. The transcript levels of the 11 candidate reference genes
were determined by qPCR for fungal samples grown up to 12 hours after transfer to the
new condition. The cycle threshold and amplification values were extracted and are
plotted in Figure 1.
Eighteen selected total RNA samples of this transfer experiment were hybridized onto
DNA microarrays. From the resulting microarray data, transcription profiles were
analyzed for all of the 253 candidate reference genes. Transcript levels for 16 of these
genes exceed the threshold for biological variation of 2.3-fold, and 69 were over the 1.7-

Figure 1 - Cumulative representation of (A) cycle threshold and (B) amplification efficiency
values for 11 candidate reference genes examined by qPCR. Samples are represented on X-axis:
(F)ructose, (O)live oil, (W)heat diglyceride oil. Olive oil samples are done in duplicate (a,b).
Numbers indicate harvesting time in hours after transfer.
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fold technical replication threshold. Three of the 11 qPCR-assessed genes (An12g07380,
An18g01970, and An14g050) are over 1.7-fold but below 2.0-fold on some arrays.

Synthetic reference gene

An alternative to endogenous reference genes is to spike isolated total RNA with in vitro
transcribed RNA [87, 238]. The prerequisites for the use of such synthetic transcripts are
that (i) the amount of starting material can be determined accurately and reproducibly,
(ii) the amplification efficiency for the synthetic gene is not copy number dependent,
and that (iii) the efficiency of the reverse transcription reaction is identical for both
synthetic transcript and native mRNA.
These prerequisites were examined for our synthetic gene, a kanamycin synthetase
encoding transcript. Regarding the starting material, duplicate total RNA measurements
deviate no more than 2% in the range of 50 - 500 ng × μL-1 (n=36 samples) when measured
spectrophotometrically. The copy number dependence for the synthetic transcript was
determined using a dilution series up to one-tenth of a million of cDNA amplified from

Figure 2 - Average of cycle threshold values of the spike-in synthetic gene measured in a serially
diluted cDNA sample. Ct value was measured on three days A, B, and C. Initial spike-in transcript
concentration is 1 ng×μL-1. For every day and for every dilution, 5 measurements were taken.
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1 ng of synthetic transcript (Figure 2). This dilution series was repeated on three days.
The observed cycle threshold values increase slightly during time as is demonstrated in
Figure 2. This effect might be due to the effect of freeze-thaw cycles on cDNA quality.
Potential differences in the reverse transcription step between synthetic and
endogenous genes were examined as follows. A. niger was transferred to shake flasks
containing wheat diglycerides as sole carbon and energy source. Mycelium was
harvested after 4 hours, and total RNA of two biological duplicates was spiked with 1 ng
of synthetic transcript. For each sample, three independent reverse transcription
reactions were done. In parallel, an equal mixture of total RNA of both duplicate samples
was mixed and processed similarly. A schematic representation of this experimental
setup is given in Figure 3. Twenty-seven cDNA preparations were thus obtained. For each
cDNA preparation, transcript levels of 3 genes were measured in triplicate: (i) for the
synthetic exogenous reference gene, (ii) for the gene encoding isocitrate lyase
(An01g09270; isocitrate lyase transcription is expected to be increased because of the
presence of oil), and (iii) for gene An14g05050, which has been selected from the list of
candidate reference genes of Table 2.

Figure 3 - Experimental design to determine cDNA synthesis variability. Total RNA was isolated
from two biological replicates and twice independently reverse transcribed into cDNA. An 1:1
mixture of both total RNA samples was evaluated also. The synthesized cDNA again was split into
three parts, and transcript levels were measured independently.

No statistically significant differences were observed between RNA samples for both the
synthetic kanamycin synthetase transcript and the endogenous reference gene (t-test, p
= 0.05). In contrast, a significant difference for the isocitrate lyase gene was found
between RNA samples (p=3.8 × 10-8). Although expression of isocitrate lyase is elevated in
both cultures compared to non-induced conditions, the mean cycle threshold values of
the RNA samples vary slightly: for sample A, the mean Ct value is 16.1, while for sample
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B this mean is 16.6. The median Ct value for the pooled RNA is 16.4. This difference
shows a shake flask-dependent response of the fungal culture towards the oil. This effect
can be accounted for by differences in the amount of fungal cells transferred to the
medium. The amplification efficiency remains constant per gene for all three genes
examined.

Correlation between technologies

qPCR technology is commonly used to validate DNA microarray results [209], and it has
been reported that microarray and qPCR results generally correlate well [178]. We
sought to substantiate this correlation by comparison of the qPCR and microarray data
for the 11 genes examined in this study. Variation of a reference gene relative to other
reference genes can be described by the internal control gene-stability value M as can be
calculated by GeNorm [274]. The M-value was calculated for the 11 reference genes using
either qPCR or raw microarray data. The genes were ranked by their calculated M-values
(Figure 4; the gene with lowest M-value
is assigned rank 1, the next-lowest rank
2, and so on).
Four of 11 genes have different
rankings between the technologies.
Transcript levels for gene An09g06840
vary little on the microarray data, but
this gene ranks last based on the qPCR
analysis. The reverse observation is
made for An08g06940, An14g05050, and
An12g07380. Transcript copy numbers
do not explain these differences, as the
histone An08g06940 is highly expressed
on the microarrays with an average
probe set signal 4,600 arbitrary units
(AU) from a maximum of 25,000,
whereas An12g07380 is modestly
expressed
(average
130
AU).
An14g05050 has intermediate average
expression levels of 570 AU.

Figure 4 – Endogenous reference genes
are ranked by their gene stability
measure 'M' as calculated by the
GeNorm program. Rank is based on the
qPCR data (dark bars) or DNA
microarray data (light bars). A lower
rank indicates less variability of gene
expression.

This difference can be explained by the nature of the technologies used. Affymetrix
technology makes use of twelve 25-mer probe pairs to cover each gene and the final
expression value is composed of fluorescence data for these 12 probe pairs [156].
Furthermore, additional steps – conversion of cDNA to cRNA followed by fragmentation
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and hybridization – are needed for the Affymetrix platform. In contrast, only two
primers are used for qPCR which amplify a single designated region of the cDNA
transcript.

Discussion
Fluctuations in transcript levels provide information on the functional status of the cell
under the conditions of interest, and these fluctuations can be analyzed by qPCR. As the
actual acquisition of qPCR data is preceded by isolation of total RNA and reverse
transcription of mRNA, qPCR data normalization is a necessity to account for differences
introduced by all manipulations. How to normalize these data is subject to ongoing
debate. One method is the use of stably expressed genes as reference. Reference genes of
the Northern blot analysis era were selected by their cellular function or by the
availability of genomic sequences, but the expression levels of these genes are known to
fluctuate [246, 252]. Software tools have been developed to select the most stable of a set
of genes to use for a given tissue or condition [104, 199, 274]. However, often the starting
list of genes to select from originates from a limited pool of well-known genes [162, 191,
213]. The availability of microarray expression data for A. niger has enabled us to search
beyond traditional reference genes following a strategy suggested by Lee and co-workers
[152].
We have identified 469 invariable candidate reference genes on microarrays originating
from samples cultured under mild conditions. When these genes were either analyzed
on stress-imposed conditions or tested on a new experimental condition containing nonpreferred carbon sources, the expression of some genes turned out to become variable.
The extent of observed variation correlates with the physiological state of the cells: 30%
of the listed candidate genes are designated as having variable expression on the stressimposed arrays, compared to 12% on oil-substrate arrays. This observation can be
explained by the introduction of non-biological variation in sample culturing and
processing by a different experimenter. However, on six fructose-grown microarrays
used in the control growth experiment, only 4 genes are over 2.3-fold, and 33 genes over
1.7-fold differentially expressed. Of these, the gene with highest variability in relative
expression is An02g0074. This gene encodes (R)-6-hydroxynicotine oxidase and is
involved in nicotine metabolism. The strain used in this experiment is a nicotinic acid
auxotroph, which may be a possible explanation for the observed increase.
Recently, ten A. niger reference genes for qPCR were selected by Bohle and co-workers
based on their role in basic metabolism and by literature screening [28]. The commonly
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used reference genes encoding GAPDH and actin were included in their list. We
compared the transcript levels of their selected genes with the 11 genes assessed in our
qPCR setup that were found by microarray analysis (Figure 5). The reference genes
presented in this study show less variation in transcription levels compared to those of
the reference genes examined by Bohle and co-workers under both mild and stressimposed conditions. These differences can be explained by the functional role of the
gene products in the fungal cell. Six of 10 genes proposed and tested by Bohle encode
enzymes of the glycolysis, the citric acid cycle, or the pentose phosphate pathway. Cox5,
a subunit of cytochrome-c oxidase, functions in oxidative phosphorylation. When A.
niger is transferred to complex or nonpreferred
carbon
sources,
or
encounters a stressful environment
such as carbon starvation or exposure
to air, its metabolism will be adjusted
drastically. The gene encoding cellular
structure-related actin (An15g00560)
chosen by Bohle and coworkers is less
affected
by
changes
to
the
environment. This gene is also present
in our selection of 253 stably expressed
genes. The comparison between both
reference gene lists stresses the
requirement for reference gene
validation for every new experimental
condition.
An alternative to internal reference
genes is the use of an external
reference gene. In this study we
validated a synthetic reference gene
encoding a bacterial kanamycin
synthase modified by addition of a
eukaryotic poly(A)-tail. Transcript
stability analysis as measured by the
GeNorm algorithm demonstrated that
this synthetic transcript is second in
stability after the spindle pole body protein-encoding gene, An08g06760. The Affymetrix
platform also uses synthetic transcripts: the B2 oligonucleotide control is used to align
the array grid; bacterial poly(A)-tailed controls such as dap are used to control cDNA
synthesis and sample preparation steps; and hybridization controls such as bioB are used
Figure 5 - Normalized intensity of
gene expression levels for the 10
reference genes selected by Bohle et al.
[28] (gray) and the 11 genes examined
in this study (black). Microarrays are
divided into three groups: this study,
18 microarrays of the experiment
described in this study; selection, 21
samples cultured under mild
conditions; validation, 27 arrays of
stress-imposed cultures.
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to control hybridization [3]. Spike-in experiments are used to validate platform
performance [47]. Given this routine use for microarrays it is surprising that synthetic
reference genes have only limited use in qPCR based studies [33, 87, 181, 238].
One argument against the use of external reference genes is that quality differences
between total RNA samples prior to spiking render differences in transcript levels and
may lead to incorrect data interpretation. A second argument is the unreliability of RNA
mass determination, or that mass determination ignores situations where the
mRNA:rRNA ratio varies between experimental conditions [248]. Our results indicate
that spectrophotometric RNA mass determination is robust and reproducible, with less
than 2% variation between replicate measurements. The use of microfluidic equipment
[179] and integrity qualification methods [230] enables rejection of poor quality total
RNA samples. A possible altered total RNA:mRNA ratio will be noticed by an apparent
fold change of all endogenous genes relative to the spiked synthetic gene.
Finally, the nature of the synthetic transcript compared to endogenous transcripts was
investigated. The synthetic transcript used to spike in this study is of bacterial origin
and has no homology to Aspergillus sequences. No difference in reverse transcription
efficiency was observed for this gene compared to endogenous genes tested.

Conclusions
Current endogenous reference genes are selected by a combination of traditionally
selected genes and literature research. With the availability of large-scale transcript data
the pool of reference gene candidates can be broadened. Two hundred fifty-three genes
were stably expressed under a variety of experimental conditions for A. niger. Eleven
candidate reference genes were validated by qPCR. The transcript levels of microarrayselected reference genes are less variable compared to other previously published
reference genes.
A spike-in reference is shown to be as reliable as an internal reference. No drawbacks
assigned to the use of such external spike, such as inability to determine the RNA mass
quantity or disturbed cDNA synthesis, were found to be valid. Since a spike-in gene is
added after culturing and RNA isolation, its transcript state does not depend on the
experimental condition under study. This ability makes its use an excellent tool for
tracing effects of the experimental condition on the internal reference genes. The
combination of an exogenous reference gene with a number of endogenous genes
(which are validated for the experimental condition under study) provides a robust and
reliable normalization for qPCR data.
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Methods
Culturing conditions

Aspergillus niger NW219 (cspA1, nicA1, leuA1, pyrA6), a low-conidiophore mutant derived
from N400 (CBS 120.49) was used for experiments conducted for this study. Media are
based on minimal medium (MM) [204] and are supplemented with 1.5 mM leucine, 8 μM
nicotinic acid amide and 5 mM uridine. Mycelium was precultured (30 °C, 225 rpm) in
supplemented MM containing 100 mM D-fructose as carbon source as well as 0.1% yeast
extract and 0.1% casamino acids using 1 × 106 spores × mL-1 as inoculum. After 18 hours,
the mycelium was recovered by filtration over a Büchner funnel and was washed twice
with MM. Five ± 0.2 grams wet biomass were transferred to new shake flasks that
contained as carbon source either 20 mM D-fructose, 0.5% (v/v) refined olive oil (Sigma),
or 0.5% (w/v) of a diglycerides-enriched wheat fraction obtained as described in [56]. 1%
(w/v) Gum Arabic (Sigma) was used as emulsifier. Mycelium was harvested after 4, 6, 8,
10 or 12 hours after transfer, filtrated, and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. All carbon
source and time-point combinations were performed in duplicate. Duplicate samples
were cultured in different weeks. The 4, 6, and 8 hour time point duplicate samples for
the three carbon sources were hybridized onto in total 18 DNA microarrays.

RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis

Total RNA was isolated from ground mycelium using TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen)
followed by chloroform extraction according to the manufacturers recommendations.
Isolated total RNA was dissolved in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, heated for 2 min at 70 °C, and
diluted in two steps to a concentration of 200 ± 5 ng × μL-1 (NanoDrop ND-1000
Spectrophotometer, NanoDrop Technologies). 1.00 μg of total RNA was spiked with 0.1 ng
of a synthetic RNA transcript encoding kanamycin synthetase (Promega) followed by
DNaseI-treatment. cDNA was synthesized using the Omniscript reverse transcriptase kit
(Qiagen). Four units of reverse transcriptase enzyme were added to the DNase-treated
total RNA in a final volume of 20 μL. cDNA synthesis reaction was at 37 °C and
subsequently water was added to a final volume of 400 μL. Diluted cDNA was stored at
-20 °C until use.

Quantitative real- time RT- PCR ( qPCR)

Oligonucleotide primers were designed using Primer3 software [218]. Primer criteria
were: length 20 to 25 nucleotides, melting temperature 60 ± 1 °C , GC contents 45-55%.
Amplicon product sizes range between 120 and 200 nucleotides and had a melting
temperature of 80 ± 5 °C. Primer pairs were designed for the 3’-end of the ORF and
covered an intron-spanning region when possible. For qPCR measurements, 25% (v/v) of
diluted cDNA was added to 2× SYBR PCR mastermix (Abgene) and PCR primers using a
CAS-1200 pipetting robot (Corbett Life Science). Final concentration for each primer was
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1.4 µM. A Rotorgene-3000 qPCR machine (Corbett Life Science) was used to run the
following program: 15 min at 95 °C; followed by 40 cycles of 15 seconds at 95 °C, 15
seconds at 58 °C and 20 seconds at 72 °C. The program ended with a melting procedure.
Determination of Ct-values and amplification efficiencies was done with the
“comparative quantitation” method of the Rotorgene software (version 6.0.19).

DNA microarrays

Several DNA microarray datasets used for selection were available in our laboratory. One
study of 30 microarrays is described elsewhere [173]. In short, A. niger N400 grown in
shakeflask was transferred to media containing various sugars as sole carbon source, and
harvested up to 8 hours or after 24 hours after transfer. In other studies from our
laboratory, in total 20 microarrays were hybridized with mycelium harvested under
starvation conditions or derived from fermentor cultures using more complex
carbohydrate carbon sources (e.g. sugar beet pectin) [H. Kools and P. Schaap,
unpublished data].
For the microarrays hybridized in this study, 5 µg of isolated total RNA was processed
following the Affymetrix protocols for eukaryotic target preparation [3]. Biotin-labeled
cRNA was synthesized using the BioArray High Yield RNA transcript labeling kit (Enzo
Life Sciences). Quality of both total RNA and cRNA were analyzed on an RNA6000 Nano
Assay Labchip (Caliper Technologies) on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent). Fifteen
μg of labeled cRNA was used for hybridization following the Affymetrix protocol for
eukaryotic target hybridization and staining. Microarrays were scanned on an Agilent
G2500A GeneArray scanner. Raw intensity values and “present” or “absent” flags were
extracted using MAS5 software (Affymetrix) and analyzed in GeneSpring GX 7.2 (Agilent
technologies).

Candidate reference gene selection

Probe sets are defined reliable when flagged by Affymetrix detection significance call as
“present” and have a minimum raw value of 100 AU on all microarrays used for
candidate gene selection and validation in this study. Of 14,554 probe sets, 2,429 probe
sets including 15 Affymetrix control probe sets fulfilled this criterion. Variable genes
were selected based on their standard deviation following Lee et al. [152], removing all
probe sets with values higher than the median standard deviation for the control probes
(mean SD = 0.20). Fold change criteria were derived from a study investigating the
variance components for controlled A. niger fermentor experiments [this thesis, Chapter
3]. Less than 0.1% of all probe sets is over 1.7-fold differentially expressed between
technical replicates of one sample onto two independent arrays. Between biological
replicates 0.5% of all probe sets is over 2.3-fold changed.
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variation in batch- fermented cultures

Abstract
Proper design of DNA microarray experiments requires knowledge of biological and
technical variation of the studied biological model. For the filamentous fungus Aspergillus
niger, a fast, quantitative real-time PCR based hierarchical experimental design was used
to determine this variation. Variance components analysis determined the contribution
of each processing step to total variation: 68% is due to differences in day-to-day
handling and processing, while the fermentor vessel, cDNA synthesis, and qPCR
measurement each contributed equally to the remainder of variation.
The global transcriptional response to D-xylose was analyzed using Affymetrix
microarrays. Twenty-four statistically differentially expressed genes were identified.
These encode enzymes required to degrade and metabolize D-xylose containing
polysaccharides, as well as complementary enzymes to metabolize complex polymers
likely present in the vincinity of D-xylose containing substrates. These results confirm
previous findings that the D-xylose signal is interpreted by the fungus as the availability
of a multitude of complex polysaccharides.
Measurement of a limited number of transcripts in a defined experimental setup
followed by variance components analysis is a fast and reliable method to determine
biological and technical variation present in qPCR and microarray studies. This approach
provides important parameters for experimental design of batch-grown filamentous
cultures, and facilitates the evaluation and interpretation of microarray data.
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Introduction
Culturing filamentous organisms such as Aspergillus niger is difficult to reproduce when
compared to culturing unicellular organisms. Filamentous growth is characterized by
elongation and branching of hyphae, cylindrical cells that increase in length by growth
at one end. De novo biosynthesis and active enzyme production occurs mainly at the
hyphal tips. In regions at distance from the tip, the hyphae age and become biologically
less active [291]. This hyphal growth is the result of adaption to the habitat of the
organism which enables it to spread over and penetrate surfaces and cross over nutrientdepleted gaps [42]. However, under laboratory conditions, attachment of fungal
mycelium to fermentor baffles and other extremities introduces heterogeneous growth
that only to a certain extent can be suppressed (for instance, by cooling the fermentor
headplate). The growing mycelium increases the culture broth viscosity, which reduces
the mass transport of nutrients, oxygen, and heat, and affects the mixing characteristics
in a fermentor or shakeflask over time. Physical agitation and shear stress can cause
uncontrolled breakage and fragmentation of the mycelia [285].
Recent technologies such as global transcriptome analysis by DNA microarrays or
quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) require the use of replicate biological samples for high
quality data. Given the difficulties in culturing A. niger, to obtain transcript data without
waste of resources requires proper experimental design. Key in designing such
experiments is to determine how much replication is needed – the sample size [284]. A
larger amount of replicates leads to increased statistical accuracy of measurement,
whereas insufficient replication impedes data analysis. The required number of
independent samples depends on a variety of factors: the organism under study and its
biological variation, the magnitude of expected gene response, the statistical power to
detect the genuine gene response to a condition, and the false discovery rate [123, 284].
Consensus is emerging on what a ‘proper microarray experiment’ comprises [123].
According to this consensus, defining the experimental objectives and requirements is a
necessity before actually starting an experiment [292]. During the experiment,
standardized protocols and methods reduce the variability that is introduced in each
process step [221]. A selected experimental design makes data analysis and
interpretation as simple and as powerful as possible. Finally, for publication of the
microarray results and data, the 'Minimal Information About a Microarray Experiment'
(MIAME) guidelines [35] are adopted. Notwithstanding this consensus, Jafari and Azuaje
have published an extensive review on papers describing microarray methods and
applications of microarray technology [125], and concluded that recently published gene
expression data analysis studies often lack key information required to interpret and
evaluate published data.
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The goal of the present study was to minimize the variation in A. niger batch
fermentations by optimization of protocols and procedures. The variation between
fermentations was determined by a variance components analysis of data obtained by
qPCR. This relatively inexpensive technology is used to measure transcript levels for few
genes in many samples simultaneously. Furthermore, qPCR is routinely used to validate
microarray results [74, 178].
The effects of the optimization and quality control measures for our experimental set-up
were assessed by examination of the global transcriptional response towards induction
with D-xylose. The xylanolytic system of A. niger is under control of the transcriptional
activator XlnR, and genes under its control are well-documented [271]. Recently, the
transcriptional response towards D-xylose was examined by microarray analysis for
three Aspergillus species [11]. The availability of these data on the transcriptional
response towards D-xylose allows for validation of the biological response observed
during our studies.

Results
Selection of conditions of the response system

The xylanolytic system of A. niger consists of enzymes that degrade cellulose and
hemicellulose, is under control of the transcriptional regulator XlnR [271], and can be
induced by the monosaccharide D-xylose. XlnR-controlled genes are subject to carbon
catabolite repression by D-xylose [59]. To reduce this repressing effect, the D-xylose
concentration that induced the xylanolytic system but had the least repressing effect on
XlnR-controlled genes was determined prior to the variance components analysis
experiment. Three fermentor cultures were induced with either 0.1, 1, or 50 mM Dxylose, and sampled for up to 4 hours. Expression levels for two XlnR-controlled genes,
xlnB and xlnD, were followed by qPCR. These genes encode endo-xylanase B [139] and βxylosidase [3269], respectively.
The observed transcript levels for xlnB and xlnD are given in Figure 1. A D-xylose
concentration of 0.1 mM is able to induce both genes, with an expression ratio for xlnD of
190-fold at 60 minutes after induction. This lowest concentration of 0.1 mM D-xylose
also discriminates best between non-induced and induced states: for this concentration,
transcript levels increase until 60 minutes and return to pre-induced levels in the next
hour. For both the 1 mM and 50 mM concentrations, elevated transcript levels for xlnB
and xlnD could be detected up to three hours after induction. We decided to induce
fermentor cultures with 0.1 mM D-xylose and to sample 1 hour after induction.
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Figure 1 - The expression ratio of the xlnB and xlnD genes measured after induction with either
0.1 (black), 1 (dark-gray), or 50 (light-gray) mM of D-xylose. The sampling time in minutes is
presented on the horizontal axis. No transcript levels were determined for the 50 mM
fermentations for both genes at 30 minutes. At 60 minutes, a bad qPCR run prevented xlnD ratio
calculation.

Figure 2 (left) - Schematic representation
of the hierarchical experimental design. In
a 5 week period, 4 fermentors were run of
which three were induced with 0.1 mM Dxylose and one with 0.1 mM sorbitol. Each
fermentation was sampled twice; total RNA
was extracted twice independently from
each mycelial sample; this total RNA was
split in two and independent cDNA
synthesis reactions were performed. Each
cDNA sample was used to measure 8 genes
using qPCR, each measurement in
duplicate. Gray arrow indicate an identical
processing step.

Experimental design

The aim of this experiment was both to minimize all variation introduced in each of the
steps preceding a qPCR measurement or microarray scan, and to determine their
magnitude. After optimization of the processing protocols, we investigated the variation
in our experimental set-up quantitatively by qPCR. For this, a hierarchical factorial
experiment was designed (Figure 2). We performed one fermentation cycle per week for
five weeks, using 3 identical fermentations per week. These cultures were induced with
0.1 mM of D-xylose. A fourth culture was randomly selected as 'non-induced control'.
Each processing step following induction was executed in duplicate, starting with the
independent harvesting of mycelial samples. This led to 128 individual qPCR
measurements for a single fermentation, or a total of 1,920 individual measurements.
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Another 768 measurements originated both from non-induced cultures and from culture
samples taken before induction. In total, 2,688 qPCR measurements were made.
In the elongation phase of a qPCR reaction, SYBR-green dye molecules intercalate with
double stranded DNA that is formed during the reaction. The dye-DNA complex absorbs
blue light and emits green light [259], which is measured and plotted against the cycle
run number. The resulting sigmoid-shaped curve is used to extract the cycle threshold
and amplification efficiency values. The cycle threshold value represents the amount of
transcripts for a specific gene in the cDNA template upon start of the PCR reaction, with
lower values representing more copies of a transcript present in the cDNA pool. The
amplification efficiency is a primer-pair specific value that represents the efficiency of
the PCR reaction, and hence is independent from the experimental conditions apart
from the qPCR run itself [253]. Insight into the variation that is introduced in all steps
except the day-to-day and fermentor-to-fermentor variation is deduced from the
expression ratio. This ratio expresses the relative change of a gene's transcription level
compared to a non-induced sample. A ratio greater than 1 indicates elevated
transcription of a gene, while a ratio of 1 indicates no change. Table 1 gives descriptive
statistics of the data set. Variance components were estimated for each of the 3
variables, and were subdivided by the 8 genes followed in this study (Table 2).

Table 1 - Descriptive statistics for the two by qPCR measured and the calculated values used for
cycle threshold, amplification efficiency, and expression ratio. The total number of
measurements per gene is 240. qPCR runs that did not meet quality control standards account
for differences between theoretical and actual measured samples.
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Table 2 - Estimates of the relative variance compared to total variance (which is set at 100%).
Columns indicate the terms of the random model used to describe variance and correspond to
the experimental procedure outlined in Figure 2.

DNA microarray analysis results

To investigate the differences in global transcript levels between fermentations done in
this study, six fermentor samples were selected for hybridization onto DNA microarrays.
These samples were selected based on differences in their distribution over the weeks
and fermentor vessels used, their biomass density, and in the xlnD expression levels
observed in these samples by qPCR (Table 3).
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To analyze technical variation that is introduced within microarray processing steps,
total RNA of one mycelial sample was split (Table 3, C and D), processed independently,
and hybridized onto two microarrays. RMA signal values were calculated and plotted
(Figure 3). Only the RMA signal values for 5 of 14,554 probe sets differ over 1.5-fold but
not more than 2.1-fold between the technical replicates. No mRNA sequences hybridize

Table 3 - Properties of the RNA samples selected for DNA microarray hybridization. Coding
corresponds to the by qPCR measured data, e.g. 'biomass 1' refers to the first of two independent
mycelial samples taken from a fermentation. ‡ The xlnD ratio is the average of 4 expression ratios
calculated from the 4 replicate qPCR measurements.

Figure 3 - Technical variation between samples. Scatter plot of microarray data. Panel A: Two
RNA samples derived from one mycelial sample (Table 4, C and D) were processed independently
and hybridized to two Affymetrix microarrays. The RMA-normalized data of all 14,554 probe sets
are plotted in a scatter plot. Panel B: total RNA from two independent non-induced control
fermentations (sorbitol; Table 4, F and G), are hybridized and RMA-normalized data are plotted.
The lines above and under the diagonal indicate 2-fold difference relative to the diagonal.
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Table 4 - Differentially expressed genes after induction with D-xylose. All 24 genes are upregulated upon D-xylose induction.
The location of the cis-acting XlnR motif, 5'-GGNTAAA-3', is indicated in base pairs counted upstream of the ATG start codon.
Values in parentheses indicate the reverse direction of this motif.
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to these probe sets: 28S ribosomal RNA hybridizes to four of five probe sets while the
fifth probe set hybridizes to one of the control transcripts used in the Affymetrix array
platform, the 5' region of the E. coli bioD transcript. This result indicates that the specific
microarray handling and processing steps contribute little to overall variation.
A transcriptome analysis revealed 24 genes that are significantly differentially expressed
in D-xylose-induced cultures compared to sorbitol-grown cultures (Table 4). This gene
list contains both xlnB and xlnD, the two genes used in the qPCR measurements to assess
the induction of the xylanolytic system, as well as a further 8 enzymes that are known to
be under XlnR control [271]. The presence of four sugar transporter-encoding genes, as
well as two genes encoding glycosyl hydrolases, is in accordance with the view that Dxylose initializes a response to degrade complex carbohydrates such as hemicellulose. In
addition, two genes that encode enzymes of the Leloir pathway, the classical pathway of
D-galactose catabolism, are upregulated in the induced samples. An02g03590, the
ortholog of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae GAL7 protein, encodes the second enzyme of the
Leloir pathway, while the required glucose epimerase activity is encoded by An11g10890,
the ortholog of S. cerevisiae GAL10. The first step of this pathway, the galactokinase that
phosphorylates D-galactose to D-galactose 1-phosphate, is encoded by An16g04160. This
gene is about 2-fold induced by D-xylose, but a p-value of 0.604 excludes this gene from
our list of statistically differentially expressed genes. Finally, for six genes in our list of
differentially expressed genes, their roles in the cellular response towards D-xylose is
difficult to assess.

Discussion
Experimental variation

Although, in theory, a protocol is a rigid and established code that describes all
proceedings relating to an experiment, in practice, protocol steps can be subject to
interpretation by different experimentors. A precise description of how to handle given
steps and removal of unclear or ambiguous sentences decreases the necessity to
interpret the exact meaning of a protocol phrase, which in turn leads to more
reproducible experiments. The effects of our optimization and quantitative
determination of the variation in our laboratory set-up was determined by qPCR, a costeffective yet powerful technique to study transcript abundance.
Important parameters for high-quality qPCR measurements are the specificity of a
primer pair for its target, the amplification efficiency, and reproducibility [41, 161].
Typically, when a newly designed primer pair is tested prior to use in quantification, a
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range of different annealing temperatures or primer concentrations is examined to
identify conditions where only a single DNA fragment is amplified. In this study, a
multitude of target genes were measured using a single PCR profile and primer
concentration. The possibility that this approach affects the robustness of our qPCR
measurements was assessed by the examination of the variation that is introduced in the
amplification efficiency values. Within-gene variation is minimal, even when the
amplification efficiency per gene varies. The most variable amplification efficiency
values are for gene An02g04120, with a mean value of 1.72 and standard deviation of 0.04
(n=326). The reproducibility of this generalized method can be derived as well from the
variance analysis while looking at the the variance component 'By qPCR measurement',
which includes pipetting and the actual measurement. The median relative contribution
is 6.1% of the total variation (Table 3). Transcript An02g04120 again shows the highest
variation, 20.1%, in this step. When this percentage is placed in its biological context,
95% of all cycle threshold values will range between 21.3 ± 0.9, which translates to 1.6fold differences. We conclude that our standardized quantitative PCR method is both
precise and accurate.
Before the actual determination of the sources of variation in our experiment we
hypothesized that most variation is introduced by differences in the day-to-day
handling and processing. The next-largest variation was anticipated to be the use of the
individual fermentor vessels. The results of the variance components analysis comply
with our initial hypothesis: day-to-day variation contributes to about 70% of the total
variation (Table 2). This step includes the growth and harvesting of spores, the
preparation of fermentation media, and the assembly of fermentors. The large effect
that the day-to-day variation has on the total variation can effectively be excluded by
examination of the expression ratio. This ratio presents the relative change in a gene's
transcript level between pre-induced and post-induced fermentation conditions. As this
ratio is calculated from expression data of samples taken from the same fermentor,
effectively this result cancels out the contribution of day-to-day variation. When
fermentor cultures are compared by this gene expression ratio, the variance
components analysis of the ratio-derived data shows that the three steps of
fermentation, cDNA synthesis, and actual qPCR measurement each contribute about
equally in case of the four endogenous reference genes (Table 2).
The effect that the individual fermentation vessels have on the variation in transcript
level is 60% and 80%, respectively, for the two D-xylose induced genes, xlnB and xlnD. For
the malate synthase encoding gene, the effect is 75%. Different amounts of fungal cells
present in a fermentor cannot explain this effect as only a weak correlation of cycle
threshold values with the biomass concentration is found (i.e. for xlnB, R2 = 0.35). One
explanation is that small differences between fermentor headplates and vessels result in
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unique mixture characteristics in each fermentor. These fermentor-specific effects are
reflected in small physiological differences between cultures which may account for the
observed differences in transcript levels. As samples are taken 1 hour after induction
with D-xylose, such differences may affect the actual D-xylose concentration per
fermentor, leading to a high reproducibility of a gene's expression within a fermentor
but variation of its expression between fermentors. For example, xlnD induction is on
average 240-fold for fermentors with headplate '2', but only 100-fold for fermentors with
headplate '4'.

D- xylose induced genes assessed by microarray analysis

The qPCR measurements clearly showed elevated transcript levels of xlnB and xlnD after
induction with D-xylose. For xlnB, the average increase over all 15 fermentations was by
16-fold compared to non-induced conditions, while for xlnD the average increase was by
138-fold. For the 6 DNA microarrays analyzed, the average increase is by 6-fold for xlnB
and by 110-fold for xlnD after induction with D-xylose. The results for a gene measured
by both methods are in good agreement: for instance, the Spearman correlation
coefficient for xlnD measurements obtained by qPCR and microarray technologies is 0.90.
Comparison of the non-induced and D-xylose induced samples that were hybridized
onto microarrays revealed twenty-four genes that are statistically differentially
expressed after induction with D-xylose (Table 5). Degradation of complex
polysaccharide substrates starts with the uptake of signal molecules such as D-xylose,
that activate specific induction pathways resulting in the expression and secretion of
enzymes necessary to degrade and metabolize the polysaccharide. However, as D-xylose
rarely is found by itself under natural conditions, it is likely that A. niger interprets the
presence of D-xylose as proxy for the availability of complex carbohydrate polymers,
such as (hemi)-cellulose. Not only is this heterogenic response reflected in the induction
of secreted enzymes, but also in the activation of multiple metabolic pathways (Figure
4). For instance, genes encoding the second step in L-arabinose metabolism and enzymes
of the classical D-galactose catabolic route are as well significantly upregulated.
Five genes appear to encode enzymes that might well be related to (hemi)-cellulose
degradation, but of which the exact function has not been elucidated. An08g01740
encodes an aldehyde reductase. Reduction of the carboxylgroup of carbohydrates by
aldehyde reductases, such as the reduction of D-xylose to xylitol, is a first step in the
catabolism of many monosaccharides, and the product of this gene might well play a
role in the catabolism of monosaccharide substrates that are the product of (hemi)cellulose degradation. Products of D-xylose or L-arabinose catabolism are channeled into
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Figure 4 - Schematic representation of the enzymes encoded by the genes that are significantly
differentially expressed after induction by D-xylose. Top: extracellular enzymes acting on the
complex polysaccharides arabinoxylan and cellulose. Middle: sugar transporters. Bottom:
metabolic routes of the degradation of D-xylose, L-arabinose, and D-galactose. The enzymes
encoded by significantly differentially expressed genes are indicated by stars.

the non-oxidative branch of the pentose phosphate pathway. This pathway in turn is
linked to glycolysis by the enzymes transaldolase and transketolase [30]. While the talB
transaldolase is 6-fold upregulated in D-xylose induced samples, both transketolaseencoding genes as well as the major transaldolase encoding gene of A. niger have no
differential expression levels under induced and non-induced conditions.
The transcriptional regulator XlnR activates the transcription of (hemi)-cellulose
degrading enzymes [271] as well as the transcription of genes encoding metabolic
enzymes [271, 275]. A cis-acting element in the promoter region of D-xylose-induced
genes, described as 5'-GGCTAAA-3' [271] and proposed to be generalized to 5'-GGNTAAA3' after comparative transcriptome analysis of three Aspergillus species [11], was detected
in all but 5 statistically significant differentially expressed genes (Table 5), and also, the
GAL1p ortholog An16g04160 has this consensus motif present at 153 base pairs upstream
in its promoter region.
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In this and other studies [11] it is observed that non-strictly D-xylose metabolismrelated genes have elevated transcript levels upon D-xylose induction. The most likely
explanation is that the fungus fine-tunes its response towards the diversity of complex
substrates it encounters by co-ordinated action of party overlapping regulatory systems.
Expression of the XlnR-controlled ferulic acid esterase A is greater when A. niger is
induced with both D-xylose and ferulic acid relative to induction by D-xylose or ferulic
acid alone [58]. Aromatic compounds such as ferulic acid not only are part of
arabinoxylan, but also of pectin. No XlnR related motif is present in the promoter region
of the polysaccharide-degrading enzymes acting on cellulose, BglA and EglA, nor in the
promoter region of one of the uncharacterized family 30 glycosyl hydrolases. The
induction of these genes without the presence of the consensus motif suggests the
action of other transcriptional activators besides the xylanolytic activator XlnR.
Interestingly, one of the genes of unclear function encodes a hypothetical transcription
regulatory protein, and its expression pattern correlates strongly with the three genes of
the Leloir pathway.
Andersen and co-workers have described a conserved set of twenty-three genes for
which transcription is elevated on D-xylose medium [11]. Nine of these D-xylose
responsive genes are not present in our gene list: three genes encoding sugar
transporters, three glycosyl hydrolases, and three metabolic enzyme-encoding genes
(encoding an aldose 1-epimerase, a short-chain dehydrogenase, and an aldehyde
reductase). The difference between the two gene lists can be explained by the
experimental approach chosen: Andersen and co-workers have grown A. niger in either Dglucose or D-xylose as sole carbon source, and have sampled at D-xylose levels around 12
mM. In this study, sorbitol-grown cultures were induced with minute concentrations of
D-xylose only.
In conclusion, the work presented in this study has resulted in an improved method for
the generation of high-quality qPCR and microarray data from fermentations of the
filamentous fungus, Aspergillus niger. The decreased variation improves data quality and
eases data analysis, which is an essential prerequisite to study transcript profiling and
gene regulation.
This work provides new insights into the mechanisms following D-xylose induction. The
data link xylose metabolism not only to L-arabinose metabolism but also to D-galactose
metabolism.
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Materials and Methods
Strain and spore preparation

A. niger 872.11 (ΔargB, pyrA6, prtF28, goxC17, cspA1) is derived from CBS 120.49. All media
were based on minimal medium (MM) [204], contained 100 mM sorbitol as carbon source
and were supplemented with uridine and arginine. To obtain spores, 20 spores per mm2
were plated onto Complete Medium (CM) plates [204], incubated 5 days at 30 °C, and
allowed to mature at 4 °C for 24 hours. The spore suspension was washed and stored at 4
°C until use.

Fermentation

Four glass 2.5-liter fermentors (Applikon) with 2.2 Liters of MM were kept at a constant
temperature of 30 ± 0.5 °C while fermentor headplates were kept at 8 °C. 1.0 × 106 spores
per mL were added to the fermentor. During germination, each fermentor was aerated
through the headspace (50 L/h) and stirred at 300 rpm. When dissolved oxygen levels
dropped below 60% for over 5 minutes, the stirrer speed was set to 750 rpm and aeration
was switched to sparger inlet. This switching time point was defined as T=0 hours. Each
fermentor was induced with either 0.1 mM sorbitol or D-xylose at T=14 hours. Samples
were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen directly after filtration, with less than 20 seconds
between sampling and snap-freezing.

RNA isolation

Frozen mycelium was ground for 40 seconds using a dismembrator (Braun-Melsungen).
A trizol-chloroform extraction preceded total RNA extraction with RNeasy mini columns
(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol for yeast. RNA integrity was assessed
on an Experion system (Biorad) by visual inspection of the electropherograms. Graphs
depicting RNA integrity categories were used as visual aid [230]. Electropherograms
approximating a RIN-number of 8 or lower, or with 28S/18S ratio below 1.8, were
discarded.

qPCR measurements

Variation in transcript levels was determined for 7 A. niger genes and a synthetic control
RNA transcript (Table 5). This synthetic control RNA transcript, a bacterial kanamycin
synthetase-encoding gene fused to a eukaryotic poly-(A) tail (Promega), is spiked to total
RNA prior to cDNA synthesis and can correct for varying efficiencies of the reverse
transcription or the PCR reaction itself [114]. The first four genes of Table 1 were used as
endogenous reference genes. These A. niger reference genes showed little variation in
transcript levels on over 60 microarrays that were run in our laboratory prior to this
study (see this thesis, Chapter 2), and were selected using the method as suggested by
Lee and co-workers [152]. No elevated expression levels are expected for these genes.
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Table 5 - Primers used in this study. The first four genes of this table are endogenous reference
genes. 'Fw' and 'Rev' indicate forward and reverse primers.

Expression levels for malate synthase, whose expression is not influenced by D-xylose
addition, also was measured. Finally, the transcriptional response upon the addition of Dxylose was measured by determining the transcript levels of the two genes, xlnB and
xlnD. Primers were designed using the Primer3 web interface [218] and are given in Table
1. Primer design criteria were: length 20 to 22 base pairs; melting temperature 60 ± 1°C;
GC-content 50 ± 5%. Amplicons ranged from 125 to 150 bp and had a melting
temperature of 80 ± 5 °C.
Isolated total RNA was diluted in two steps to a concentration of 200 ng/µL. 1.00 µg of
total RNA was spiked with 0.1 ng of the synthetic RNA transcript followed by DNaseItreatment. cDNA was synthesized using the Omniscript reverse transcriptase kit
(Qiagen). Four units of reverse transcriptase enzyme were added to the DNAse-treated
total RNA in a final volume of 20 µL. cDNA synthesis reaction was at 37 °C and after one
hour the synthesized cDNA was diluted 20-fold and stored at -20 °C until use. For qPCR
measurements, PCR primers (final concentration 1.4 µM) and 4 µL of diluted cDNA were
pipetted to 2× SYBR PCR mastermix (ABgene) using a CAS-1200 pipetting robot (Corbett
Life Science).
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A Rotorgene 3000 qPCR machine (Corbett Life Science) was used for thermocycling
under the following conditions: 15 minutes at 95 °C; followed by 40 amplification cycles
(denaturation, 15s at 95 °C; annealing, 15s at 58 °C; elongation, 20s at 72 °C). For each
single run, non-template control samples for every primer pair used in that run were
included. After the amplification cycles a melting step was performed. Quality control
was done by inspection of the melting curve and samples with significant primer-dimer
formation were not considered for analysis. The cycle threshold value and amplification
efficiency were determined by the Rotorgene software using the 'comparative
quantification' method (the cycle threshold value corresponds to the Rotorgene
software 'take-off' value). The relative expression ratio of gene expression was calculated
following Pfaffl [198]: ratio = (Egene)ΔCt (pre - post) / (Ekana)ΔCt (control - sample). In this formula,
Ekana denote the amplification efficiency of the synthetic kanamycin transcript and Egene
that of the gene for which the ratio is determined. ΔCt denotes the cycle threshold
difference between pre- and post induced fermentor samples for the gene and kana
transcripts.

Microarray processing

cDNA and cRNA synthesis and labeling and array hybridization were performed
following the Affymetrix users’ manual [3] using the One-cycle Target Labeling and
Control Reagents Kit, and starting with 5 µg of total RNA as template material. Fifteen µg
of fragmented and labeled cRNA was hybridized to custom-made Aspergillus niger arrays
at 45 °C for 16 hours. Washing and staining was done using the Hybridization, Wash and
Stain Kit (Affymetrix), using a GeneChip FS-450 Fluidics station and a Agilent G2500A
GeneArray scanner. Scanned images were converted into .CEL files using MicroArray
Suite software version 5 (Affymetrix).

Data analysis

For the 1,920 qPCR measurements obtained from the 5-week fermentor experiment,
variance components were calculated by restricted maximum likelihood variance
components analysis (REML sparse algorithm with Average Information optimization)
[195] using GenStat 9.2 software (VSN International). Per gene, 3 REML analyses were
run, using each gene's 'cycle threshold', 'amplification efficiency', and 'expression ratio'
values as response variate. The random model, ywfbrdqs = μ + εweek + εw.fermentor + εw.f.biomass +
εw.f.b.RNA + εw.f.b.r.cDNA + εw.f.b.r.c.qPCR, was applied using εw.f.b.r.c.qPCR as residual term.
For microarray data analysis, .CEL files of the individual array images were imported into
GeneSpring 7.3 (Agilent technologies) using its RMA preprocessor to obtain RMAnormalized signal values for all arrays [124]. Raw and RMA-normalized array data are
deposited in NCBI’s GEO database [69], under series entry GSE11405. Probe sets with a
RMA normalized signal below 37.7 - three times the lowest value detected over all arrays
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- on all arrays were discarded, leaving 9,320 probe sets (64%). In comparison, when using
the Affymetrix MAS5.1-software derived flag calls, on average 5,948 probe sets (41%) are
called 'present' per array. For the 6 microarrays used in this study, statistically
significant differentially expressed genes were determined using the limma package
[239]. A Student's two-sample t-test between sorbitol and D-xylose arrays was executed,
using empirical Bayesian statistics to moderate within-gene standard errors, Benjamini
and Hochberg's 'false discovery rate' to correct for multiple testing [21], and an adjusted
p-value < 0.05 to discriminate differentially expressed genes. To check for the influence
of unequal sample size bias, testing was re-calculated with the inclusion of 4 additional
sorbitol-grown samples derived from cultures grown identically (unpublished data),
giving similar results.
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transcriptional response towards oils

Abstract
The industrially important fungus Aspergillus niger feeds naturally on decomposing plant
material, for which it is equipped with a range of enzyme systems. Well-studied are cell
wall-component degrading enzymes of the xylanolytic and pectinolytic systems. A
significant proportion of plant material are lipids that may be used either as carbon or
energy storage or as cellular building blocks. With 63 potential lipase-encoding genes in
its genome, A. niger has the tools to degrade these extracellular lipids. In contrast to
polysaccharide-degrading enzyme networks, not much is known about the signalling
and regulatory processes that control lipase expression and activity in fungi both under
laboratory and natural conditions.
A pulse of 1 mM of various oils was applied to four bioreactor-grown A. niger cultures to
examine (i) whether A. niger responds at the level of gene transcription, (ii) at what time
point this effect is detected most accurately, and (iii) whether differences between the
response towards oils are observed. The triglyceride olive oil induces genes encoding
peroxins and enzymes of fatty acid metabolism. A complex oil mixture extracted from
wheat gluten, which is enriched for digalactosyl-diglycerides, induces genes encoding
peroxins as well as enzymes of fatty acid metabolism, but with a different expression
profile as compared to olive oil. Pure digalactosyldiglyceride, a proxy for plant
membrane lipids, does not trigger a response of fatty acid metabolism-related genes or
peroxins.
A pulse of 1 mM of lipids to a controlled bioreactor-grown A. niger culture is sufficient to
induce a specific transcriptional response. Although olive oil properly can be used as
'default substrate' to study metabolic response upon oil induction, the natural response
is more likely reflected in the oil mixture extracted from wheat gluten.
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Background
The natural habitat of Aspergillus niger is soil, where this fungus is able to grow on
decomposing plant material. It possesses a multitude of specialized enzymes that are
secreted into its surroundings and which activities convert complex biomolecules into
consumable substrates. Prime examples of such enzymes include pectinases and (hemi-)
cellulases, enzymes that are also frequently used in the food and feed industry.
Plant material is mainly composed of carbohydrates and proteins, which for example for
Arabidopsis leaves correspond to around 60% and 20% of dry weight, respectively [39].
Lipids make up 6% of the leave dry weight. However, the almost double energy content
stored in lipids as compared to carbohydrates or proteins (37 kJ vs. 17 kJ per gram [244])
makes this rich source of energy not likely to be left unused. Different types of lipids are
distinguished. Polar lipids form the matrix of plasma membranes that surround each cell
and thus separate their internal from the external environment. Furthermore, plants
may store energy for later use as neutral triacylglycerols or sterol esters in lipid bodies.
Seeds, in plants the most common site for the accumulation of such lipid bodies, can
contain oils as percentage of total seed weight ranging from 65% for walnuts to 2% for a
non-oilseed species as peas [184].
The capacity of A. niger to utilize lipids as carbon source is evidenced by the presence of
63 putative lipase- or phospholipase- encoding genes in its genome [196]. Of these, 27
have a secretion signal. Lipolytic enzyme activity yields free fatty acids. These are taken
up by the cell and are catabolized in a series of oxidation cycles at the β carbon atom,
hence named 'β-oxidation pathway'.
Fatty acid metabolism has been studied in the closely related fungus Aspergillus nidulans,
and regulators of fatty acid metabolism-related proteins have been identified although
their precise mechanism of action is not fully understood [120, 258]. Much less is known
about the regulation of lipases. A. niger produces lipases in the absence of lipids [234], but
enzyme production is enhanced by addition of their substrate [131]. The type of lipids
for optimal induction varies between strains [203]. Lipase activity is decreased in
medium containing both glucose and lipids [131], which suggests a carbon-catabolite
repression mediated control mechanism. Distinct lipolytic enzyme profiles are reported
for 13 lipases and 5 phospholipases of A. niger [5, 6]. These studies demonstrate a
difference in substrate specificity between the enzymes tested. For example, the product
of gene An18g01090 solely has lysophospholipase activity, whereas gene An16g01880
encodes an enzyme that has phospholipase, lysophospholipase, and galactolipase
activity [6].
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For the yeast Candida rugosa, transcription profiles for 5 extracellular lipases differ for
various culture conditions [111]. Likewise, 10 lipase genes of C. albicans show distinct
transcription profiles in both lipid-containing and lipid-lacking media [112]. It is
concluded that the different substrate specificities and distinct transcriptional profiles
hint to the existence of distinct sets of lipases that might well be expressed to utilize
different substrates.
Thus far, studies on the transcriptional response of eukaryotic micro-organisms towards
fatty acid-related substrates are based on shake-flask grown cultures using one of two
strategies. The first strategy is direct inoculation in medium containing the carbon
source of interest (for example, see [228, 260]). A second strategy is to accumulate
biomass on a neutral carbon source such as glycerol followed by transfer of the cells to
fresh medium containing the carbon source of interest (for example, see [237]). Shakeflask cultivation is not optimal: important cultivation factors such as pH and dissolved
oxygen concentration change uncontrollably over time and thus increase the
experimental variation between replicate cultures. Combinatorial effects of growth
parameters like medium composition or temperature might identify different sets of

Figure 1 - Graphical representation of the A. niger cell, with the cytoplasm being separated from
the outside environment by a membrane and cell wall. Abbreviations: FFA, free fatty acid, Carn.,
carnitine, TCA cycle, tricarboxylic acid cycle. CoA, Coenzyme A. Numbers indicate the four
phases as described in the text: (1) substrate sensing, (2) extracellular lipid degradation, (3)
uptake of fatty acids and organelle adaptation, and (4) fatty acid metabolism.
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differentially expressed genes in repeated experiments [144]. Furthermore, gene
expression levels are affected by the organisms growth rate, which makes comparison of
directly inoculated cultures difficult [44, 144].
Many of the disadvantages of shake-flask cultivation are bypassed in bioreactors, where
cultivation conditions can be both monitored and controlled. The aim of this study was
to determine whether our bioreactor-based experimental set-up facilitates the study for
global transcriptional responses towards induction by lipids. For this purpose the global
transcript response for distinct lipid mixtures was determined at three time points after
induction. The transcriptional response was analysed by a qualitative data analysis. This
data analysis was guided by four phases describing physiological processes of fatty acid
metabolism: (i) sensing of the substrate, and response to it, (ii) degradation of the
substrate, (iii) transport into the cell or organelle, and organelle adaptation, and (iv)
metabolic processing of the substrate (Figure 1).

Results and discussion
Lipids

Refined olive oil has been used in this study as reference inducer. Olive oil is a mixture of
triacylglycerols with oleic acid (C18:1) and linoleic acid (C18:2) as primary fatty acids
(the molecular structure of the oils used in this study are shown in Figure 2). The
response towards plant membrane lipids was studied by induction with purified
galactolipids. In membranes of photosynthetic tissues, phospholipids have been partly
replaced by galactolipids to reduce dependence on the limited availability of inorganic
phosphate in many soil types [65]. Around 75% of lipids are galactolipids in
photosynthetic tissues, whereas in non-photosynthetic tissues this percentage is around
20% [66]. Galactolipids are diacylglycerols with two galactose moieties bound, and the

Figure 2 - Schematic representation of oil
molecules used. Left: 1,2,3-tri (cis-9octadecenoyl) glycerol, or oleic acid triglyceride.
Middle: 1,2-dilinoyl-3-O-(α-D-galactopyranosyl(1>6)-O-β-D-galactopyranosyl)-sn-glycerol, or
digalactosyldiglyceride. Right: 4-octylphenol
polyethoxylate. For Triton X-100, n is 9 or 10.
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majority of fatty acids in wheat flour has two unsaturated bonds (C18:2) [14]. A third oil
mixture aimed to mimic the natural response of A. niger as it encounters lipid-containing
plant material. This oil mixture was extracted from wheat kernels. The emulsifying
agent used in this study is the non-ionic surfactant Triton X-100.

Phase 1: Substrate sensing and cellular response

The signalling mechanism that evokes a response to the presence of lipids in the
environment of A. niger is unknown.
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, peroxisome-related proteins and fatty acid metabolic
enzymes are induced by fatty acids of varying chain lengths [236], with the degree of
saturation of the fatty acid chain not being of influence [93]. The combined action of two
Zn(II)2Cys6-class transcriptional activators, Pip2p and Oaf1p, mediates transcription of
genes encoding peroxisomal proteins and enzymes of the fatty acid β-oxidation [132].
These proteins bind as a heterodimer to oleate response elements found in the promoter
region of genes under their control [215] and act as exclusive sensor for a variety of fatty
acids via the responsive partner, Oaf1p [19, 216]. Pip2p-Oaf1p in turn is directly governed
by Adr1p, a transcriptional activator of genes controlling aerobic metabolism of nonglucose carbon sources such as ethanol, glycerol, or fatty acids [217]. The Adr1p regulon
is subject to glucose repression [293] and is only active when no glucose is present.
Orthologs of the Pip2p-Oaf1p complex are present in the genomes of yeasts but not in
the genomes of other eukaryotes including filamentous fungi. This suggests that for
these organisms a different regulatory mechanism is present. In the last decade, four
factors involved in transcription of fatty acid related genes have been identified in A.
nidulans by Hynes and co-workers [120].
The facB gene encodes a transcription factor that is induced by acetate [134, 258]. This
transcription activator controls among others the genes encoding acetyl-CoA synthetase
(facA), cytosolic carnitine acyltransferase (acuC), and the glyoxylate shunt enzymes
isocitrate lyase (acuD) and malate synthase (acuE) [256, 257]. Disruption of facB blocks
growth on acetate as sole carbon source but maintains its ability to grow on fatty acids
as sole carbon source. The A. niger facB ortolog, An08g06580, is induced up to 1.4-fold in
time in all four fermentations.
Recently, two Zn(II)2Cys6-type transcription factors were identified in A. nidulans: FarA
and FarB [120]. Both transcription factors bind to the same DNA sequence, which core of
5'-CCGAGG-3' is found in the upstream region of 40 of 49 genes encoding proteins
involved in fatty acid metabolism [120]. All but one gene that are under FacB control
contain this conserved sequence (the exception is the cytoplasmic carnitine
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acetyltransferase facC, which is under FacB control [242] but does not have this sequence
in its upstream region). Deletion of farA eliminates growth on both short- and long-chain
fatty acids, while a mutation in farB eliminates growth on short-chain fatty acids but not
on long-chain fatty acids. In A. niger, the farA ortholog is up to 4-fold induced on wheat
oil and 1.6-fold on olive oil, while transcript levels remain below 1.4-fold on either DGDG
and in the negative control fermentation. Its expression level reaches a maximum at 30
minutes after induction and declines to pre-induced levels after 2 hours. The farB
expression level is slightly elevated - up to 1.3-fold compared to non-induced levels - in
all fermentations but the negative control fermentation. This elevated expression occurs
at 1 hour after induction only.
Based on the observation that, in a farA deletion strain, transcript levels of a reporter
gene under control of the carnitine acetyltransferase promoter are elevated under noninduced conditions, a repressing function for FarA in the absence of inducer was
suggested [120]. The transcription profile for the farA ortholog of A. niger in our
experiment suggests transcription of farA prior to transcription of farB, which is difficult
to explain when FarA would act as repressor. Although the expression levels of the farB
ortholog are low, the consistent elevated expression at 1 hour might hint to a
recruitment model where FarA binding is required prior to binding of the FarB
transcription factor.
A third gene encoding a protein with regulatory function as described in [120], scfA, had
no altered transcript levels under the conditions examined.
In summary, only the FarA transcription factor is clearly induced by olive oil and wheat
oil. This induction reaches a maximum already at 30 minutes after induction. FarB
expression levels are low but an apparent maximum expression level is reached at 1 hour
after induction (1.3-fold). Both farA and farB do not have the consensus binding sequence
to which they bind in their upstream region [120]. The observed expression pattern
suggests that farA expression is elevated prior to that of farB, but it remains unclear
whether FarA directly affects farB transcription.

Phase 2: extracellular lipid degradation

The A. niger genome contains 63 genes annotated as lipase-encoding. For 20 of these
genes, raw signal intensities were found below the threshold setting and were not
further analysed. Table 1 presents the expression values for the remaining genes relative
to the pre-induced sample of each fermentation. The majority of genes have no elevated
expression; however, 6 lipase-encoding genes are over 2-fold differentially expressed in
at least one fermentation.
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Table 1 - The 43 lipases identified in the genome of A. niger CBS513.88 with raw expression signal value over 50
for at least 1 microarray. Transcript levels are relative to the signal of the non-induced sample taken from that
fermentor (T=0). Bold font indicate over 2-fold expression, bold underlined font indicates over 3-fold expression.
Enzyme activity: § as described in [6]; ‡ as described in [5]. Secr. indicates the presence of a secretion signal.
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Of these, the gene with highest expression level is An16g01880, which is over 10-fold
over-expressed in DGDG, olive oil, and wheat oil-induced samples in a time-dependent
manner. Its encoded enzyme has phospholipase A, lysophospholipase, and galactolipase
activity [6]. Expression of this gene is also elevated for the Triton control fermentation
(but only up to 2.8-fold). However, around 3-fold increased expression is also observed
for this gene one hour after induction with the sugar D-xylose (unpublished results).
The observation that transcription of this gene not only responds to the oils used in this
study but also to conditions not expected to induce expression of this lipase-encoding
gene, suggests that its expression levels can as well be the result of time-dependent
expression.
Summarizing Table 1, in our experiments only a limited response of lipase-encoding
genes is found in A. niger upon induction with oil, and no major differences are observed
between the four induction conditions.

Phase 3: uptake of fatty acids

The mechanism that facilitates the uptake of fatty acids into eukaryotic cells is not fully
understood, but experimental data suggests that two distinct processes might play a
role: passive diffusion through the lipid bilayer membrane [296] and facilitated
transport via a membrane-embedded protein or protein complex [94, 241]. In Escherichia
coli, transport of long-chain fatty acids across its cell envelope requires the FadL and
FadD proteins (reviewed in [63]). FadL, located in the outer membrane, is a transport
protein that channels its fatty acid ligands to the periplasmic space. This periplasmic
space is slightly acidic; the long-chain fatty acids become protonated, diffuse into the
inner membrane, and flip to the cytosolic side of this membrane by passive diffusion.
The FadD protein is an acyl-CoA synthetase that is located in the cytosol. Upon binding
of ATP, this protein moves to the inner membrane and activates fatty acids by linking
them to Coenzyme A (CoA). After activation, these fatty acids are further metabolized
for fatty acid biosynthesis or degradation.
In higher eukaryotic systems other classes of fatty acid transport proteins have been
described: fatty acid translocase (FAT) [96]; plasma membrane-bound fatty acid-binding
protein (FABPpm) [243]; and adipocyte fatty acid transport protein (FATP) [224].
However, in contrast to the bacterial transporter FadL, all of these proteins have
additional functions next to transport of fatty acids [63]. For example, FATP proteins also
possess fatty acid synthetase activity.
Three proteins appear to be principal players in protein-mediated fatty acid import and
activation in S. cerevisiae. Fat1 encodes a membrane-bound long-chain fatty acid
transport protein that is 33% identical and 54% similar to adipocyte FATP [75].
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Disruption of this gene impairs growth on fatty acids as carbon source and decreases
uptake of a fluorescent fatty acid analogue. However, as Fat1p is localized in both
endoplasmic reticulum and peroxisomal matrix rather than the plasma membrane [283],
the debate regarding the primary function of this protein in fatty acid uptake is ongoing.
Two other long-chain fatty acid synthetases, encoded by Faa1 and Faa4, also play a role
in fatty acid import [76]. A double deletion of these genes results in 99% reduction of
uptake of 14:0 and 16:0 fatty acids [272]. This reduction is explained as a failure to
convert fatty acids into acyl-CoA esters, which disrupts the concentration gradient of
fatty acids over the membrane. In this view, the import of fatty acids is closely linked to
fatty acid activation like for E. coli [76, 107]. Next to Faa1 and Faa4, S. cerevisiae encodes 2
more acyl-CoA synthetases but their cellular roles are unclear. Disruption of the Faa2
and Faa3 genes does not affect the growth on exogenously supplied fatty acids, which
suggests that the encoded enzymes access only fatty acids synthesized within the cell
[126].
Once the activated fatty acids are inside the cell, acyl-CoA binding proteins (ACBPs) are
thought to regulate the size and composition of the cytosolic acyl-CoA pool [226]. These
activated fatty acids must be transported to the peroxisome or mitochondria for further
processing. To enter these organelles, the activated fatty acids are transported over the
peroxisomal or mitochondrial membrane with the aid of carnitine acyltransferases.
Alternatively, fatty acids can be imported into peroxisomes without the involvement of
carnitine. In S. cerevisiae, this process is facilitated by an ABC transporter complex
composed of Pxa1 and Pxa2 [103].
An ortholog of the yeast Fat1p fatty acid transport protein is An07g09190. Expression of
this gene is 2-fold increased in olive oil-induced mycelium compared to non-induced
mycelium. Also, this gene is up to 5-fold induced on wheat oil 30 minutes after
induction. A second gene with similarity to Fat1p, An02g03330, has no elevated
transcript levels in any fermentation.
No orthologs of the yeast Faa3p and Faa4 genes are found in A. niger, but orthologs of
Faa1p and Faa3p are present in its genome. An16g05150, the Faa1p ortholog, has no
elevated gene transcript levels in any of the samples. However, the Faa2p ortholog,
An09g06740, has 3-fold increased transcript levels upon olive oil induction and 8-fold
increased levels upon wheat oil induction. The putative acyl-CoA binding protein in A.
niger, encoded by An03g01800, is not induced in any of the examined conditions.
Two carnitine acyltransferases are annotated in the A. niger genome: An18g01590 and
An03g03360. This latter gene encodes the ortholog of the A. nidulans carnitine
acyltransferase, AcuH [158]. Both genes have elevated expression of 5- fold and 8-fold on
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wheat oil, respectively. When induced with olive oil, transcription for these genes is
elevated as well (2.8-fold). No elevated transcript levels are observed in either the DGDGinduced mycelial samples or in the negative control.
A further two proteins are orthologous to the S. cerevisiae Agp2p plasma membrane
carnitine transporter: An04g00530 and An04g09620. An04g00530 expression levels at 30
minutes after induction are 2.5-fold increased on wheat oil and 1.8-fold on DGDG and
olive oil. One hour after induction, expression has returned to pre-induction levels. No
elevated expression is observed in the non-induced fermentation. The transcription of
An04g09620 does not alter in any of the conditions tested.
The A. niger orthologs of the Pxa1p/Pxa2p ABC transporter complex of S. cerevisiae,
An01g03680 and An08g05780, have elevated transcript levels of 2- to 3-fold on olive oil
and wheat oil, respectively.

Phase 3 - organelle adaptation

Microbodies are a family of single-membrane-surrounded organelles of which
glyoxysomes, peroxisomes and glycosomes are members. These organelles
compartmentalize various oxidative reactions and thus shield the cell from the
damaging effect of reactive oxygen species formed such as hydrogen peroxide. The
various types of microbodies are distinguished on the basis of their enzymatic content
and marker enzymes. Enzymes imported into microbodies share similar trafficking
signals: the peroxisomal targeting signals PTS1 and PTS2 [245]. Furthermore, microbody
family members are able to degrade fatty acids [226].
Peroxisomes are essential in mammals and plants [136, 279] but appear to be dispensable
in fungi under certain conditions. For instance, peroxisome-deficient S. cerevisiae
mutants are unable to grow on fatty acids as sole carbon source but are perfectly viable
when maintained on glucose [73]. Notwithstanding these differences, the mechanisms of
peroxisome assembly and biosynthesis have been evolutionary well conserved [151].
This conservation has allowed for a unified and species-independent nomenclature for
peroxisome biosynthesis and assembly genes: pex genes or peroxins [64]. A systematic
analysis identified the currently known peroxin genes for of 17 yeast and fungal species,
but not for A. niger [136]. The in this study identified peroxin-encoding genes were used
to identify orthologs in A. niger. No orthologs were found for pex4, pex14/17, pex11B, and
pex24, although these genes are present in A. nidulans, A. fumigatus, and Penicillium
chrysogenum. The twenty identified peroxins were examined in this study.
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Table 2 - This table depicts relative expression data for the 20 identified peroxins. Transcript levels are relative to the
signal of the non-induced sample taken from that fermentor (T=0). Bold font indicates over 2-fold expression, bold
underlined font indicates over 3-fold expression.
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Figure 3 - Gene expression profiles of the (A) peroxins of Table 2, (B) genes encoding enzymes of
the β-oxidation pathway of Table 3, and (C) genes that respond to Triton. Expression level ratio is
relative to the non-induced level of each fermentation, which is set to 1. The thick black line
indicates the median transcript level. The grey area encompasses the transcript level boundaries
of the 75 % of genes closest to the median. The dotted lines bound the most extreme transcript
level for each fermentation.

The relative expression levels for 16 peroxins involved in the biogenesis of the
peroxisomal membrane and matrix protein import as well as for 4 peroxins involved in
peroxisome proliferation are analyzed (Table 2, Figure 3). Genes encoding peroxins
involved in peroxisome biogenesis and matrix protein import have elevated transcript
levels on olive oil and wheat oil. In the DGDG and non-induced control fermentations,
transcript levels remain unaltered compared to each non-induced time point sample.
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The expression pattern for these genes differs between the oils: expression levels in the
olive oil-induced samples raise over time, while in the wheat oil-induced culture a
maximum expression level is reached after 30 minutes. This maximum then is followed
by a decline to pre-induced levels after 2 hours.
Of the 4 peroxins involved in peroxisome proliferation, only pex11 has transcription
levels elevated up to 1.9-fold when induced with olive oil or wheat oil. Four peroxinencoding genes have no elevated expression in any fermentor: 3 peroxins involved in
peroxisome proliferation (pex11C, pex23, and pex23-like), and the ortholog of Pex19,
An02g06680. This latter peroxin is involved in peroxisomal membrane formation, and
interacts with Pex3 [229]. The A. niger Pex3 ortholog is induced on both oils, however.
Other genes that encode peroxisome-related proteins have elevated expression levels
similar to those for the peroxins: levels are increased on olive oil and wheat oil. No
elevated transcript levels are detected for the fermentation induced with pure DGDG and
the non-induced fermentation. S. cerevisiae Ant1p is a carrier protein that transports ATP
into the peroxisome [273]. Expression of its encoding ortholog, An01g04690, is up to 9fold elevated on wheat oil and up to 2.3-fold on olive oil. A peroxisomal ABC transporter,
encoded by An01g03680, is up to 3-fold induced both on olive oil and wheat oil. A third
peroxisomal transporter, encoded by the ortholog of the pmp47 gene of C. Boidinii [185],
An09g06780, is 4-fold induced by wheat oil and 2.8-fold by olive oil. Finally, An08g10110
is induced both on olive oil (3-fold) and wheat oil (4-fold). This gene encodes the
ortholog of a putative non-specific lipid transfer protein of C. tropicalis, a protein that is
located in the peroxisomal matrix but of which the exact function is not determined
[249].
The fungus responds to the addition of olive oil or wheat oil by an increased production
of peroxin transcripts. Also, peroxisome transporter levels are increased in these
cultures. These data suggest that A. niger responds to these lipids by alteration of its
physiology to accommodate the processing of fatty acids.

Phase 4: fatty acid metabolism

Degradation of CoA-activated acyl chains involves cycles of four enzyme-catalyzed steps,
where every cycle releases one molecule of acetyl-CoA (Figure 4). Whereas β-oxidation in
S. cerevisiae is restricted to peroxisomes [107, 148], in non-yeast fungi, β-oxidation
pathways are located in both peroxisomes and mitochondria [166]. Genes involved in
both peroxisomal and mitochondrial β-oxidation in A. nidulans have been identified in
recent years [120, 166]. Disruption of foxA, which encodes a bifunctional peroxisomal
enzyme with both enoyl-CoA hydratase and 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase activity,
totally disabled growth of this organism on the long-chain fatty acid, erucic acid (C22:1),
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whereas growth on short-chain fatty acids was not affected [166]. The presence of a
mitochondrial β-oxidation pathway was evidenced by disruption of the echA gene, which
encodes a mitochondrial short-chain enoyl-CoA hydratase [166]. Next to EchA, the
protein encoded by scdA (short-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase) [165] and the products of
hadA and mthA (respectively encoding 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase and acetylCoA C-acyltransferase) are proposed to take part in the mitochondrial β-oxidation
pathway [121].
The first step in peroxisomal β-oxidation is catalyzed by acyl-CoA oxidases. These FADcontaining enzymes transfer electrons directly to oxygen to generate H2O2. In contrast,
mitochondrial acyl-CoA dehydrogenases pass electrons via electron transferring
flavoprotein (ETF) onto the respiratory chain [85, 202]. Acyl-CoA oxidases are dimeric
proteins while acyl-CoA dehydrogenases are tetrameric, but both are members of the
same superfamily [27]. Mammals have three acyl-CoA oxidases (ACOX1, -2, and -3) while
S. cerevisiae has only one (Fox1p) [202]. The A. nidulans ortholog of Fox1p is AN6752, but
no A. niger strain CBS513.88 ortholog has been detected in its genome sequence using
BlastX or BlastN techniques. The genome of A. niger strain ATCC1015 (http://genome.jgipsf.org/Aspni5/Aspni5.home.html) does contain an ortholog for this acyl-CoA oxidase
(located on contig 5, 2262620 - 2264873). Seven acyl-CoA dehydrogenases are present in
the A. niger genome (Table 3).
In the second step of β-oxidation, the C=C double bond between the α and β position of
the acylgroup is hydrolyzed by 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA hydrolase activity. In A. nidulans, the
above mentioned bifunctional enzyme (FoxA) catalyzes this reaction in peroxisomes
while the same reaction in mitochondria is catalyzed by EchA.
3-Hydroxyacyl-CoA is oxidized in the third step of β-oxidation by a dehydrogenase to
form 3-oxoacyl-CoA. In peroxisomes, the bifunctional FoxA enzyme also catalyzes this
reaction. In mitochondria in A. nidulans, the hadA gene encodes the enzyme catalyzing
this step; an ortholog in A. niger is present.
The fourth and final step of β-oxidation of fatty acids is the thiolysis of 3-oxoacyl-CoA.
Acetyl-CoA is formed in this reaction, which will enter the TCA cycle or fulfil any of its
other ubiquitous roles in the cell. The also formed acyl-CoA molecule, now shortened by
two carbon atoms, will enter another round of β-oxidation. Acetyl-CoA Cacyltransferases catalyze this thiolysis, and 5 genes encoding putative homologous
enzymes are present in the A. niger genome.
In total 19 genes are identified in the A. niger genome whose products are putative
enzymes of the β-oxidation pathway (Table 3). The expression profiles for these genes
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Figure 4 - The four steps in degradation of fatty acids by the β-oxidation pathway in
mitochondria. In peroxisomes, the first step is catalyzed by acetyl-CoA oxidases, where electrons
are transferred to molecular oxygen instead of ETF. Enzymes that catalyze each step are
indicated by an asterisk.

are given in Figure 3. No elevated expression levels for any of these 19 genes of the βoxidation pathway is observed for either the non-induced control fermentation or the
digalactosyldiglyceride induced fermentation. However, induction by olive oil and/or
wheat oil does result in differential expression.
Three of seven predicted acyl-CoA dehydrogenase encoding genes in the A. niger genome
have over two-fold induced expressed on olive oil compared to non-induced levels. For
gene An04g03290, a putative long-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, expression levels are
over two-fold increased already after 30 minutes after induction with olive oil. Wheat oil
appears a more potent inducer of acyl-CoA dehydrogenase encoding genes: four genes
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Table 3 - β-Oxidation. This table presents the 19 genes that are predicted to be enzymes of the fatty acid degradation pathway. The bifunctional FoxA enzyme is
active in two steps of this pathway. Transcript levels are relative to the signal of the non-induced sample taken from that fermentor (T=0). Bold font indicates over
2-fold expression, bold underlined font indicates over 3-fold expression.
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are elevated already at 30 minutes after induction with the complex oil mixture. These
four genes are all over 4-fold induced compared to non-induced levels, with An11g00400
induced almost 16-fold after 30 minutes.
The peroxisomal foxA ortholog, An14g00990, has elevated transcript levels up to 5-fold
on olive oil and up to 9-fold up on wheat oil compared to non-induced levels (Table 3).
The two genes putatively encoding enoyl-CoA hydratases, An02g02820 (the echA
ortholog) and An02g05840, have expression levels that are below 2-fold increased both
on olive oil and wheat oil.
The third step in β-oxidation in peroxisomes is also catalyzed by FoxA. In the
mitochondrial pathway, An14g00430, the ortholog of A. nidulans hadA, follows the
expression pattern of foxA in that it is up regulated on both olive oil and wheat oil.
Expression is elevated to about 3-fold up on both oils.
The final step of β-oxidation is catalyzed by acyl-CoA C-acyltransferases, and all five
predicted acyl-CoA C-acyltransferase encoding genes have elevated expression levels
when induced with wheat oil. When induced with olive oil, only three acetyl-CoA Cacyltransferases are over 2-fold differentially expressed. The remaining two genes have
increased transcript levels, but stay below 2-fold expression.
An13g01920 encodes the only acetyl-CoA C-acyltransferase that also has slightly
elevated transcript levels after induction with DGDG or in the non-induced control, in an
apparent time-dependent manner. This gene encodes the ortholog of the A. nidulans
mthA gene.
Degradation of unsaturated fatty acids requires the recruitment of auxiliary enzymes.
Odd-numbered double bonds are converted by Δ3,Δ2-enoyl-CoA isomerase and Δ3,5-Δ2,4dienoyl-CoA isomerases, while even-numbered double bonds need the combined action
of 2,4-dienoyl-CoA reductase preceding the isomerase [202, 244]. An15g02860 is
predicted to encode the reductase, while the two isomerases are encoded by An15g01280
and An09g02050. These auxiliary enzymes have elevated transcript levels after induction
with wheat oil. In the olive oil-induced fermentation, only isomerase An09g02050 has
elevated transcript levels over 2-fold. This gene is also induced on pure DGDG and in the
non-induced control fermentation, albeit mildly (1.6-fold).
When growing on acetate or other carbon sources that yield acetyl-CoA as sole carbon
source, four-carbon molecules are required for energy production and biosynthesis. The
glyoxylate shunt enables in two reaction steps the synthesis of the C4-compound
succinate from two molecules of acetyl-CoA. Isocitrate lyase cleaves isocitrate to
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succinate and glyoxylate. In the second reaction, glyoxylate and acetyl-CoA are
condensed by malate synthase to malate. AcuD and acuE, the genes encoding isocitrate
lyase and malate synthase respectively, have elevated expression levels in all four
fermentations. Expression levels appear more elevated on wheat oil where acuD levels
increase up to 8-fold at two hours after induction, while for the three remaining
fermentations, expression levels are about 3-fold increased.
To summarize, genes encoding enzymes of all four steps of the β-oxidation pathway
have elevated transcript levels when induced with olive oil and wheat oil. The spatial
expression is different: on olive oil the transcript levels increase over time, while a
maximum expression is reached after 30 minutes in the wheat oil induced fermentor.
Both the peroxisomal and mitochondrial routes appear to be switched on, as both the
peroxisome-localized FoxA and mitochondrial-localized EchA orthologs of A. niger are
induced.

Transcriptional effects of the emulsifier Triton X- 100

The emulsifier used in this study is octylphenol ethoxylate, or Triton X-100. This
compound is able to permeabilize artificial membrane vesicles and is reported to affect
membrane-associated enzyme activities [15]. Even though a minute amount of 0.002 %
(v/v) Triton X-100 was added to the fermentations, a Triton-related transcriptional
effect cannot be excluded. Fourteen genes are over 2-fold differentially expressed in the
non-induced fermentation compared to the pre-induced time point. The expression
pattern of these genes is summarized graphically in Figure 3. Remarkably, all 14 genes
have an identical expression pattern for the olive oil-induced fermentor as well. The two
fermentors induced with either DGDG or the complex wheat oil have under 2-fold
elevated expression levels for these genes. The expression for these 14 genes is
maximum at 30 minutes after induction, while decreasing to pre-induced levels after 2
hours.
Of the 14 genes, 4 genes encode a multidrug transporter, one gene encodes an
acetoacetyl-CoA synthetase, and 6 genes encode proteins of unknown function. Two
glutathione S-transferases and a glutathione peroxidase are encoded by the remainder
of genes. These latter proteins relate to cellular protection, including oxidative stress
and toxic foreign chemicals[102].
From these results, it is concluded that the fungus responds to the presence of Triton X100 by co-expression of a relatively small number of dedicated genes only.
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Uncharacterised transcriptional response

A diverse group of 129 genes has over 3-fold differentially expressed transcript levels
compared to pre-induced levels in at least one fermentation sample. These genes and
their expression levels are listed in Table 4. The expression profiles of these genes can be
clustered in three groups.
A group of 51 genes has decreased transcript levels in the three oil-induced
fermentations. Some but not all of these genes have also decreased expression levels on
the non-induced fermentation.
A second group of 43 genes has increased transcript levels on both olive oil- and wheat
oil- induced fermentations. These genes retain their transcript levels over the 2-hour
period followed by microarrays. Expression of genes in this group is to a lesser extent
also elevated on the DGDG-induced and Triton negative control fermentation samples.
One-fifth of the genes in this group encode peptidases, and two peptide transporters are
in this group.
Thirty-five genes form a third group of genes whose expression levels are elevated
mainly at 30 minutes after induction with any of the used oil substrates. No elevated
transcript levels are observed for the non-induced fermentation samples. A third of
genes in this group encode proteins of unknown function. Three genes, encoding
proteins similar to the fungus Magnaporthe grisea Pth11 membrane protein, are present
in this list: An02g09500, An11g03730, and An14g05730. Pth11 family members are cellsurface G-protein-coupled receptors, and members of this protein family can bind
exogenous as well as endogenous ligands, including lipids [147]. The Pth11 protein is
required for pathogenicity of M. grisea [60]. Also, fatty acid β-oxidation is required for
plant infection by this fungus [281]. It would be interesting to investigate the role of
these Pth11-like proteins with regard to sensing and signalling of the presence of oil
substrates in the A. niger environment.

Comparison with transcriptional response of S. cerevi si ae

Peroxisome assembly and functioning has been studied by global transcriptional
profiling in S. cerevisiae [237]. In that study, the yeast transcriptome was queried under
two conditions that either induced or repressed peroxisome assembly and proliferation:
by growth on oleate and glucose, respectively. A list of 224 candidate genes involved in
peroxisome biogenesis or function was presented. For 111 of these listed genes an A.
niger ortholog is present.
Transcript levels for this gene list were examined with the exception of An04g01535, for
which no probe set is present on the DNA microarray. Thus, for 110 orthologs, transcript
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levels were examined. Twenty-one genes are over 2-fold differentially expressed in at
least one fermentation (Table 5). Apart from two hypothetical proteins for which no
function is assigned all proteins are involved in core processes of fatty acid metabolism:
peroxins, enzymes of the β-oxidation pathway, or fatty acid oxidation. The remaining 90
genes of this gene list have expression levels below 2-fold, and in most cases 1.4-fold or
less. These genes are listed in Table 6.

Conclusion
The aim of this study was to determine whether our bioreactor-based experimental set
up facilitates the study for global transcriptional responses towards lipids. Indeed,
sorbitol-grown A. niger fermentor cultures respond to a pulse of 1 mM oil. This response
is shown by elevated transcript levels of genes encoding enzymes of the fatty acid
degradation pathway. Also, genes encoding peroxisome-proliferating proteins and
transporters have elevated transcript levels after induction with oils.
This transcription response differs in magnitude between oils. While fermentor cultures
that are induced with either olive oil or the complex wheat oil mixture show elevated
expression of fatty acid related genes, almost no induction is detected after induction
with digalactosyldiglycerides.
Next to the differing magnitude, the expression level profile for responding genes are
different over time. For olive oil, transcript levels were elevated slightly after 30 minutes
and continued to rise for 2 hours after induction. In contrast, in the wheat oil induced
fermentation, expression levels were reached at 30 minutes followed by a decline of
transcript levels. A major difference between the olive oil and wheat oil mixtures is the
presence of free fatty acids in the latter, which add up to about half of this oil mixture.
The readily available pool of fatty acids might be detected or metabolized earlier in time
compared to olive oil, where free fatty acids first must be liberated through lipase
activity.
One-hundred twenty-nine genes are over 3-fold differentially expressed in any of the
four fermentations. Over a third of these genes (44 genes) encode proteins of unknown
function, and also contains carbohydrate degradation and amino acid metabolism
related proteins (Table 4). The majority of these genes is induced on the complex wheat
oil mixture. Given its source as a crude extract from wheat gluten that likely contains
many unidentified inducing compounds, this result is expected. However, this
observation also suggests an overlap between metabolic and regulatory processes that
under 'natural conditions' interact and might be interconnected.
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Methods
Strain and spore preparation

A. niger strain 872.11 (ΔargB, pyrA6, prtF28, goxC17, cspA1) is derived from CBS 120.49. All
media were based on minimal medium (MM) [204], contained 100 mM sorbitol as carbon
source and were supplemented with uridine and arginine. To obtain spores, 20 spores
per mm2 were plated onto Complete Medium (CM) plates [204], incubated 5 days at 30 °C,
and allowed to mature at 4 °C for 24 hours. The spore suspension was washed and stored
at 4 °C until use.

Preparation of inducing emulsions

Pure wheat digalactosyldiglycerides (99%) were a kind gift of DSM Food Specialties
(Delft, The Netherlands). Refined olive oil was purchased from Sigma. Wheat oil was
extracted following [57] from wheat gluten obtained at the local mill. An 1:1.5 (w/v)
ratio of gluten and ethanol was mechanically stirred for 1 hour, followed by filtration
over a Büchner funnel with nylon filter (MW100 drd 15; Kabel Metaal). Another 1.5
volume of ethanol was added to the gluten fraction and processed alike. The ethanol was
removed in a rotating evaporator under vacuum at < 40 °C. Twenty mg of this oil was
dissolved in 1 mL CDCl3/MeOD 1:1 (v/v), and 1H-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
DRX-600 operating at a proton frequency of 600 MHz at a probe temperature of 300 K. 1HNRM analysis of the obtained oil shows that this oil fraction consists of 18% DGDG, 4.9%
triglycerides, 47.7% free fatty acids and 4.0% mono-acyl DGDG. Both wheat MGDG and
DGDG of wheat are assumed to be for over 80% in the 18:2 configuration [57].
To 20 mL of MM, 0.2% (v/v) Triton X-100 and 110 mM of each oil were added (which
makes 1 mM final concentration after addition to the bioreactor). This solution was
sonicated for 40 seconds (power '4', amplitude '20'). The negative control was sonicated
as well.

Fermentation

Four glass 2.5-liter fermentors (Applikon) with 2.2 Liters of MM were kept at a constant
temperature of 30 ± 0.5 °C while fermentor headplates were kept at 8 °C. 1.0 × 106 of
spores per mL were added to the fermentor. During germination each fermentor was
aerated through the headspace (50 L/h) and stirred at 300 rpm. When dissolved oxygen
levels dropped below 60% for over 5 minutes the stirrer speed was set to 750 rpm and
aeration was switched to the sparger inlet. This switching time point was defined as T=0
hours. Each fermentor was induced at T=14 hours. Twenty mL samples were removed
from the fermentor and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen directly after filtration.
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RNA isolation and microarray processing

Frozen mycelium was ground using a dismembrator (Braun-Melsungen). A Trizolchloroform extraction (Invitrogen) preceded total RNA extraction using RNeasy mini
columns (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol for yeast. RNA integrity was
assessed on an Experion system (Biorad). cDNA and cRNA synthesis and labeling, and
array hybridization were performed following the Affymetrix users’ manual [3] using
the One-cycle Target Labeling and Control Reagents Kit to synthesize 15 μg of cRNA.
Labeled cRNA was hybridized to Aspergillus niger GeneChip arrays at 45 ˚C for 16 hours.
Washing and staining was done using the Hybridization, Wash and Stain Kit
(Affymetrix). Arrays were scanned on an Agilent Technologies G2500A Gene Array
Scanner (pixel value 3 µm, wave length 570 nm). The library and platform information
for this proprietory dsmM_ANIGERa_coll511030F GeneChip (Affymetrix) is deposited in
NCBI's GEO database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under accession number
GPL6758. The microarray data are submitted under accession number GSE14285.

Microarray data analysis

CEL files for individual array images were imported into GeneSpring 7.3 (Agilent
technologies) using its RMA preprocessor [124]. Probe sets with values below 4 times the
lowest probe signal on every array (50 AU) were removed, leaving 7,956 of 14,554 probe
sets. Relative fold-change values were calculated per fermentation, by dividing each
gene's raw signal value by that gene's value for the T=0 sample.
An in-house built database (Cluster of Orthologous Genes, or COG, database) [S. Basmagi
and P. Schaap, unpublished data], based on publicly available yeast and fungal protein
sequences, was used to transfer protein information between species. A protein clusters
in a COG when corresponding ortholog sequences are detected in at least three
organisms. The presence of a protein in such cluster is indicative of evolutionary
conservation between species, and hints at protein functionality. Ortholog-base linking
currently is the most powerful approach to transfer functional annotations and other
related information between species [117]. Protein secretion signals were predicted by
the SignalP program [187]. Two-thirds of the proteins in this database are highly
conserved in the fungal kingdom, as orthologs are present in over 15 organisms. The
COG database was used to transfer S. cerevisiae gene ontology information [109] to the
orthologous A. niger genes. Thirty-six per cent (2,882 of 7,956) A. niger genes encodes a
protein with S. cerevisiae ortholog in our database.
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Table 4 (this page and previous pages) - A list of 129 genes that have relative expression levels over 3-fold compared to the non-induced fermentation sample
(T=0) for at least one sampled condition. Bold font indicates over 2-fold expression, bold underlined font indicates over 3-fold expression.

Table 5 - 21 of 111 orthologs of S. cerevisiae oleate-induced genes [237] that have relative expression levels over 2-fold for at least one microarray. Bold font indicates
over 2-fold expression, bold underlined font indicates over 3-fold expression.
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Table 6 - Orthologs of S. cerevisiae oleate-induced genes. A list of 90 of 111 genes for which their
S. cerevisiae ortholog is differentially expressed under peroxisome proliferating conditions [237],
but that have expression levels below 2-fold on all conditions in this study. Yeast ID, S. cerevisiae
locus tag.
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Abstract
The fungus Aspergillus niger has been studied in considerable detail with respect to
various industrial applications. Still, the mechanisms that control the adaptation of its
physiology are poorly understood. In this study, clustering of co-expressed genes has
been performed on the basis of DNA microarray data sets of two experiments in which A.
niger was exposed to either a relatively mild or a relatively severe physiological stress.
Three gene co-expression networks were constructed for both individual data sets as
well as for the combined data. These networks are composed of modules that are
enriched for genes that encode proteins involved in similar biological processes,
including ribosome biogenesis, fatty acid metabolism, and amino acid metabolism.
Conserved sequences are detected in the upstream region of genes that cluster in some
modules, such as the motif for the amino acid metabolism-related transcription factor
CpcA and the motif for the fatty acid metabolism-related transcription factors, FarA and
FarB.
Comparative analysis revealed that some of the identified modules are present in all
three networks. However, for each network, different co-expressed gene pairs connect
the modules. This observation would be in line with gene expression being co-ordinated
at different hierarchical levels.
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Introduction
Soil is the natural habitat of Aspergillus niger, where this fungus feeds on decomposing
plant material. It survives in this harsh environment by its ability to secrete a range of
macromolecule-degrading enzymes that release nutrients and by its ability to inhibit the
growth of competitors by acidification of its surroundings. In industry, these capacities
are well exploited: A. niger is an efficient producer of both homologous and heterologous
proteins [196, 207] and is the major production organism for citric acid world-wide [167].
A. niger has the potential to adjust to a wide range of cultivation conditions; however, the
underlying regulatory mechanisms are poorly understood. The availability of annotated
genome sequences of A. niger [128, 196] as well as technologies built upon these genome
sequences such as DNA microarrays, now allow for in-depth studies to increase our
understanding of these mechanisms.
With DNA microarray technology, snapshots of global transcription levels can be taken
from varying experimental conditions. The thus obtained gene transcription data can be
considered as a reflection of the physiological state of A. niger and can be interpreted
with the aim to understand its behavior. A. niger transcriptome studies have been used to
characterize polysaccharide-degrading enzyme systems [11, 130, 173, 264, 294, 295], to
study the A. niger response towards reductive stress [91] or cell wall damage [176], and to
describe spatial colony development [153].
In the above-mentioned transcriptome studies, emphasis is placed on the comparison
between two or more experimental conditions. These studies focus on the specific
differences in gene transcription levels between experimental conditions. It is often
assumed that the genes identified in such studies are involved in the direct response to
the experimentally applied stimuli. However, this is likely an oversimplification of the
processes leading to the observed differential expression, because modulated gene
expression may frequently be triggered indirectly. An analysis of microarray data of 276
Saccharomyces cerevisiae deletion strains showed that, for over 95% of these deletion
strains, at least one additional gene has a highly significant altered expression profile
[116]. Featherstone and Brodie deduced from these microarray data (i) that specific sets
of genes with similar expression profile are present, (ii) that such interactions are
widespread at the level of gene expression, and (iii) that these interactions can be
described within a gene co-expression network [77]. Such networks can provide a largescale, global view of the physiological state of an organism at the genetic level.
A comparison of gene co-expression networks constructed from microarray data of six
evolutionary distinct organisms including yeast, Escherichia coli, and Arabidopsis thaliana,
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indicated that these networks share common topological properties [25]. For example,
most genes of such a network have an expression profile that correlates with that of few
other genes, while few genes have an expression profile that correlates with that of
many genes. These networks are generally robust: given that most genes partner with
few other genes based on their expression profiles, removal of a gene from the network
will in most times not affect the overall topology of the network [7, 17]. For example, a
disruption in one of the A. niger extracellular xylanase-encoding genes does not likely
impair this fungus' ability to degrade xylan, whereas a mutation in the transcription
factor of the xylanolytic system greatly influences its xylan-degrading ability. In
addition to the robustness of such networks, the observed gene co-expression networks
are characterized by groups of highly interconnected groups of genes, called clusters or
modules. Such modules can be, but do not have to be, working together to achieve a
distinct biological function [71].
However, the aforementioned study by Bergmann and co-workers also indicated that the
relations between the functional modules vary significantly between the six organisms
[25]. For example, the average gene expression profiles for genes in the 'secreted
protein' and 'proteasome' modules correlate positively in yeast and A. thaliana,
negatively in Drosophila melanogaster, and do not appear to correlate significantly in Homo
sapiens. These different relations between modules within these organisms might be
explained by the presence of organism-specific regulatory circuits. Already within fungi,
the low evolutionary conservation of cis-regulatory elements suggests a rather high level
of regulatory diversification. Gasch and co-workers investigated evolutionary
conservation and divergence for 42 S. cerevisiae regulons in 14 ascomycete fungi [84]. For
example, the 5'-TGACTM cis-regulatory element is present in the upstream region of
genes encoding amino acid biosynthesis enzymes of 12 out of 14 fungi. However, since
only 3 of 42 regulatory modules were found to be conserved between S. cerevisiae and A.
nidulans, motif conservation appears to be the exception rather than the rule [84].
The above-mentioned studies point out that information of gene co-expression networks
of other organisms including S. cerevisiae cannot be directly translated to the global
patterns underlying gene transcription in A. niger. In this study, we aimed to obtain an
initial view on the generic organization of gene expression profiles of A. niger. This study
is restricted to global biological differences because rather different experimental
conditions were used.
For our analysis, we examined gene transcription profiles derived from two microarray
data sets. The first set of microarrays is obtained from identical bioreactor-cultivated
fungal cell cultures that have been pulsed with low amounts of various inducers. These
inducing compounds include the sugar D-xylose as well as three lipids. We reasoned that
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these pulses of low amounts of inducer will provoke only a minor disturbance (mild
stress) of the gene co-expression network and that transcription profiles will only
change due to the inducing effect of these compounds.
The second set of microarray data is derived from bioreactor-cultivated cells that were
grown on different media for which factors like carbon source and pH were varied. For
this data set, more drastic changes (severe stress) in transcription profiles are expected,
as the fungus will need to accommodate to these different conditions.
Description of global patterns of gene transcription is still a largely unexplored area of
investigation. This study is an initial attempt to investigate such global patterns in A.
niger, and aims to contribute to a better understanding of its physiology.

Results
A subset of genes is selected for analysis

The A. niger strain CBS 513.88 genome sequence contains over 14 thousand predicted
protein-encoding genes. Due to computational constraints, only a subset of all predicted
genes could be used for this analysis. In this study, we chose to examine only those
protein-encoding genes for which an ortholog is present in 15 or more fungal species
(see Materials and Methods). Manual annotation of the genome notwithstanding, for a
large proportion of proteins their physiological function is unknown, while many of the
proteins whose biological process or molecular function are 'known' are poorly
understood [115]. We considered that a protein's evolutionary conservation suggests a
functional role, even in case no clear biological function has been assigned. A drawback
of this selection criterion is the exclusion of most genes encoding biopolymer-degrading
hydrolases and other extracellular enzymes, as these enzymes are generally less
conserved. Because of the excellent annotation information that is available for S.
cerevisiae proteins, all A. niger genes that are orthologs for proteins encoded by this
model organism were also added.
Not all of the A. niger genes are expressed within the two sets of conditions. Under mildly
perturbed conditions, 6,599 genes (45%) are evaluated as present on microarrays of this
data set. On strongly perturbed conditions microarrays, 9,470 genes (65%) are evaluated
as present. Our working gene list comprised 2,773 conserved protein-encoding genes
that are present on the majority of microarrays obtained under both mildly and strongly
perturbed conditions. These genes make up for 42% and 29% of the expressed genes
within the mildly and strongly perturbed conditions data set, respectively.
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The transcript level data for these 2,773 genes were used to construct three gene coexpression networks: one network for each of the two sets of experimental conditions,
and one network constructed from transcript level data of the combined data sets.

Gene co- expression networks are constructed

The gene co-expression correlation coefficient ρ was calculated for all pair-wise
combinations of the 2,773 genes for each of the three data sets. The distribution of ρ
within each data set is given in Figure 1 A. The histogram for the mildly perturbed data
set indicates that many gene pairs correlate relatively poorly (Figure 1 A, left). Under
strongly perturbed experimental conditions, genes tend to be more strongly correlated
or anti-correlated as can be seen by the broader base of the histogram (Figure 1 A,
middle).
The calculated ρ values were used to construct three gene co-expression networks. In
such network, a connecting line is drawn between each pair of genes for which their

Figure 1 - (A) Histogram of the distribution of ρ as calculated for all possible gene pair
combinations within the subset of 2,773 genes. The distribution of ρ is obtained by dividing the
total range of ρ in equally spaced bins, followed by counting how often a value for ρ for a gene
pair is found per bin. (B) For each gene, the number of gene pairs it partners with (connectivity;
horizontal axis) is plotted against the number of genes with identical number of gene pairs. The
fitted line is for a power-law distribution, P(k) ~ k-γ. For all networks, γ is around 1.2.
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expression profiles correlate stronger than
a given threshold. For this study, the
threshold for strongly co-expressed
expression profiles was set at an absolute ρ
of 0.90 or higher. At lower values of ρ, the
network of the strongly perturbed
conditions data becomes too cluttered by
connected gene pairs, which renders
effective comparison of the three
networks difficult. We observe for all three
networks that there are many genes with
few connections to other genes (i.e. these
genes have a low connectivity). In
contrast, the expression profile for few
genes correlates with that of many other
genes (Figure 1 B).

Figure 2 - Venn diagram indicating
the number of correlating gene pairs
between the three data sets. All gene
pairs have a ρ equal to or higher
than 0.90.

We examined the extent of overlap
between the most strongly co-expressed
gene pairs within the three constructed
networks (Figure 2). The Venn-diagram indicates that the cross-section of all three
networks harbors 718 pairs of strongly co-expressed genes. These 718 gene pairs are
formed between 194 genes (Table 1). In addition to these 194 genes, a further 167 genes
are present in all three data sets. For these 167 genes, their expression profile correlates
strongly with that of at least one other gene for all three networks; however, they are
partner in different gene pairs within each network (e.g. when imagining a network X-YZ and a second network X-Z-Y, all three genes (X, Y, and Z) are in both networks, but
only one gene pair (Y-Z) is present in both networks).
The combined 194 and 167 genes take part in a disproportionate large number of
strongly co-expressed gene pairs relative to the whole network. For example, for the
mildly perturbed conditions network, these genes correspond to half of the total
number of co-expressed genes (361 of 707 genes) but are connected to 80% of the gene
pairs in this network. This observation indicates that these 361 genes have a higher
Table 1 (next two pages) – Genes within each of the 9 individual modules observed within the
network that was constructed from the 718 gene pairs present in all three data sets at an
absolute ρ value greater than or equal to 0.90 are listed. The module labels A through I
correspond to the coloring scheme used in Figures 3 and 4. Abbreviation (s.)sim. is for "(strong)
similarity to". # Due to space constraints, protein-encoding genes with highly similar annotations
were grouped.
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Figure 3 - The gene co-expression network of the mild perturbed conditions data set for 6 threshold settings of ρ.
Genes are represented by circles, while lines represent a ρ value above the threshold. Positive ρ values are shown
as solid gray lines while negative ρ values are represented as green lines. The numbers in each left corner give the
ρ cut-off value used. Genes that partner in the 718 gene pairs that are present in all three networks are colored.
Coloring is based on the 9 modules identified in the 718-gene pairs network: Module A, light-green; B, dark-green;
C, dark-blue; D, light-blue; E, pink; F, black; G, purple; H, red; I, yellow.

Figure 4 - The gene co-expression network of the strongly perturbed conditions data set for 6 threshold settings
of ρ. The dotted circle at ρ 0.95 indicates the large group present only within the strongly perturbed conditions
(see text for details). For coloring scheme, see Figure 3 legend.
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average gene connectivity. Network theory stresses the relative importance of highly
connected nodes [3, 6]. In S. cerevisiae gene co-expression networks, a positive
relationship between gene connectivity and the proportion of essential genes was
observed [9]. Twenty-five percent of the 2,773 genes in the used subset have a S. cerevisiae
ortholog that is considered essential [37]. However, for the 361 genes that are present in
all three networks, no over representation of A. niger orthologs of S. cerevisiae essential
genes is found.

The gene co- expression networks have similar modules

We suspected that the gene co-expression networks constructed from the mildly and
strongly perturbed data sets might be different given their differing cultivation
conditions. This notion was supported both by the differing distributions of ρ values for
each data set (Figure 1 A), and by the presence of only a minority of strongly coexpressed genes shared between the data sets (Figure 2). While 718 gene pairs are
common between all three networks (Figure 2), it is well possible that their relative
location to each other within each network is different given the widely varying
experimental conditions used.
We therefore examined the location of these strongly correlating gene pairs within the
mildly and strongly perturbed conditions networks. For this examination, an assisting
co-expression network was constructed, using solely the 718 gene pairs that are
common to the three networks. Nine modules of interconnected genes with similar
expression profile were identified within this assisting network. These modules are
labeled A through I for convenient reference, and the genes within each module were
assigned an identical color. Next, gene correlation networks were drawn for both data
sets (Figures 3 and 4), using a series of ρ threshold values from 0.90 to 0.95. The coloring
scheme of the genes within the 9 modules was superimposed on these networks.

Figure 5 - A schematic representation of the relative location of the modules A to I within the
gene co-expression networks at ρ 0.90. Solid line indicates that the sign of average ρ for gene
pairs with members in two modules is positive, while dotted line indicates that this sign is
negative. NN, the large group present only within the strongly perturbed conditions network.
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The colored genes retain their local proximity: alike-colored genes are mostly grouped
together both in the mildly and strongly perturbed conditions network. However, the
location of the colored modules relative to each other appears not identical between the
two networks (Figure 5). Genes of some modules appear to be connected by positive
connections in both networks, such as the genes of modules A-B/E (modules are
described in detail below). Yet other modules, such as A-C, appear connected in the
mildly perturbed conditions and combined data sets networks but are not connected
under strongly perturbed conditions.
The network constructed from the combined data sets (not shown) is highly similar to
that of the mildly perturbed network (Figure 5). Only the A-C modules appear linked by
mainly negative correlations in the mildly perturbed conditions network and by mainly
positive correlations in the combined data sets network. However, the number of gene
pairs that connect these modules is below 15 and contains both positive and negative
correlations in both networks.
A clear difference observed between the mildly and strongly perturbed networks is the
presence of a large and apparently heterogeneously structured group of gene pairs with
the latter network (Figure 4, circle). Gene pairs within this group of gene pairs are
loosely associated at high ρ threshold settings but become more connected at lower
threshold of ρ. This module contains 600 genes that take part in a combined 5,500
correlated gene pairs. Over 90% of these correlations are between genes that are located
within this module. In effect, this module contains just over half of the genes as well as
over half of the correlating gene pairs connections (both 53%) of the strongly perturbed
data set at a threshold ρ of 0.90.
We conclude from this visual inspection of the gene co-expression networks of the
mildly and strongly perturbed conditions that these networks indeed are different.
However, much of the differences are observed in the relations between modules. Within
each module, its genes with correlating expression profiles are in most cases the same
for all three networks. In addition, a large module is observed within the strongly
perturbed network only, but this module appears to have relatively few connections
with other modules.

Modules relate to biological functions

The basis of 'guilt by association' heuristics [278, 289] is that genes with similar
expression level profiles often encode proteins that are involved in a similar biological
process. Therefore, we looked at indications for biological processes that are
overrepresented in modules that are observed in the gene co-expression networks, using
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Figure 6 - Enriched biological processes for genes within the modules identified in the combined
data sets network are indicated using their S. cerevisiae orthologs. The number of A. niger genes
per module is indicated after the module code. The GO-number points to the observed Gene
Ontology process. Between brackets, the number of genes with that annotated Gene Ontology
process relative to the total number of genes queried is given, followed by a p-value that gives
the likelihood that the identified GO process is found by chance. Genes that encode conserved
proteins but have no S. cerevisiae ortholog make up the difference in the total number of A. niger
genes per module, and the number of genes queried for Gene Ontology enrichment.

the S. cerevisiae Gene Ontology vocabulary. This approach applies to lists of genes instead
of to individual genes. To also give an impression on the proteins encoded by the
individual genes present within these modules, the annotation of genes that form the
718 gene pairs conserved in all three networks is given in Table 1.
In addition to an analysis of Gene Ontology terms, we examined the upstream regions of
genes within these modules for conserved upstream elements that hint to co-regulation
by a common transcription factor. For this analysis, the mildly perturbed conditions
network was taken at a ρ threshold of 0.90.
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Indeed, when using the Gene Ontology annotations, an overrepresentation of similar
ontology terms is found for genes that are present in some modules (Figure 6). Also,
conserved sequences were identified for genes of some modules.
Module H contains an overrepresentation of genes predicted to encode proteins involved
in amino acid metabolic processes, including amino acid biosynthetic enzymes and
tRNA-ligases. For 69 of 160 genes (50%), the conserved sequence 5'-TGA-(C/G)-TCA is
identified. When a single variable nucleotide is allowed, 114 genes now contain such
degenerated sequence in their upstream region (p-value 1.2 e-5). The DNA-binding
protein CpcA binds to this sequence [282]. This transcription factor is a regulator of
cross-pathway control in A. niger. Upon amino acid starvation, CpcA co-ordinates a
transcriptional response by derepressing transcription for many genes encoding
enzymes involved in amino acid biosynthetic pathways, as well as enzymes involved in
nucleotide biosynthesis.
Module F consists of genes encoding proteins involved in fatty acid metabolism or
peroxisome organization. Genes encoding the peroxins Pex6, Pex10, and Pex11, as well
as the bifunctional enzyme that catalyzes the second and third step of fatty acid βoxidation FoxA, are in this module. We identified the conserved sequence 5'-CCGAGG
within the upstream region of 12 of 16 genes of this module. Its reverse complement
sequence has been shown to be present in a large number of genes predicted to encode
proteins involved in fatty acid metabolism and peroxisome proliferation in filamentous
fungi [120]. Hynes and co-workers showed that two transcription factors involved in
fatty acid utilization, FarA and FarB, both bind to this sequence [120].
Module A contains mostly cytosolic ribosomal protein-encoding genes. In the upstream
region of 43% of the 88 genes within this module, the conserved sequence 5'-CGACAA (pvalue 4e-6) was identified, while the core sequence 5'-CGAC was found upstream 80% of
the genes (p-value 2e-4). This sequence does not resemble any of the known binding sites
associated with ribosomal proteins in S. cerevisiae or S. pombe [250].
The modules B and E are linked together and were analyzed as a whole. In the B/E
module, genes categorized by the high-level Gene Ontology term 'gene expression' are
overrepresented. For example, this module contains genes that encode putative RNA
helicases, spliceosome assembly proteins, and 16 putative translation initiation factors.
We identified the sequence 5'-GGCCGCG for 118 of 160 genes (p-value 8e-4). This
upstream element is located 400 base pairs or more away from the gene's start site for
60% of these 118 genes. No transcription factor is known to recognize this sequence.
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Next to the above-mentioned sequence motifs, we identified an overrepresentation of
pyrimidine-rich sequences upstream of genes of module B/E, as well as for a large
module that is solely present within the strongly perturbed conditions network. For 70%
of the 600-member group of this latter module and for 80% of genes of module B/E, such
CT-rich sequences are found in upstream regions. However, it should be noted that CTrich regions are relatively common in in upstream regions of filamentous fungi and that
they are mostly related to the position of the transcription start site [208].
No overrepresented biological processes were identified for genes within the large
module that is solely present within the strongly perturbed conditions network.
However, transcript levels for genes within this module are elevated up to 20-fold in 13
microarrays. These microarrays are derived of samples taken after depletion of the
carbon source within those fermentations. In contrast, for those microarrays for which
transcript levels are not elevated, a carbon source was present in the fermentations.

Discussion
Variations in the timing, location, and levels of gene transcription, mRNA translation,
and protein maturation have considerable consequences for a cell. For understanding
the physiology of Aspergillus niger, not only knowledge of individual components of the
cellular system is required but also insight into the interactions and combined activity of
these components. The availability of A. niger specific whole-genome microarrays allows
for the assessment of global gene transcript levels for this filamentous fungus.
This study did not aim to query the transcriptome from the perspective of investigating
a single cellular process. Rather, we sought to gain insight into the global effects that
different cultivation conditions have on cellular processes.
In contrast to studies that evaluate transcription on a per-gene basis by comparing
transcript levels between experimental conditions (including the studies described in
Chapter 3 and 4 of this thesis), this study emphasizes the relations of a gene with other
genes. Underlying our approach is the notion that genes with similar transcription
profiles are thought to be more likely functionally associated. For example, such genes
may encode proteins that are subunits of structural complexes, that participate in the
same biochemical pathway, or that are regulated by a common mechanism. The absolute
transcript levels of a gene are not taken into account in this approach. For example,
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transcript levels for the 88 mostly cytosolic ribosomal protein subunits of module A
differ by no more than 1.5-fold, and on average only 1.1-fold, relative to each other. Yet,
a relationship between these genes is present, as their expression profiles are highly
similar.
Our base questions were simple: (i) are there differences in global co-expression profile
patterns when A. niger is cultured under distinct experimental conditions; and (ii) can
these global co-expression profile patterns be used to infer underlying regulatory
mechanisms of gene transcription?

The co- expression networks appear biologically plausible

Gene co-expression correlations were calculated for a subset of genes, namely those
genes that encode proteins conserved between 15 or more fungi or that have a S.
cerevisiae ortholog. Our focus on a subset consisting of conserved protein-encoding genes
might affect the constructed networks. For example, their evolutionary conservation
might be indicative of a relatively more essential cellular function and might be biased
towards core processes that are not organism-specific, such as gene transcription or
protein synthesis. This higher evolutionary conservation might also result in a network
biased towards more highly connected genes. Obviously, we realize that this selection
excludes an important group of fungal protein encoding genes, such as those genes that
encode secreted biopolymer-degrading enzymes such as xylanases and cellulases.
We have compared two global properties of our networks with that of previously
described gene co-expression networks: gene pairs distribution and modularity [17]. For
the three networks described in this study, the distribution of the number of coexpressed profiles per gene can be described by a power-law distribution with a
connectivity exponent γ around 1.2 (Figure 1). Similar values are found for other gene coexpression networks: a 4,077 -genes network of S. cerevisiae has γ around 1.0 [268],
whereas this value ranged between 1.1 and 1.8 for gene co-expression networks for six
distinct organisms [25]. The observed connectivity distribution does not indicate any
adverse effect due to the subset used, such as for example a tendency for evolutionary
conserved protein-encoding genes to have a higher than average gene connectivity.
Furthermore, the networks drawn in Figures 3 and 4 appear modular. At high ρ
thresholds, few genes with a highly similar expression profile group together in distinct
modules. When the ρ threshold is slightly lowered, additionally added genes have a
preference for attachment to these modules rather than for initiating new modules. This
modularity is also present in gene co-expression networks of other organisms, although
the degree of modularity appears different per organism [25].
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The modules found are enriched for biological processes – albeit that these are rather
'high-level' descriptions (e.g. module B/E contains genes categorized by the Gene
Ontology process 'gene expression'). Interestingly, the upstream regions of genes within
some modules are enriched for common conserved sequence motifs. The presence of
these putative cis-regulatory elements suggests that shared transcriptional regulators
contribute to gene co-expression. Indeed, for four modules, conserved upstream
elements have been found. Two of these conserved regulatory upstream sequences have
been demonstrated experimentally to be binding sites for transcription factors that
relate to the biological processes enriched for in these modules: the CpcA transcription
factor that relates to amino acid biosynthetic genes, and the FarA and FarB transcription
factors that relate to fatty acid metabolism and peroxisome formation.
The apparent power-law distribution of co-expressed gene pairs, the observed
modularity of the networks, and the confirmation that modules are enriched for genes
related to biological processes by conserved regulatory elements, show that the
constructed A. niger gene co-expression networks have biological relevance.

Similar modules, connected differently between networks

Figures 3 and 4 suggest that much of the underlying network structure is alike for both
data sets. Genes that are located within a module under mildly perturbed conditions
generally cluster with (many of) the same genes under strongly perturbed conditions.
From a biological perspective, co-expression of genes involved in the same biological
process makes sense; for example, when constructing a ribosomal complex, coexpression of all genes that encode for ribosomal sub-units is required to achieve this
goal. The biological processes observed are all essential for a cell's survival: ribosomes
are required for protein synthesis, genes must be transcribed, and amino acids must be
synthesized de novo when growing on minimal medium.
But while these base modules appear largely similar for our gene co-expression
networks, it is the inter-modules connections that differ (Figure 5). Negative correlating
gene pairs appear over-represented for connecting the modules. For example, for 299
gene pairs of the mildly perturbed conditions network (ρ 0.90), either gene partner is
located in a separate module. Of these, 240 (80%) have a negative sign of ρ. In contrast,
negatively correlating gene pairs constitute 8% of all gene pairs in this network.
Our current understanding on the nature of these connections is limited and we can
only speculate onto the biological principle of these relationships. The positive sign of
connections between module A ('ribosome biogenesis') and B/E ('gene expression')
appears to make sense as both processes are required to synthesize proteins. And also,
the negative sign of correlations between modules H ('amino acid metabolic process')
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and D ('proteolysis'/'post-translational protein modification') can be reasoned – but
these modules appear not connected under strongly perturbed conditions. For this
network analysis, only the strongest correlating gene expression profiles (ρ of 0.90 or
above) resulted in constructing these networks. As the majority of correlating gene pairs
are intra-modular (and are likely to be part of a similar biological process), it is well
possible that many of these inter-module gene pairs are present in both data sets but are
below our ρ threshold setting in one of them.
Our preliminary inspection of these genes involved in inter-module correlated gene
pairs suggests that so far, no clear function could be assigned to their encoding proteins
(e.g. 'similarity to GTPase activating protein'). Perhaps, these genes or the mechanisms
that result in their actual gene transcription are involved in the 'communication'
between different biological processes. We consider it worthwhile to pursue a more
detailed investigation on the role of these genes within the cell, with an emphasis on
their potential role as communicators for biological processes.

Conclusion
This study shows that gene co-expression networks can be constructed for A. niger using
data of as much as 20 microarrays. Within these networks, modules are detected that
consist of genes that participate in similar biological processes. Such modules remain
intact under different cultivation conditions; however, the localization and connection
of these modules within the networks of these conditions is different. For genes within
modules, conserved regulatory sequences are found, strongly suggesting that these
genes are under control of a common regulatory transcription factor; in some cases this
is corroborated by experimental evidence. These findings validate the biological
relevance of the networks and modules found. The conserved upstream sequences for
which no function is known as yet, may serve as leads to unravel the underlying
principles that provide the basis of these biological networks.
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Materials and Methods
Culturing

Mildly perturbed conditions: A. niger 872.11 (ΔargB pyrA6 prtF28 goxC17 cspA1) is derived
from CBS 120.49. All media were based on Pontecorvo's minimal medium (pMM) [204],
contained 100 mM sorbitol as carbon source with uridine and arginine as supplements.
Five glass 2.5-liter fermentors (Applikon) with 2.2 liters of pMM were kept at a constant
temperature of 30 ± 0.5 °C while fermentor headplates were kept at 8 °C. The medium
was kept at a pH of 3.0 during cultivation. 1.0 × 106 of spores per mL were added to the
fermentor. During germination, each fermentor was aerated through the headspace (50
L/h) and stirred at 300 rpm. When dissolved oxygen tension levels dropped below 60%
for over 5 minutes, the stirrer speed was set to 750 rpm and aeration was switched to
sparger inlet. In one experiment, fermentors were induced with either 0.1 mM sorbitol
or D-xylose at T=14 hours (Chapter 3, [264]). In a second experiment, fermentors were
induced with 1 mM of various oils at T=14 hours, and samples were taken before
induction and up to 2 hours after induction (Table 2) (Chapter 4).
Strongly perturbed conditions: A. niger N402 (cspA1) [267] is derived from CBS 120.49.
All media were based on Bennett's minimal medium (bMM) [23]. The carbon source used
was either glucose (277.5 mM) or D-xylose (333.0 mM). The nitrogen source used was
either sodium nitrate or ammonium chloride, at two different levels (282.4 or 564.8 mM
(Braaksma et al., in preparation). The different growth conditions are listed in Table 2. To
prevent foaming, 1% (v/v) antifoam (Struktol J 673) was added to the medium. When
necessary, additional antifoam was added during cultivation. Cultivations were carried
out in 6.6-liter fermentors (New Brunswick Scientific) with 5.0 liters of bMM. For
inoculation of the batch cultivations, baffled 500 mL Erlenmeyer flasks were inoculated
with 1 × 106 spores per liter. Subsequently, the flasks were incubated at 30 °C in a rotary
shaker at 125 rpm until approximately half of the available carbon source was consumed,
which took four till seven days. Each flask contained 100 mL bMM (pH 6.5) supplemented
with carbon source and nitrogen source, identical to the medium in the batch
cultivations. The fermentors were inoculated with 4% (w/v) pre-culture. Each fermentor
was sparged with 75 L/h of air with the stirrer speed set at 400 rpm at the start of the
cultivation. When dissolved oxygen tension levels dropped below 20%, the stirrer speed
was automatically increased to maintain oxygen tension at 20%. Stirrer speed was
Table 2 (opposite page) – Fermentation conditions for the samples used for DNA microarray
analysis. LS, late stationary growth, over 10 hours of carbon depletion; S, stationary phase,
carbon source will become depleted within 1 hour; LE, late exponential growth phase; E,
exponential growth phase. Arrays indicated by (a) and (b) are technical replicates. Samples (c)
and (d) are biological duplicates.
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adapted until its maximum of 1000 rpm. The pH was controlled at the set value (Table 2)
by automatic addition of 8 M KOH or 1.5 M H3PO4. Samples were taken either at a time
point near carbon source depletion or approximately one day after carbon source
depletion.

RNA isolation

Culture samples from the mildly perturbed conditions were filtrated and biomass was
snap-frozen into liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C. Culture samples from the strongly
perturbed conditions were immediately quenched at -45 °C in methanol as described
previously [200], and centrifuged at -20 °C to remove supernatant. Biomass was frozen
into liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C. A Trizol-chloroform extraction preceded total
RNA extraction with RNeasy mini columns (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's
protocol for yeast. Concentration of total RNA was determined by spectrophotometry.
RNA integrity was assessed on an Experion system (Biorad) for samples from mildly
perturbed conditions, and on agarose gel, by its A260/A280 ratio, and on an Agilent 2100
Bioanalyzer for samples from strongly perturbed conditions.

Microarray processing

For mildly perturbed conditions: cDNA and cRNA synthesis and labeling, and array
hybridization were performed following the Affymetrix users’ manual [3] using the Onecycle Target Labeling and Control Reagents Kit to synthesize 15 µg of cRNA. For
strongly perturbed conditions, the Bioarray High Yield RNA transcript labeling kit
(Enzo) was used to synthesize at least 30 µg of cRNA. 15 µg of labeled cRNA was
hybridized to custom-made A. niger arrays at 45 ˚C for 16 hours. Washing and staining
was done using the Hybridization, Wash and Stain Kit (Affymetrix) using a GeneChip FS450 Fluidics station and an Agilent G2500A Gene Array scanner. Scanned images were
converted into .CEL files using MicroArray Suite software (Affymetrix).
Microarrays for the mildly perturbed conditions are deposited at the NCBI Gene
Expression Omnibus database, accession numbers GSE11405 and GSE14285. The library
and platform information for this proprietory dsmM_ANIGERa_coll511030F GeneChip
(Affymetrix) is deposited in this database under accession number GPL6758.

Data analysis

Intensity and flag values were derived using Affymetrix' MicroArray Suite Software
version 5 (MAS5) with the target value set at 100 [1]. Probe sets flagged 'absent' in more
than 80% of the microarrays per data set were discarded from the specific data sets to as
their limited number of observations hampers the calculation of reliable correlations.
Probe set values were normalized per microarray by dividing each probe set value by the
mean signal over the whole microarray. Subsequently, the remaining signals flagged as
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'absent' (thus not including the removed probe sets) were replaced by the mean absent
call value divided by two as a uniform “lowest value in the data set”. Other values below
this mean absent call divided by two were also set to this value. Genes were not filtered
for a certain fold change threshold as the magnitude of fold change is not necessarily a
measure for biological relevance [263]. In addition, the correlation analysis of the data
has its own selection criterion, namely the ρ threshold value.
Correlation analysis is a common technique in microarray analysis [16, 71]. The
correlations between genes were determined by the Spearman correlation coefficient ρ.
This number ranges from 0 (no correlation) till either 1 (full positive correlation
between expression levels) or -1 (full negative correlation between expression levels, i.e.
perfect antagonists). The Spearman ρ is robust against outliers and mild non-linear
behavior [297]. The p-value for the mild perturbed conditions data set, which is the
smallest data set, was 4.12 × 10-6 for the lowest cut-off value for ρ at 0.90.
The influence of individual microarrays on the correlation analysis was evaluated by a
“leave N samples out” validation. This validation procedure tests whether the strongest
co-expressed gene pairs also remain the strongest co-expressed gene pairs in case
microarray samples are removed from the complete set of microarrays. The following
procedure was used: (i) random selection of two (for each single data set) or five (for the
combined data sets) microarrays and removal from the data set; (ii) calculation of new
correlation coefficients; (iii) continuation until all microarrays were excluded whilst
ensuring that previously removed arrays were not removed again; (iv) repetition of this
procedure for 20 times; (v) calculation of the mean correlation coefficient and variation
per gene pair; (vi) selection of gene pairs matching the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the
mean correlation coefficient; (vii) comparison of the selected genes with the genes
present in the correlation networks. For the mildly perturbed data set, 80% of its
strongest correlating gene pairs fell within the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles in this validation
procedure. For both the strongly perturbed data set and the combined data set, all
observed strongest correlating gene pairs belonged to the 5% strongest correlating gene
pairs of the validation.
All calculations were performed on a Pentium 4 personal computer with 1GB internal
memory using Matlab (The Mathworks), the Statistics Toolbox (The Mathworks), and
home-made scripts.
Correlation networks were drawn in Cytoscape [232]. The length of the connecting lines
does not represent the degree of correlation between the two connected genes. The
coloring scheme was deduced from a network constructed from the 718 gene pairs
common to the three data sets. This network consisted of 9 unconnected modules of
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genes with similar expression profiles at ρ 0.90. These modules were labeled A through I,
and genes within each module were assigned a color to assist localization of these genes
within the networks.
Promoter analysis was done in GeneSpring, version 7.2 (Agilent) using the "Find
potential regulatory sequences" tool. The promoter region from 10 to 700 bases
upstream of each gene of a cluster was searched for oligonucleotides ranging from 5 to
10 bases, at maximum one single point discrepancy allowed, and correcting for local
nucleotide density. The likelihood of random occurrence of identified sequences was
compared relative to the upstream region of all 14,554 genes in the A. niger genome.

Gene Ontology

The genomes of the fungi A. niger, A. fumigatus, A. nidulans, P. chrysogenum, N. crassa, M.
grisea, S. nodorum, U. maydis, and T. reesei, and the yeasts A. gossypii, C. albicans, C.
neoformans, D. hansenii, G. zeae, K. lactis, P. chrysosporium, S. cerevisiae, S. pombe, and Y.
lipolytica were used to construct an in-house built database of orthologous protein
sequences (S. Basmagi and P. Schaap, unpublished data). Protein sequences were placed
into an orthology cluster based on bi-directional first-hit BLAST alignment of protein
sequences of other species. The presence of a protein in such cluster of orthologs is
indicative of evolutionary conservation between species and increases the likelihood
that the protein is biologically functional. Conserved proteins were defined as having an
ortholog in at minimum 15 of 19 species; 2,749 genes fulfill this criterion. All 455 genes
that have a S. cerevisiae ortholog but did not meet the criterion were added. On average,
these genes have an ortholog in 11 species. Gene ontology terms, available from S.
cerevisiae orthologous genes per cluster, were browsed at the Saccharomyces Genome
Database website [109].
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A method for analysis of gene regulation
using a chimeric Zn( II) 2 Cys 6 - type
transcription factor

Douwe van der Veen,
Violeta Zorraquino Salvo, and Leo H. de Graaff

XlnR: FacB chimeric transcription factor

Abstract
Zinc binuclear proteins are transcription factors that are only found in fungi. The
Aspergillus niger genome encodes 296 predicted zinc binuclear proteins, making up onethird of the total number of proteins with a DNA-binding domain. For less than 20 of
these transcription factors a function has been determined.
A novel method is described to study which genes are under control of a given binuclear
transcription factor. A chimeric transcription factor is constructed in which its DNA
binding domain is replaced by the DNA binding domain of another transcription factor.
Induction of this chimera causes the transcription factor to bind to sequences
recognized by the chimeric DNA binding domain and to activate expression. The genes
under control of the chimeric protein can then be identified by DNA microarray
technology.
A chimeric transcription factor was constructed in which the six-cysteine region of the
DNA binding domain of the xylanolytic transcription factor XlnR was replaced by its
counterpart domain of the acetate regulatory protein FacB. Construction of this chimera
proved to be difficult in Escherichia coli. A spontaneous point mutation resulted in a Serto-Pro mutation in a non-conserved region in the XlnR protein. Growth of transformants
on D-xylose led to a segregating sector morphology while no morphological change was
observed when grown on acetate, glucose, or sorbitol. Neither genes under control of
XlnR nor of FacB were up-regulated after induction with D-xylose as was determined by
qPCR.
The construction of a functional chimeric XlnR:FacB transcription factor was not
successful. However, it seems that the point-mutated chimeric protein is activated upon
D-xylose induction, as suggested by the segregation sectors in colonies of transformants
grown on D-xylose plates. However, neither FacB- or XlnR-controlled genes are induced,
suggesting that the allosteric switch has been affected in this particular design.
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Background
High-throughput sequencing technologies have enabled routine access to genome data
of over 2,000 organisms, including 148 complete or draft fungal genomes [186].
Technologies to measure global transcript [225] and protein [12] levels connect the
genomic blueprint information to the physiological state of the organism. However, for a
large proportion of proteins encoded, the physiological function is not clear [30]. For
example, for the 5,795 open reading frames in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome that
are annotated with gene ontology [67, 109], for 1,281 genes (22%) the biological process
they are involved in is unknown as of January 2009. For 2,027 genes (35%) a molecular
function is not known. In addition, many of the proteins whose biological process and
molecular function are 'known' are poorly understood [115].
Much effort is put into elucidation of the unknown function of protein-encoding genes
by computational or experimental-based methods, and combinations thereof (reviewed
in [37, 79]). One strategy uses gene expression data to infer gene function by following
the 'guilt by association' principle [71, 278]. This principle assumes that unknown genes
that are co-expressed with genes of known function are likely to encode proteins
involved in the same biological process. Although this method does not reveal the
precise biochemical function of the unknown protein, it provides starting points for
further investigation. The soundness of this approach has been demonstrated [289].
Genes are co-expressed as the organism has sensed - in one way or another - that it
requires the proteins encoded by these genes for its current physiological state.
Generally, co-expression involves co-regulation, where a set of genes is under control of
the same transcription factor(s). Eukaryotic transcriptional regulation of protein-coding
genes is a complex series of events. Transcription factors program the expression of
genes by binding to specific sites in the genome and facilitate or repress transcription of
genes under their control. In many cases, both activating and repressive mechanisms act
simultaneously (for example, see [287]). The combined effects of all actors and RNA
polymerase II -mediated transcription determine the final amount of mRNA transcripts
[169].
One strategy to study genes that are under control of a transcription factor is chromatin
immunoprecipitation [110, 212]. Unfortunately, ChIP-chips are available for a limited
number of eukaryotic organisms only. Furthermore, transcription regulators might be
bound to DNA but be inactive, or be bound while inhibiting gene expression. Finally,
regulator activity is highly dependent on the environmental conditions of the cell, such
as amino acid deprivation or osmotic stress [95]. When nothing is known about the
transcription factor under study, this lack of knowledge can be a problem. An elegant
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alternative strategy which does not require the use of ChIP-chips is based on DNAbinding protein-mediated transposon insertion [280]. In this method, a fusion protein
containing the DNA-binding domain directs transposon integration at the transcription
factor binding sites upon activation. Location of the transposon integration site is
determined afterwards. Again, DNA binding does not necessarily translate into
transcription of the controlled gene. Yet another approach to investigate genes under
control of a transcription factor are knock-out studies, followed by phenotype analysis.
This approach has been investigated for 33 zinc binuclear proteins of S. cerevisiae grown
in 19 different conditions, including media of varying nitrogen and carbon source, and
anaerobic conditions [4]. However, only broad biological functions could be assigned this
way.
We envisioned a fast and flexible method to determine which genes are under control of
a given transcription factor. Gene expression data is used to assess effects, as it is the
expression of genes that is of physiological relevance to the organism. The transcription
factor DNA-binding domain is replaced by the binding domain of a second transcription
factor of the same family. Subsequently, the fungus is cultured and induced, and the
chimeric transcription factor binds to the genome sequences that are recognized by its
DNA binding domain. The culture is harvested and a global gene expression profile is
measured. Genes under control of the chimeric transcription factor will be differentially
expressed. A graphical representation of our method is given in Figure 1.
The zinc binuclear cluster motif (Zn(II)2Cys6) is a DNA-binding domain named after its 6
cysteine residues which bind 2 zinc atoms and co-ordinate folding of the DNA-binding
Figure 1 - Schematic representation of the
proposed method. (A) The DNA-binding domain of
the transcription factor XlnR (represented by red
box) is replaced by the DNA-binding domain of a
second transcription factor (green). (B) While the
native XlnR transcription factor regulate genes
under its control, the chimeric transcription factor
binds to the promoter region of genes to which
the chimeric DNA-binding domain binds. (C) After
induction, global gene expression levels are
measured by DNA microarray technology, and
genes under control of the chimeric transcription
factor can be identified.
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domain [261]. Members of this protein class, which includes the canonical S. cerevisiae
Gal4 protein [97], have thus far only been identified in fungi. Zinc binuclear proteins are
involved in many processes including primary and secondary metabolism, drug
resistance, and mitotic and meiotic development (reviewed in [164, 255]). Crystal
structures of the DNA binding domain of various protein members have been solved
([164, 170]). In yeast genomes, between 54 [4] and 70 [168] putative zinc binuclear cluster
transcription factors have been identified, which amounts to around 25% of the total
number of transcription factors identified in these species.
The Aspergillus niger regulator of xylan-degrading enzymes, XlnR, is a member of the zinc
binuclear cluster class of proteins [271]. The xylanolytic system is induced by xyloside
moieties including D-xylose. The DNA binding sequence recognized by XlnR has been
deduced from electrophoretic mobility shift assays and DNaseI footprinting [270], and
genes under XlnR control have been identified [271]. This transcription factor has been
functionally characterized including the determination of its cellular location [98], and
various transformants including a constitutive XlnR are available [99]. The Zn(II)2Cys6
DNA-binding domain is located at the N-terminal site (amino acids 55-81), followed by a
predicted nuclear localization signal and a coiled-coil domain [270]. The regulation
domain of this protein is at the C-terminal site [98].
To make full use of the extensive amount of information available, we have selected XlnR
as protein platform to investigate the feasibility of our method. The FacB transcription
regulator was selected to donate its DNA binding domain in this proof-of-principle
experiment. FacB regulates genes involved in acetamide and acetate utilization [118,
258], and this gene and expression of genes under its control have been studied in
Aspergillus nidulans (e.g. [119]). DNA-binding sites have been identified for FacB [256].
Finally, the genes under control of XlnR and FacB are related to distinct physiological
processes (degradation of a polysaccharide versus utilization of acetate), which reduce
potential cross-over effects that might occur.

Results
Construction of the XlnR- FacB chimera transformant

To have a flexible system to create transcription factor chimera constructs, we sought to
insert unique restriction enzyme sites flanking the xlnR DNA binding domain encoding
region by site directed mutagenesis (SDM). In vitro SDM is a widely used technique to
insert mutations at defined sites in plasmids and is used routinely in our laboratory. For
the introduction of the XhoI site only a single G to A mutation needed to be mutated
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whereas for the other restriction enzyme sites 3 base pair transitions were required.
However, all attempts to introduce restriction enzyme sites at the flanks of the binding
domain using SDM were unsuccessful. Variations in all parameters likely to affect SDM
outcome, such as the primer pairs and PCR conditions, have been tried without success.
As the SDM method proved unsuccessful, a 500-bp region of xlnR, in which the DNA
binding domain encoding region is replaced by that of facB, was in vitro synthesized.
Propagation of the synthetic vector in E. coli went without problems, just as propagation
of any other xlnR-containing plasmid. However, attempts to replace the native xlnR
binding domain encoding region with the xlnR:facB encoding sequence again proved
difficult. The transformation yield was very low for this construct: none or a few
colonies were obtained per transformation plate, which is in contrast to over 200
colonies for other constructs made with the expression vector used. When colonies were
characterized by restriction digest analysis, in most cases the empty vector was
identified. The remainder of plasmids showed unexplainable and seemingly random
digestion patterns, apart from one clone, pAL145-j. Unfortunately, the plasmid sequence
showed a C-to-T mutation at nucleotide position 1539, which results in a proline to
serine amino acid change in the encoded chimeric protein. A schematic representation
of the chimeric XlnR:FacB protein is given in Figure 2. Nevertheless, this plasmid was
transformed into ΔxlnR strain NW199 to assess its functionality. Fifty clones were
isolated after transformation, and from these isolates 10 transformants were randomly
selected for further analysis.

Figure 2 - XlnR transcription factor. (A) Alignment of the Zn(II)2Cys6 DNA binding domains of
XlnR (amino acids 50 - 86, top) and FacB (amino acids 19-56, bottom) and the resulting chimera
amino acid sequence. (B) Schematic representation of the domain organization of XlnR, adapted
from [98]. The C-terminus downstream of the coiled-coil region involved in nuclear import fulfils
a regulatory role, and a part of this region harbors a D-glucose inhibitory domain. The serine to
proline mutation of plasmid pAL145-j is indicated as black circle.
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Xylanolytic enzyme activity detection

Observation of the activity of enzymes may serve as proxy for the functionality of the
transcription factor that regulates their corresponding genes. Detection of xylanolytic
enzymes activity was used in a agar plate assay to test for XlnR activity. On plates that
contain dyed xylan, the activity of xylanolytic enzymes releases dyed xylan oligomers.
These dyed oligomers are soluble, and create by diffusion into the medium a blue halo
that originates from the fungal colony [98]. Strains transformed with either the empty
vector or with a plasmid containing the chimeric transcription factor were spotted onto
AZCL-xylan dyed agar plates. A transformant harbouring the V756F mutation, which
results in constitutive XlnR activity, and a transformant with the xlnR gene preceded by
the upstream region of the constitutively expressed gene encoding pyruvate kinase
served as controls (Figure 3).

Figure 3 - Xylanolytic enzyme activity assay. A dilution series of spores (from left to right, 20,
200, and 2000 spores) was added to agar plates containing either sorbitol (left row) or D-glucose
(right row) as carbon source, with a top layer of AZCL-xylan and D-xylose. Image taken after 48
hours incubation at 30 °C. Strains used: (A) V756F constitutive transformant, (B) pki(P):xlnR
contruct, (C) empty vector (pAL85) transformant, (D) chimeric transformant pAL145-14, (E)
chimeric transformant pAL-145-18.
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Blue halos are formed both by the transformant that contains the constitutively
expressed xlnR gene and by the transformant in which xlnR is placed under control of the
pyruvate kinase, or pkiA, promoter (Figure 3, A and B). When the empty vector is
transformed into strain ΔxlnR background strain NW199, no xylanolytic activity is
detected as is expected (Figure 3, C). Two distinct colony morphologies became visible
on the assay plates for transformants containing the xlnR:facB chimeric gene (discussed
below), but for neither morphology an xylan-degrading enzymatic activity is detected.
This observation is expected, as the chimeric DNA binding domain should not be able to
recognize XlnR binding sites in the upstream regions of xylanolytic genes but should
bind to FacB binding sites instead.
Apart from their pathway-specific regulators, both the xylanolytic and acetate utilizing
regulon are under control of carbon catabolite repression [54, 134]. Both the presence
either fructose or glucose have a strong repressing effect on the expression of
xylanolytic enzyme-encoding genes [8]. CreA is the major protein responsible for carbon
catabolite repression in Aspergilli [235]. The effect of CreA-mediated repression on
transformants was assessed by growing the selected transformants on medium
containing either sorbitol or glucose as carbon source. Sorbitol does not induce carbon
catabolite repression. Indeed, when either the constitutive V756F and the pkiA(p):xlnR
transformants are grown in glucose containing medium, a decreased halo size indicating reduced enzyme activity - is observed in comparison to growth on sorbitol
(Figure 3).

Induction by D- xylose alters colony morphology

Two morphologies could be distinguished within the 10 transformants that were
patched onto the plates used to assay xylanolytic enzyme activity. These morphologies
were present both when glucose or sorbitol was used as carbon source. Representative
colonies are shown in Figure 4. For four transformants, colony morphology was not
different to that of the wild-type morphology as is displayed by the control strains. Six
transformants formed irregular-shaped colonies and grew slower over time. The
morphological difference became profound when patches of dense spore-forming
regions appeared alongside less dense regions after 7 days of incubation (Figure 4, C and
D).
No such colony morphology has been observed on the transformation plates and during
pure culture isolation. To examine the morphology in greater detail, spores from glucose
or sorbitol containing plates were picked either from sectors of regular appearance or
from sectors with sparse and irregular distribution of spores. These spores were
transferred to MM plates with either sorbitol, or sorbitol and D-xylose as carbon source,
and incubated for 5 days (Table 1). Of 8 sparse spore-distributed sectors that were
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Figure 4 - Colony morphology of colonies grown on agar plates containing D-glucose as carbon
source, with a lop layer of AZCL-xylan and D-xylose, after 124 hours of incubation at 30 °C. From
left to right: (1) the pki(p):xlnR construct; (2) empty vector pAL85 transformant; (3) chimeric
transformant pAL-145-16; (4) chimeric transformant 145-18.

Table 1 - Assessment of the colony morphology before, and after re-plating onto fresh minimal
medium plates. 'Regular': a wild-type colony morphology; 'sparse': a morphology with both
dense and sparse spore regions. See text for details. The scoring in the last two columns indicate
the appearance of sparse colonies after re-plating.
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inoculated onto fresh plates, 5 colonies again formed sectors of regular and sparse spore
distributions. However, this morphology only appeared on D-xylose containing agar
plates. The 3 remaining sparse sectors as well as all spores from all regular sectors
developed as regular colonies after transfer both on plates containing sorbitol, or
sorbitol and D-xylose.

Transcription levels analysis

The enzyme activity plate assay indicates that XlnR functionality has not been restored
in the chimeric gene transformants. To test whether the chimeric transcription factor
affects FacB-controlled genes, transcript levels for genes under either FacB or XlnR
control were determined by quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR). A transfer experiment
was set up in which two transformants were induced with D-xylose or acetate, the
respective inducers of the XlnR and FacB regulated systems. Since D-xylose affects the
morphology of chimeric gene transformants on plates, both cultures derived from a
'regular' and 'sparse' colony sector were examined (Table 2).

Table 2 - Transformant strains used to quantify gene expression levels.

Transcript profiles for 11 genes were determined. The xlnD gene encodes a β-xylosidase,
and expression is under control of XlnR [271] (Figure 5, A). Expression of this gene only
was elevated in the strain that contains the wild-type xlnR gene, when induced with Dxylose. Levels for xlnD were not induced in the other strains. These results are in
agreement with the xylanolytic enzyme activity plate assay.
Expression of the genes encoding the two enzymes of the glyoxylate shunt, isocitrate
lyase and malate synthase, is induced by acetate via FacB control in A. nidulans [159, 256].
Indeed, the A. niger ortholog of malate synthase which is encoded by An15g01860 was 20to 40-fold up-regulated on acetate compared to non-induced conditions (Figure 5, B).
Isocitrate lyase expression levels (acuD, An01g09270) were by 5- to 10-fold induced on
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acetate. The gene encoding an carnitine/acylcarnitine carrier, acuH (An03g03360), is
reported to be acetate-inducible in A. nidulans [158]. Transcript levels for its A. niger
ortholog were elevated by 2- to 5-fold, a low but significant induction. The A. niger
ortholog of the amdS gene encoding acetamidase in A. nidulans, An11g02980, is induced
by acetate [118] and is under control of FacB [258]. Expression of this gene was not
induced by acetate for all strains tested.
Expression levels for 3 endogenous reference genes, An08g05910, An14g05050, and
An08g06940, were measured as control. These genes were shown previously to be stably
expressed both when grown on sorbitol or when induced on a variety of carbon sources
including olive oil and D-xylose (this thesis, Chapter 2). Expression of these genes did not
vary upon induction (Figure 5, C). The one measurement of An08g05910 was considered
a measurement outlier, given that the expression ratio for the two other other reference
genes nor for any of the other genes did vary for this sample.

Figure 5 - Quantitative real-time PCR data for 8 selected genes. Expression is relative to noninduced condition (not induced state equals 1). Panel A: the XlnR-regulated gene, xlnD. Panel B:
four genes regulated by FacB. Panel C: three endogenous reference genes. Conditions examined
are sorbitol (s), acetate (a), and D-xylose (x). Strains used are presented in Table 3.
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Discussion
Over 145 billion nucleotide bases are currently available in public databases [24], a
number enlarged daily by genome and metagenome sequencing projects. With the
expansion of these databases comes an increase in the number of unknown genes. For
example, the metagenome sequencing project of the Sargasso Sea resulted in 1 billion
base pairs, encoding over 1.2 million unknown genes [277]. Even for E. coli, which has
been studied for decades, a physiological function for nearly 35% of its gene products is
unknown [177]. Even less is known about interactions between gene products within a
cell, and between those gene products and metabolites.
Co-expression of genes that encode proteins involved in similar cellular functions is a
regular observation both for prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. Since its first
observation in DNA microarray data by Eisen and co-workers [71], the 'guilt by
association' principle has proven its capacity to give indications to the function of
unknown proteins. Transcript profiling technologies deliver data that can be analysed
for co-expressed genes. However, experimental conditions chosen by a researcher force
an organism to express only genes encoding proteins that are required for that
particular condition. One major drawback of this strategy is that the nature of induction
for many biochemical processes is unknown. Hence, observation of co-expressed genes
is one of chance alone.
In this study, we have tested a method to systematically investigate co-expression
without relying on pre-determined experimental conditions. A transcription factor was
modified to contain the DNA binding domain of a second transcription factor. The
remainder of the protein was left unaltered, aimed to keep the modulator domain of the
transcription factor functional to receive the D-xylose mediated activation signal.
Transcription factors often have a DNA-binding and modulator domain, as was shown in
pioneering studies on the baker's yeast Gal4 protein (reviewed in [206]). The DNA
binding domain of zinc binuclear proteins bind to a single trinucleotide sequence. These
sequences appear in the promoter region either alone or as inverted or direct repeats.
For example, the Gal4 binding site is 5'-CGG-N11-CCG-3' [276]. The nucleotide triplet CGG
is common for proteins of this family, although other triplet sequences such as GGC/A or
TTA have been reported [164]. These core triplets are separated by a spacer region of
varying length. The length of the spacer region is essential for proper binding of Gal4
[276]. While both Gal4 and Ppr1, an activator of pyrimidine metabolism related genes,
recognize the sequence 5'-CGG-Nx-CGG-3', replacement of the Zn(II)2Cys6 domain of Gal4
by that of Ppr1 retains Gal4 binding specificity [211]. The spacer sequence also
contributes to the specificity of transcription factor binding site recognition. For the two
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yeast proteins Uga3 and Leu3, modification of the 4 base pair spacer sequence of Uga3 to
the 4 base pair spacer sequence of Leu3 results in swapped recognition [190].
The Zn(II)2Cys6 domain of zinc binuclear proteins is followed by a coiled-coil domain,
which is present in the majority of proteins of this family [164, 22]. Crystallography
studies showed that the coiled-coil domain (as present in the Gal4, Put3, and Ppr1
proteins) is involved in homo-dimerization [170, 171, 247]. Absence of such coiled-coil
domain results in monomer DNA binding, as is the case for the A. nidulans AlcR zinc
binuclear protein [189]. A linker region connects both domains. DNA binding affinity
experiments with Gal4, Ppr1, and Put3 chimeric proteins suggested that the linker
region and the N-terminal end of the coiled coil domain are responsible for DNA binding
specificity [211].
The consensus DNA binding site for XlnR is 5'-GGCTAAA-3' [270], while for FacB two
consensus sequences have been identified: 5'-TCC/G-N8-10-C/GGA-3' and 5'-GCC/A-N8-10T/GGC-3', respectively [256]. The XlnR protein encodes the zinc binuclear DNA-binding
motif on residues 55-81, followed by residues 83-95. This sequence resembles that of a
nuclear localization signal, but is not active as such [98]. For FacB, residues 24-51 encode
the zinc binuclear DNA-binding motif, followed by a linker region (52-66) and a putative
dimerization domain (67-101) [258].
For this study, a first approach was to swap only the six cysteine-containing DNAbinding domain of XlnR for the FacB coding sequence. The main function of this domain
appears to be the recognition of the terminal triplet. A swap of only this domain would
be a first test for the validity of this method, since XlnR and FacB recognize a different
terminal triplet (GGC versus TCC/G or GCC/A). The FacB consensus site has rotational
symmetry while the XlnR consensus site has no such symmetry. This suggests that FacB
in vivo likely operates as a homo-dimer while XlnR functions as monomer. The absence of
chimeric protein-induced transcription of FacB regulated genes after modification of its
DNA-binding domain thus might be the result of an inability to recognize the FacB
consensus sequence. Alternatively, the chimeric protein does recognize the FacB
consensus site, but is unable to recruit the RNA polymerase transcription machinery due
to a requirement for dimeric activation. The chimeric XlnR-FacB transcription factor is
able to respond to D-xylose. This is evidenced by the morphological distinct phenotype
seen in Figure 4. No discrimination between wild-type or chimeric transformant can be
made when grown on other carbon sources than D-xylose. As only a chimera-encoding
sequence that contained a point mutation was transformed, the present data does not
discriminate between an effect caused by the introduced point-mutation, the DNAbinding domain swap, or by a combination of both factors.
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Methods
Construction of expression vector pAL85

Plasmid pAL85 is a derivative of pRSF-1b (Novagen) which contains both bacterial and
fungal selection markers and a multiple cloning site flanked by the pkiA promoter of A.
niger [55] and trpC terminator of A. nidulans [180]. pAL85 was constructed as follows. An
2.7 kb XbaI, BstAPI-fragment containing the pyrA fungal selection marker [89] was
obtained from plasmid pGW635 by PCR using primers Pyr-Fw and Pyr-Rev (Table 3). This
PCR fragment was cloned into pRSF-1b yielding pAL74. Next, a 545-bp NotI, Bsu36Ifragment containing the trpC terminator was obtained by PCR using primers TrpC-Fw
and TrpC-Rev, and cloned into pAL74. Plasmid pAL85 was obtained by cloning of a 750-bp
PfoI, NotI fragment containing the pkiA promoter, obtained by PCR using PkiA-Fw and
PkiA-Rev. Two independent pAL85 clones were sequenced with two-fold coverage for
every inserted fragment.

Construction of XlnR- FacB chimera

Plasmid APL-14 ([172]) contains a full-length xlnR EST. A fragment containing the fulllenght coding region was amplified by PCR using primers XlnR-SgfI-Fw and XlnR-DraI-Rv
(Table 3). The fragment was ligated into a pGEM-T vector (Promega) to yield plasmid
pAL92. This plasmid was used as template to introduce restriction enzyme sites using
the QuickChange site directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). Introduction of PmlI, XhoI,
BglII, or HindIII restriction sites was tried using primers XlnR-PmlI-Fw, Xlnr-XhoI-Fw,
XlnR-BglII-Fw, or XlnR-HindIII-Fw, and primers encoding their reverse complements.
Both the manufacturer-provided protocol and variations thereof (e.g. variation in
amount of template, primer concentration, annealing temperature), as well as the
Multisite-directed mutagenesis protocol (Stratagene) were tried.
In a second strategy, the XlnR gene was obtained from A. niger N400 genomic DNA by PCR
using XlnR-SgfI-Fw XlnR-DraI-Rv primers, and ligated into a pJET vector (Fermentas),
thus yielding pAL134. A 400-bp construct in which the bases encoding the Zn(II)2Cys6
DNA binding domain of XlnR (amino acids 55-81) are replaced by those encoding the
FacB DNA binding domain (amino acids 24-51) was synthesized (BaseClear BV). A 360-bp
SgfI, MluI fragment was digested from this construct, and ligated into pAL134. Finally, the
gene encoding the chimeric transcription factor was digested by SgfI and DraI, and
ligated into overexpression vector pAL85 to yield pAL145.

Strains, growth conditions and transformation procedure

Aspergillus niger strain NW199 (fwnA6, leuA5, goxC17, pyrA6, ΔxlnR:pIM240) is derived from
N402, a low-conidiophore mutant of N400 (CBS120.49). Strain NW199::pIM4474 harbours
a functional gfp:xlnR fusion construct under control of the pkiA promoter ([99]). Strain
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NW199::pIM4449-24 harbours the constitutive V756F mutant of xlnR [98]. In
transformation experiments, strain NW199 was used as recipient strain using plasmids
pAL85 and pAL145. Transformation has been carried out as described in [149], and over
50 transformants were obtained per transformation. Every transformant picked from the
transformation plates was isolated in two steps to obtain a pure culture.
All media were based on minimal medium (MM) [204] and were supplemented with
leucine or uridine when appropriate. MM plates containing either 50 mM sorbitol or Dglucose were poured to serve as basis layer for enzyme activity plates. For analysis of
endo-xylanase activity, a top layer consisting of 0.6% (w/v) agar-agar, 0.1% (w/v) azurindyed and cross-linked (AZCL) xylan (Megazyme), and either 20 mM D-xylose or a
mixture of 20 mM D-xylose and 6 mM D-glucose, was added to these MM plates. Blue

Table 3 - Oligonucleotide primers used in this study. 'Fw' and 'Rev' indicate forward and reverse
primers.
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halos, formed by release of soluble dyed xylan oligomers from the insoluble substrate,
indicate endo-xylanase activity. All plates were allowed to dry for two days at room
temperature. Spore solutions of the transformant strains were diluted to 2, 20, or 200
spores per μL in Saline-Tween, and 5 μL of each solution was spotted onto the plates.
Inoculated plates were incubated at 30 °C.
For the induction experiment, per strain, precultures were grown in three 1 Liter shake
flasks containing 200 mL MM and 100 mM sorbitol at 30 °C and 160 rpm, after
inoculation with 4 × 108 spores. After 18 hours, mycelium was pooled and filtrated gently
over a Büchner funnel, washed twice with MM, and transferred to three 500 mL shake
flasks each containing 150 mL MM, 50 mM sorbitol. The transferred cultures were
allowed to grow undisturbed for 2 hours at 160 rpm. A 50 mL-sample was removed from
the culture, and either sorbitol, D-xylose, or acetate to a final concentration of 33 mM
was added. After 90 minutes, again a 50 mL-sample was removed from the culture.
Samples were filtrated, and snap-frozen in liquid N2.

RNA isolation and quantitative real- time PCR

Total RNA was isolated from ground mycelium using TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen)
followed by chloroform extraction. Isolated total RNA was dissolved in 10 mM Tris-HCl
pH 8.0, heated for 2 min at 70 °C, and diluted in two steps to a concentration of 200 ± 5 ng
× μL-1. 1.00 μg of total RNA was spiked with 0.1 ng of a synthetic RNA transcript encoding
kanamycin synthetase (Promega) followed by DNaseI-treatment. cDNA was synthesized
using the Omniscript reverse transcriptase kit (Qiagen), using 4 units of reverse
transcriptase enzyme in a final volume of 20 μL. cDNA synthesis reaction was at 37 °C
and subsequently water was added to a final volume of 400 μL. Diluted cDNA was stored
at -20 °C until use.
Oligonucleotide primers were designed using Primer3 software [218] and are listed in
Table 3. For qPCR measurements, 25% (v/v) of diluted cDNA was added to 2× SYBR PCR
mastermix (Abgene) and PCR primers using a CAS-1200 pipetting robot (Corbett Life
Science). Final concentration for each primer was 1.4 μM. A Rotorgene-3000 qPCR
machine (Corbett Life Science) was used to run the following program: 15 min at 95 °C;
and 40 cycles of 15 seconds at 95 °C, 15 seconds at 58 °C and 20 seconds at 72 °C. A
melting procedure ended the procedure. Determination of Ct-values and amplification
efficiencies was done with the 'comparative quantitation' method of the Rotorgene
software (version 6.0.19).
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general discussion

General discussion
Analysis and re- analysis of DNA microarray data

Publication and exchange of data is an integral part of science. In this manner the
obtained results can be integrated with existing and future data and will contribute to
science as a whole. The ability to link experimental data with information present in a
myriad of databases is facilitated by advances in computer technology and informatics.
Bioinformatics tools, such as systematic vocabularies like Gene Ontology [251], allow the
comparison of information between organisms. Understanding an organism's
complexity would be harder without this ability to compare data of various sources. For
example, for Aspergillus niger, a mere 147 enzymatic activities have been characterized
biochemically - a third of which are polysaccharide-degrading enzyme-related (BRENDA
enzyme database [45], as of February, 2009). However, a recently published metabolic
model of A. niger comprises 1190 biochemically unique reactions [10]. This is one of many
examples that indicate the benefits to using data obtained 'via linking and connecting'
in addition to 'organism-specific' data.
Fast-paced technological and methodological developments to investigate classes of
biomolecules (often referred to as -omics technologies), and the publication of many
data derived from such technologies, further stimulate this interconnectivity. In contrast
with more qualitative data generated previously, the more quantitative nature of data
generated by -omics technologies [135] allows for facilitated access of the latter by
informatics tools. For example, Northern blotting [8] is an often-used method to
investigate gene transcript levels under various experimental conditions. The resulting
data are images, from which transcript level intensities are relatively difficult to
quantify. Current mRNA analysis technologies including qPCR and DNA microarrays also
rely on the interpretation of a visual signal, namely the fluorescence emitted from
reporter molecules. However, their much greater sensitivity and the high technical
reproducibility of these technologies in comparison to Northern blots allows for more
reliable quantification of the output data. For example, for each probe set that is present
on the A. niger Affymetrix microarrays that were used in this study, its fluorescent
intensity signal is converted to a value ranging from zero to approximately 25,000
arbitrary units.
Whole-genome DNA microarray experiments can measure most of an organism's
transcript levels in selected conditions with great sensitivity and accuracy. Such
experiments are costly: measurement of a single sample using Affymetrix microarray
technology is in the order of a thousand euros due to the reagents and equipment used;
other types of DNA microarrays are generally less expensive. Furthermore, the time
investment in the actual execution of the experiment and in subsequent data analysis is
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substantial. In addition to these costs, the resulting data are more complex and less
straightforward to interpret when compared to for example genome sequences. To
assess the reliability of microarray data and to facilitate its re-analysis, microarray data
repositories allow access to data acquired in such experiments.
Ten research articles describe the use of original A. niger microarray data - excluding the
work presented in this thesis (Table 1). In a further two research articles, already
published microarray data have been re-analyzed for alternative purposes. In the 5th
study of Table 1, a mitotic recombination hotspot on chromosome III of the A. niger
genome has been identified using classical genetics methods [262]. The analysis of
transcript levels of genes within this predicted hotspot by use of microarray data
obtained from glucose-grown fed-batch cultures of A. niger showed a high basal
transcription of this region. This high basal expression indicated an open chromatin
structure, which might provide an explanation for the observed high frequency of
mitotic recombination for this hotspot region. In the 11th study, colony development of
the filamentous fungus Neurospora crassa was investigated using whole-genome DNA
microarrays [133]. The observed transcript levels were compared to gene expression
patterns that were obtained in a study of A. niger colony development [153]. This crossspecies examination of gene expression patterns in the colonies indicated that there are
some evolutionary conserved patterns of gene expression during the development of
fungal colonies.
Re-analysis of microarray data is done also in this thesis. In Chapter 5, microarray data
originally generated to investigate experimental variation (as described in Chapter 3) or
to describe the fungal response towards the presence of oils (as described in Chapter 4)
were combined with microarray data aimed to better understand the proteolytic system
of A. niger (Table 1, 16th study). These data sets were examined using co-expression
analysis, an approach that indicated the presence of functional modules of co-expressed
genes and suggested common regulatory mechanisms for genes in some modules. In
Chapter 4, the expression profiles for 111 orthologs of S. cerevisiae genes that were
identified in a transcriptome profiling study on peroxisome assembly and function were
examined in A. niger. The two studies mentioned in Table 1 as well as the work described
in Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis show the potential of using previously generated
microarray data in more than one research project. Re-analysis or re-interpretation of
such data contributed to an increased understanding of all four systems under study.
Apart from obvious advantages of using microarray data in several studies, there may be
disadvantages as well. Quantitative microarray data sets are of varying quality due to
differences in the experimental procedures followed, the kind of experimental
disturbance imposed, and the like. In addition, the generated data are more complex: in
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comparison to the single genome sequence of an organism there is an infinite number of
transcriptomes: one for each particular cell in each particular strain for each particular
environmental condition and time point. Thus, sometimes, interpretation is only
meaningful in the context of the conditions under which they were generated.
To ensure that the costly investment for a microarray experiment results in high-quality
data, robust experimental design and the minimization of non-experimentally induced
variation is required. Such high-quality data not only aid in the specific research for
which the experiment was originally designed, but also facilitate its re-interpretation in
other studies.

Variation affects transcription analysis

A variety of lipids can be present in A. niger's natural environment. Triglyceride oils
store energy for later use in plant seeds; wax layers protect the aerial parts of epidermal
cells of leaves, fruits, or non-woody stems of higher plants; and phospholipids and
galactolipids are components of the membranes that surround plant cells and their
organelles. Analysis of the genome sequence of A. niger [196] suggested that this fungus
has a fully functional toolbox available for degradation and metabolization of lipids. At
the start of this project, it was hypothesized that the fungus shows a distinct response
towards different lipid types by activation of specific enzyme subsets. Initial growth
experiments, in which A. niger was cultured on various lipids as sole carbon and energy
source, seemed to confirm this hypothesis. Several physiological parameters, including
the amount of biomass formed, the organic acids produced, the transcript levels of fatty
acid metabolism related genes (Table 2), and the spectra of extracellular proteins, indeed
suggested such differential response.
In addition, in the presence of both olive oil and glucose, lipolytic enzyme activity was
detected in strain NW283, a strain defective in its global carbon catabolite repression
system. No lipolytic enzyme activity was observed in this condition for strains with a
functional carbon catabolite repression system. This finding, in combination with the
Table 1 (opposite page) - Published studies for which DNA microarray data was used were
retrieved from PubMed. Array type Trispecies GeneChip “520520F”, GEO platform GPL5975, is
used in study 8, while GeneChip “dsmM_ANIGERa_coll511030F”, GEO platform GPL6758, is used
for the remaining studies. Re-use of elsewhere published microarray data is indicated by R, i.e. R4 indicates that data described in experiment 4 was re-used. † 8 arrays for translational analysis.
Ø Only the A. niger arrays are listed. ‡ Supplemental data contains a list of MAS5.0 signal values
for all probe sets. & Supplemental data contains lists of over-expressed genes with relative foldchange ratio. # MAS5.0 signal values for all probe sets can be found as supplementary data at
http://www.bio.uu.nl/microbiology/fung/PhD-theses/AMLevin/ % Public release: September,
2009. $ M. Braaksma et al., unpublished data that was used for the analysis described in Chapter 4.
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observation that transcript levels of fatty acid metabolism related genes are
differentially expressed, suggested control at the transcriptional level. The availability of
A. niger DNA microarrays provided an excellent tool to assess the transcriptional
response towards different lipids.
A transfer experiment was set up to compare gene expression levels between fructose,
olive oil, and a galactolipids-enriched wheat oil fraction. This transfer experiment is
described in Chapter 2, where its microarray data was used to validate candidate stably
expressed genes. In short, cultures were transferred to shake flasks containing liquid
minimal medium with either of the three substrates as sole carbon course, and sampled
at 4, 6, or 8 hours after transfer. In addition, a non-induced control cell culture that
contained no carbon source was included and sampled at 4 hours after transfer. In this
concluding chapter, emphasis is given to two major factors that contribute to nonexperimental variation in this data set: the emulsifier used, and the shake flask-based
culturing method.

Table 2 - Selected physiological parameters obtained from growth experiments where A. niger
strain NW219 is transferred to minimal medium containing 0.5% (w/v) of various oils, 27.5 mM
fructose, or no carbon source. Oxalate, the concentration of oxalate measured in the culture
supernatant. Isocitrate lyase (ICL), the gene expression level of ICL relative to the expression
level at the same time point of the fructose-grown culture. Data are the average of
measurements of two biological samples. Wheat oil and fractions thereof were extracted from
wheat gluten following [5]; see also Chapter 3) but with replacement of benzene by hexane. The
MGDG-enriched oil fraction is obtained after the hexane:isopropanol 90:10 extraction; the DGDGenriched fraction after acetone extraction; and the phospholipids-enriched fraction after
methanol:water 97:3 extraction of the wheat gluten oil. Enrichment of lipids in the oil fractions
was confirmed by thin layer chromatography following [4].
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Figure 1 – Gene tree created from the
expression levels of 96 genes involved in lipid
degradation and metabolism, including all
genes listed in Table 1 (lipases), Table 2
(peroxins), and Table 3 (β-oxidation metabolic
enzymes) of Chapter 4. Expression levels are
relative to the fructose-grown culture
harvested at 4 hours (set at 1). Each condition
is the average of two independent biological
samples. Experimental details are described in
Chapter 2.

Lipids are molecules with long hydrophobic tails, and an emulsifier must be used when
liquid culture media are used. The emulsifier chosen for this experiment is Gum Arabic,
a complex composite of polysaccharides and glycoproteins [88]. This emulsifier was
added (1% w/v) to each shake flask's medium prior to transfer of the cell cultures. After
the transfer experiment, microarray data analysis showed a major difference in
transcriptional response between on the one hand fructose-grown cultures and on the
other hand both oil-grown cultures. Of the 6,600 genes that are flagged 'present' in this
experiment, one-third is over 2-fold differentially expressed on either or both oils when
compared to the fructose-induced cultures. However, these genes are in overwhelming
majority also differentially expressed in the control samples transferred to Gum Arabiconly medium. Figure 1 shows the expression profiles of in Chapter 4 described genes
that are involved in the four phases in fatty acid metabolism. The majority of genes that
are differentially expressed on either wheat oil or olive oil, are differentially expressed
also in the Gum Arabic-only samples. In addition, in the fructose-grown samples, gene
expression profiles shift towards those observed for the non-induced control. Most
likely, this is the result of fructose depletion followed by the consumption of the Gum
Arabic. The major effect on global gene expression by Gum Arabic overshadowed the
lipid-induced effects and prevented all efforts to describe the response of A. niger
towards the added oils.
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In addition to the undesired effect of the emulsifier on global gene expression,
comparison of microarray samples indicated that reproducibility of biological samples
was poor. Figure 2 visualizes the biological reproducibility of three pairs of microarrays.
The left and middle scatter plot show microarray data from shake flask-grown cultures,
while the right scatter plot shows data from fermentor-grown cultures. Between the
duplicate olive oil-grown samples, 1,296 genes, or 20% of the 6,600 genes that were
flagged 'present' in this study, have a signal intensity value that differs over two times
between the samples. For the fructose-grown duplicate samples, 389 genes (6%) have an
over two times differing signal intensity.
The large differences in global transcription levels between biological replicates of shake
flask grown fungal cultures made the improvement of the reproducibility of fungal cell
cultures inevitable. Furthermore, the not anticipated impact of Gum Arabic on global
transcript levels pointed out the need for an experimental design that is able to absorb
and account for such undesired disturbances.

Figure 2 – Reproducibility of biological samples. The RMA normalized data of all 14,554 probe
sets are plotted in a scatter plot. Signal intensity values are in arbitrary units. Left, biological
replicates of cell cultures transferred to olive-oil containing medium and harvested after 4
hours. Middle, biological replicates of cell cultures transferred to fructose-containing medium
and harvested after 4 hours. Both fructose and olive oil-grown cells are cultured in shake flasks;
for experimental description see Chapter 2. Right, two fermentor-cultivated samples taken from
different experimental condition and sampled after 2 hours: a non-induced sorbitol-grown
culture is compared to a culture pulsed with wheat oil. For experimental description see Chapter
4. A gray line indicates 2-fold difference between samples.
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An infrastructure to generate high- quality - omics data

To reduce non-experimental variation in future experiments, an experimental
'infrastructure' was devised (Figure 3). This 'infrastructure' is nothing more than an
implementation of the familiar iterative cycle of linking knowledge to ideas: background
knowledge is used to construct a hypothesis, which is tested experimentally to produce
observations, which in turn add to re-evaluation of the hypothesis, after which the cycle
is repeated [135, 210]. This experimental infrastructure is tailored to understanding the
complexity of A. niger. As this complexity is approached from a experimental biology
point of view in the work described in this thesis, emphasis will be placed on the more
experimental biology-related left part of Figure 3.
At the center of investigation is the organism, which is A. niger strain 872.11 for the work
described in Chapters 3 to 6 of this thesis. This strain, the genotype of which is ΔargB
pyrA6 prtF28 goxC17 cspA1, has some favorable characteristics over wild-type strains.
Three selection markers make this strain excellent genetically amendable. The argB gene
deletion and the mutation in the pyrA locus are often-used fungal transformation
selection markers that confer to arginine and uridine auxotrophy, respectively. In

Figure 3 – Schematic representation of the experimental infrastructure envisioned in this thesis.
Understanding the functioning of A. niger is at the center of this scheme, and is depicted here by
strain 872.11 (see text for details). To design experiments aimed to understand A. niger,
intentional experimental disturbances can be designed (top-left), of which the effects are
examined using a variety of technologies (lower-left). The resulting data is analyzed to extract
information, and can be connected to other data sources (lower-right). The data analysis
facilitates hypothesis forming and aids in theories on the functioning of A. niger (top-right),
which in turn can be evaluated in a new round of experiments.
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addition, complementation of the prtF28 mutation, which renders the oxaloacetate
hydrolase encoding gene dysfunctional, can be used as third selection marker. In this
case, selection is based on the restored ability of transformants to produce oxalic acid,
which can be screened for by pH-indicator containing agar plates. In addition to these
selection markers, the combined prtF and goxC mutations lead to cell cultures with
greatly decreased organic acids production. This decreased acid production in turn
results in lower protease activity, which is beneficial for experiments in which
extracellular (heterologeous) proteins are produced. Lastly, the cspA1 mutation results in
low-conidiophore formation which improves laboratory handling and reduces the risk of
strain contamination.
A variety of genetic tools is compatible with this host strain. Examples of these tools are
the over-expression vector described in Chapter 6, which contains the pyrA selection
marker; a knock-out system based on prtF28 complementation that has been made
during this thesis; and RNAi-based gene silencing vectors also based on the pyrA
auxotrophic marker [193]. In addition, the majority of previously constructed vectors
can be transformed into this host strain, thus connecting past and current research
projects. These tools, in combination with a variety of culturing conditions, provide an
excellent basis on which experimental work can be build.
The switch of cultivating A. niger cells in batch-fermentors instead of shake flasks
resulted in the much higher reproducibility that is required for microarray studies.
Chapter 3 describes a method for the reproducible batch-fermentation culturing of A.
niger cells. For this experimental setting, the magnitude of non-experimental introduced
variation that is introduced in each individual processing step has been described. This
information is important for experimental design. For example, the number of biological
or technical replicates that are required to obtain a specified level of detail can be
determined using these data. The effects of the improved reproducibility on microarray
data can be seen in the right scatter plot of Figure 2. Microarray data derived of two
fermentor-grown cultures are plotted, with 131 genes that have an over two times
differing signal intensity. As opposed to the shake flask microarray samples of Figure 2,
the here depicted fermentor-derived samples are not biological replicates. Instead,
samples from the two most distinct fermentation as described in Chapter 4 are used: the
wheat-extracted oil and the non-induced sorbitol-grown culture.
The results presented in Chapters 3 and 4 also point to two other advantages of this
experimental set-up. Fermentor-based cultivation allows for sampling the cell culture
multiple times, which enables the investigation of the temporal dynamics of the culture.
The different expression profiles in time of cell cultures induced with olive oil or wheatextracted oil as described in Chapter 4, illustrate this advantage. Furthermore, this
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experimental set-up enables the confrontation of fungal cells with low amounts of
inducer compounds. In Chapter 3, the global transcriptional response of A. niger towards
a pulse of only 0.1 mM D-xylose could be described. In Chapter 4, induction of batchfermentor grown cell cultures by a 1 mM pulse of three oils resulted in differential
expression of lipid metabolism related genes.
The optimization of batch-fermentor cultivation of A. niger yields high-quality, low-noise
data. The thus obtained experimental data are combined with prior knowledge,
analyzed, and interpreted (Figure 3). Various tools, including bioinformatics and
statistical analyses, may assist a biologist here. In Chapter 5, biological information
available for S. cerevisiae proteins is transferred to their A. niger orthologs by use of a
database of orthologous genes. Furthermore, the correlation of expression profiles
between pairs of genes is calculated in this chapter. This correlation analysis results in
the detection of modules of genes. The S. cerevisiae data attached to their A. niger
orthologs aided to derive putative biological functions to these correlation modules.
The final step in the iterative cycle in Figure 3 is related to hypothesis building and
theory formation. In this thesis, in Chapter 6, it is hypothesized that the DNA binding
domain and activating domain of the zinc binuclear transcription factor XlnR can
function separately. A method proposed in this chapter envisions that replacement of its
DNA binding domain by the DNA binding domain of other transcription factor of the
same protein family, followed by D-xylose induced activation of this chimeric
transcription factor, leads to transcription of genes under control of this second
transcription factor. The first experimental steps to testing this hypothesis are also
described in this chapter.

Concluding remarks and outlook

A living organism is the result of a complex and dynamic interplay of many molecules.
Knowledge of the role and function of these individual molecules within the organism is
necessary for understanding its physiology. However, also an understanding of their
interactions and connections in time and place is required. The experimental biology
described in this thesis adds to the unraveling and understanding of Aspergillus niger. The
reproducible culturing of this filamentous fungus, as well as the optimization of
transcription profiling technologies and methods, have enabled the production of highquality, noise-free, quantitative data. These data have provided insight into the response
of this fungus towards the sugar D-xylose and towards various oils.
The experimental infrastructure advocated in this thesis allows for the generation of
quantitative data that facilitates the construction and maintenance of models that aim
to describe or understand this fungus. Up till now, no models that describe the full
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complexity of A. niger nor theoretical frameworks that are able to explain how emergent
properties arise from individual biomolecular parts have been published. In describing
the interactions and connections between these parts, mere intuitive and schematic
representations of interactions do not suffice (an example of such schematic
representation is in Figure 2, Chapter 1, of this thesis). At present, only mathematical
models have the power to capture the dynamic behavior of large sets of interacting
components. Quantitative data, such as generated by -omics technologies, are needed
both to create models and to determine whether these models actually describe real
biology.
Obviously, such models are a useful addition to the toolbox of biologists within the
iterative cycle of knowledge generation. An illustrative example is described for S.
cerevisiae, where Chen and co-workers constructed a mathematical model to describe the
dynamics of cyclins within the yeast's cell cycle events [46]. Cyclins are regulatory
subunits of cyclin-dependent kinases that control progression of the cell cycle in a
concentration-dependent manner [81]. Predictions from this model were experimentally
validated [52]. This study showed that some predictions by the model regarding cyclin
abundance in various experimental situations was accurate, but also that entirely
inaccurate predictions concerning some protein-protein interactions were made by this
model [52]. The experimental data obtained in this study contributed to a refinement of
the mathematical model, a refinement that in turn will demand its own experimental
verification.
This emphasis on the quantitative nature of biology will become more prominent in the
near future. For one reason, tools for quantitation have become accessible for many
biologists. In addition to -omics technologies, these include the availability of cheap
computing power, easily accessible visual simulation software (such as Gepasi [175]),
formal languages that can describe biological data and interactions (such as the Systems
Biology Markup Language [113]), and integrated approaches to share and access models
of many sources (such as the Systems Biology Workbench [222]). For another reason, the
consensus in biology has shifted from a reductionist to a more holistic approach to
analyze biological systems.
Until recently, extensive knowledge and quantitative data were available for only a few
model organisms (notably Escherichia coli and S. cerevisiae). The current advances in
'Systems Biology' technologies and theoretical frameworks now enable researchers to
investigate a much wider range of organisms in greater detail than many had envisioned
only 15 years ago. These developments do not only promise a better insight into the
peculiarities of one organism under study. Also, they might bring about a clearer
understanding of the underlying principles that make life, 'life'.
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Inleiding
Aspergillus niger is een in de biotechnologie-industrie veelgebruikte schimmel die onder
natuurlijke omstandigheden leeft van dood plantenmateriaal. Dit plantenmateriaal
bestaat voornamelijk uit suikerpolymeren, maar bevat ook lipiden. Deze lipiden zijn
bijvoorbeeld aanwezig als olie in plantenzaden als opslag van energie, als onderdeel van
de waslaag die bladeren en fruit beschermt, of als fosfolipiden en galactolipiden die
bouwstenen zijn van plantencel-membranen. Het werk dat in dit proefschrift is
beschreven is het resultaat van een project dat tot doel had om te onderzoeken hoe de
lipiden-afbraak en het lipiden-metabolisme van A. niger werkt.
A. niger bezit een verscheidenheid aan extracellulaire enzymen die complexe moleculen
buiten de cel kunnen afbreken tot kleinere substraten die kunnen worden opgenomen.
In tegenstelling tot enzym-systemen die suikerpolymeren afbreken is er weinig bekend
over de afbraak en het metabolisme van lipiden door A. niger. De volledige genoomsequentie van A. niger stam CBS 513.88 is bepaald door DSM. Uit analyse van deze
genoomsequentie bleek dat alle enzymen die noodzakelijk zijn voor de metabole
omzetting van lipiden gecodeerd worden op het genoom. Onder deze enzymen bevinden
zich 27 lipases met een secretiesignaal, wat duidt op een functie buiten de cel.
Eerder onderzoek aan andere schimmels suggereerde dat lipases waarschijnlijk op
transcriptieniveau gereguleerd worden. Vanwege deze aanwijzingen, en vanwege de
beschikbaarheid van A. niger DNA microarrays in dit project, is ervoor gekozen om in dit
project de transcriptionele respons van deze schimmel op verschillende lipiden te
bestuderen.
Een eerste microarray-experiment binnen dit project bracht een tweetal
tekortkomingen van de gebruikte experimentele aanpak aan het licht: (i) de
reproduceerbaarheid van biologische monsters was laag vanwege de variabele groei in
schudkolven, en (ii) de in het experiment gebruikte emulgator had een zodanig groot
effect op de transcriptionele respons dat een eventuele olie-specifieke respons hierdoor
overschaduwd werd. In dit project is eerst aandacht gegeven aan verbetering van de
biologische reproduceerbaarheid; dit is beschreven in hoofdstuk 2 en 3. Vervolgens
wordt de transcriptionele respons van A. niger op de suiker xylose en op verschillende
olieën beschreven in hoofdstuk 3 en 4. De hier verzamelde microarray gegevens
worden in hoofdstuk 5 gebruikt om globale transcriptie-processen en de hieraan ten
grondslag liggende mechanismen te bestuderen. Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 6 een
methode beschreven om de functie van genen die coderen voor niet-gekarakteriseerde
eiwitten te bepalen met behulp van microarrays en een specifiek voor dit doel
ontworpen transcriptiefactor.
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Verbeteren van experimentele opzet
Om de effecten van maatregelen tot het verhogen van de reproduceerbaarheid te meten
hebben we gebruik gemaakt van 'quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR)' technologie. Met
qPCR is het mogelijk om het transcriptie-niveau van een enkel gen tussen twee of meer
condities snel en nauwkeurig te bepalen. Omdat deze methode relatieve verschillen
bepaalt, is het noodzakelijk dat qPCR data gecorrigeerd wordt voor experimentele
variatie. Hiervoor worden veelal stabiel tot expressie komende genen gebruikt: genen
waarvan de transcriptie niet beïnvloed wordt door de experimentele omstandigheden.
Deze genen worden endogene ('organisme-eigen') referentie genen genoemd.
In hoofdstuk 2 staat beschreven hoe, met behulp van data van 48 in het laboratorium
voorradige microarrays, 321 kandidaat referentiegenen zijn geselecteerd. Vervolgens is
het transcriptie- niveau voor een subset van 11 genen met qPCR bepaald voor de twintig
biomassa-monsters die ook gebruikt zijn in het (hierboven beschreven) eerste
microarray experiment. Uit analyse van microarray data blijkt dat deze 11 genen een
meer stabiel genexpressie-niveau hebben dan een set van traditionele referentie-genen
die voor A. niger gepubliceerd zijn.
In aanvulling op stabiel tot expressie komende A. niger genen is ook een extern
referentie-gen getest. Dit externe construct, dat tijdens de cDNA synthese stap
toegevoegd moet worden, blijkt stabieler dan de 11 kandidaat referentiegenen te zijn.
We concludeerden dat het voor hoge kwaliteit qPCR metingen wenselijk is om het
transcriptieniveau te bepalen van zowel van het externe referentie-gen als van enkele
van de 11 onderzochte endogene referentie genen.
In hoofdstuk 3 is de geoptimaliseerde qPCR methode gebruikt om de
reproduceerbaarheid van fermentor-gegroeide schimmelcultures te bepalen. Groei in
fermentoren is beter te controleren dan groei in schudkolven, onder andere vanwege
effectieve beluchting en de mogelijkheid om de zuurgraad constant te houden. In dit
groeiexperiment werden 15 identiek gegroeide fermentor-cultures geïnduceerd met 0.1
mM xylose. Met behulp van een hiërarchisch opgezet groei-experiment is de variatie in
kaart gebracht die in de verschillende processtappen optreedt. Het transcriptieniveau
van acht genen is gemeten met qPCR, en deze data is gebruikt voor een
variantiecomponenten-analyse. Uit deze analyse bleek dat 68% van de totale variatie
komt door verschillen in dagelijkse handelingen, zoals het bereiden van media, het
kweken van sporen, en de opbouw van de fermentoren. De absolute variatie is echter
klein.
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Biologische interpretaties
Met microarrays is, ook in hoofdstuk 3, voor een aantal biomassa-monsters de globale
transcriptionele respons op xylose bekeken. De expressie van vierentwintig genen bleek
significant te verschillen. Deze genen coderen voor enzymen die betrokken zijn bij de
afbraak en verdere omzetting van xylose-bevattende plantpolymeren. Daarnaast
coderen enkele genen voor enzymen die betrokken zijn bij de hydrolyse van andere
polymeren zoals cellulose. Deze studie bevestigt eerdere waarnemingen dat de schimmel
het xylose-signaal interpreteert als een algemeen signaal voor de aanwezigheid van een
verscheidenheid aan complexe suikerpolymeren.
De fermentor-gebaseerde experimentele opstelling is gebruikt om de transcriptionele
respons van A. niger op drie lipiden te bestuderen. Dit werk staat beschreven in
hoofdstuk 4. Fermentoren werden geïnduceerd met 1 mM van de lipiden olijfolie of de
voor galactolipiden verrijkte tarwe-olie. Een derde fermentor werd geïnduceerd met
zuivere galactolipiden. Analyse van de microarray data liet zien dat er een specifieke
transcriptionele respons op olijfolie en op de tarwe-olie is. Met name genen die coderen
voor eiwitten die betrokken zijn bij vetzuur-metabolisme en peroxisoom-aanmaak
kwamen hoger tot expressie na inductie. Wel was de transcriptionele respons in de tijd
verschillend tussen deze twee oliën. Er werd geen transcriptionele respons op de zuivere
galactolipiden waargenomen.
In hoofdstuk 5 is een analyse beschreven van de globale genexpressieprofielen tussen
verschillende groepen condities. Hiervoor zijn gegevens van de microarrays uit
hoofdstuk 3 en 4 gebruikt, die als 'milde stress' beschreven worden. Daarnaast is een
tweede microarray dataset gebruikt die is gebaseerd op experimenten waarin A. niger
gegroeid is onder 'hevige stress', zoals de aan- of afwezigheid van een koolstofbron in
het kweekmedium. Vervolgens is voor iedere gen-paar combinatie uit een subset van
2,773 genen die evolutionair geconserveerde eiwitten coderen, de mate van correlatie
tussen de genexpressie profielen berekend. Dit is uitgevoerd voor zowel de mild
verstoorde als de zwaar verstoorde omstandigheden, alsook voor de beide microarray
datasets samen.
Op basis van deze correlaties zijn drie 'co-expressie netwerken' gemaakt. De netwerken
van de milde stress en het netwerk van de gecombineerde data bevatten 99% identieke
gen-paren, terwijl ongeveer 25% van de gen-paren (718 gen-paren) in het mild
verstoorde condities-netwerk in het sterk verstoorde condities-netwerk zit.
In deze netwerken zijn modules zichtbaar die bestaan uit genen die onderling een sterk
correlerend genexpressieprofiel hebben. Aan een aantal van deze modules kan een hoog-
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niveau beschrijving van een biologisch proces gekoppeld worden, zoals betrokken bij
'gen expressie' of 'aminozuur metabolisme'. Voor genen binnen een aantal van deze
modules zijn geconserveerde DNA-sequenties in de promoter-regio gevonden. Twee van
deze motieven zijn bekende bindingsplaatsen voor transcriptie-factoren die inderdaad
betrokken zijn bij de biologische processen van de betreffende modules. Daarnaast is een
grote module (ongeveer 600 van 1134 genen, ongeveer 5,500 van 10,311 gen-paren)
alleen zichtbaar in het sterk verstoorde condities-netwerk. Deze heterogene module kan
niet gekoppeld worden aan een duidelijk biologisch proces.
Hoewel de modules zelf geconserveerd lijken te zijn, zijn de locaties van deze modules
binnen het gen co-expressie netwerk en de tussenliggende verbindingen tussen de
modules verschillend voor de condities. Het is onduidelijk wat de precieze biologische
betekenis van deze observaties is.

Een methode tot studie van transcriptie- factoren

In hoofdstuk 6 wordt een methode beschreven om te bepalen welke genen door een
bepaalde transcriptiefactor gereguleerd zouden kunnen zijn. Transcriptiefactoren zijn
DNA-bindende eiwitten die genexpressie specifiek kunnen beïnvloeden. De methode is
erop gericht om het DNA-bindingsdomein van de XlnR transcriptiefactor, het
zogenaamde Zn2Cys6 domein, te vervangen door het Zn2Cys6 domein van een andere
transcriptiefactor uit dezelfde eiwitfamilie. Hierbij wordt verondersteld dat het
geconstrueerde eiwit met het veranderde DNA-bindingsdomein de DNA base-paren zal
herkennen die normaal door de tweede, niet bekende, transcriptiefactor herkend
worden. Door A. niger cellen bloot te stellen aan xylose (de inducer van XlnR) worden nu
door deze hybride transcriptiefactor niet meer de XlnR-gereguleerde genen tot
expressie gebracht, maar die genen die door de tweede transcriptiefactor gereguleerd
worden. Met behulp van microarrays kunnen deze genen vervolgens opgepikt worden,
waardoor een koppeling tot stand is gekomen tussen de transcriptiefactor en genen
onder diens controle.
Helaas werd slechts een construct dat codeert voor een hybride transcriptiefactor met
punt-mutatie verkregen. Tests met dit gemuteerde eiwit lieten niet de gewenste
verhoging van genexpressie zien. Vanwege de mutatie was het niet mogelijk om vast te
stellen of dit negatieve resultaat door de mutatie veroorzaakt werd of doordat de
methode in zijn algemeenheid niet werkt.
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Conclusie en vooruitblik
Het werk dat beschreven is in dit proefschrift draagt bij aan de verbetering van
experimenteel-biologisch onderzoek aan Aspergillus niger. Door het reproduceerbaar
kunnen groeien van deze schimmel en door het optimaliseren van technieken om
transcriptieprofielen te meten is het mogelijk geworden om ruisvrije, kwalitatief
hoogwaardige gegevens over genexpressie te verzamelen. De op deze manier verzamelde
gegevens geven inzicht in de respons van deze schimmel op de suiker xylose en op
verschillende soorten olie. Daarnaast draagt deze studie bij aan een beter begrip van
genexpressie en de daaronderliggende regulatie op het niveau van de cel.
In de toekomst zal meer de nadruk komen te liggen op het gebruik van modellen die de
interacties en dynamiek tussen moleculen binnen een organisme (of een deel daarvan,
zoals een organel) kunnen beschrijven. Totnutoe kunnen alleen wiskundige modellen
deze dynamische interacties goed beschrijven. Zowel voor het maken van deze modellen
als voor het valideren ervan zijn hoogwaardige kwantitatieve gegevens nodig. In het niet
zo verre verleden waren kwantitatieve gegevens slechts beschikbaar voor een selecte
groep model-organismen, zoals Escherichia coli en Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Door het
beschikbaar komen van -omics technieken (zoals DNA microarrays) is het nu mogelijk
om ook voor andere dan deze model-organismen gegevens te verzamelen en op basis
hiervan modellen te ontwerpen en te toetsen. Dit zal er toe leiden dat meer organismen
in groter detail bestudeerd kunnen worden, wat mogelijk leidt tot een beter inzicht in de
processen die ten grondslag liggen aan de veelzijdigheid van 'leven'.
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